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Abstract 
Object representation denotes representing three-dimensional (3D) real-world objects with 
known graphic or mathematic primitives recognizable to computers. This research has numer­
ous applications for object-related tasks in areas including computer vision, computer graphics, 
reverse engineering, etc. Superquadrics, as volumetric and parametric models, have been se­
lected to be the representation primitives throughout this research. Superquadrics are able to 
represent a large family of solid shapes by a single equation with only a few parameters. 
This dissertation addresses superquadric representation of multi-part objects and multi­
object scenes. Two issues motivate this research. First, superquadric representation of multi­
part objects or multi-object scenes has been an unsolved problem due to the complex geometry 
of objects. Second, superquadrics recovered from single-view range data tend to have low con­
fidence and accuracy due to partially scanned object surfaces caused by inherent occlusions. To 
address these two problems, this dissertation proposes a multi-view superquadric representation 
algorithm. By incorporating both part decomposition and multi-view range data, the proposed 
algorithm is able to not only represent multi-part objects or multi-object scenes, but also achieve 
high confidence and accuracy of recovered superquadrics. The multi-view superquadric repre­
sentation algorithm consists of (i) initial superquadric model recovery from single-view range 
data, (ii) pairwise view registration based on recovered superquadric models, (iii) view integra­
tion, (iv) part decomposition, and (v) final superquadric fitting for each decomposed part. 
Within the multi-view superquadric representation framework, this dissertation proposes 
a 3D part decomposition algorithm to automatically decompose multi-part objects or multi­
object scenes into their constituent single parts consistent with human visual perception. Su­
perquadrics can then be recovered for each decomposed single-part object. The proposed part 
decomposition algorithm is based on curvature analysis, and includes (i) Gaussian curvature 
estimation, (ii) boundary labeling, (iii) part growing and labeling, and (iv) post-processing. 
In addition, this dissertation proposes an extended view registration algorithm based on su­
perquadrics. The proposed view registration algorithm is able to handle deformable superquadrics 
as well as 3D unstructured data sets. For superquadric fitting, two objective functions primarily 
used in the literature have been comprehensively investigated with respect to noise, viewpoints, 
sample resolutions, etc. The objective function proved to have better performance has been used 
throughout this dissertation. 
In summary, the three algorithms (contributions) proposed in this dissertation are generic 
and flexible in the sense of handling triangle meshes, which are standard surface primitives 
in computer vision and graphics. For each proposed algorithm, the dissertation presents both 
theory and experimental results. The results demonstrate the efficiency of the algorithms using 
both synthetic and real range data of a large variety of objects and scenes. In addition, the 
experimental results include comparisons with previous methods from the literature. Finally, the 
dissertation concludes with a summary of the contributions to the state of the art in superquadric 
representation, and presents possible future extensions to this research. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
This dissertation addresses the problem of representing real-world objects with high-level, com­pact primitives. In 3D computer vision, objects are usually scanned by laser range sensors or stereo cameras, and 3D coordinates of points on object surfaces can be obtained. A large num­ber of points (dense sample) are often desired in many computer vision tasks such as surface reconstruction. By representing a huge number of unstructured points with compact primitives, storage, visualization and manipulation costs of the objects can be significantly reduced. Such an object representation step is indispensable to robot navigation systems, especially to an ob­ject recognition task. In addition, representing objects with mathematic or graphic primitives that can be recognized by computers is crucial to many applications in reverse engineering, computer graphics, etc. This dissertation focuses on superquadric representation of multi-part objects and multi-object scenes. We define a multi-part object as an object consisting of multiple parts according to part theories in human perception. One of the part theories is the transver­sality regularity (Guillemin and Pollack, 19 7 4), for which part boundaries are distinguished by negative curvatures. For instance, a teapot consists of five parts while a computer mouse con­tains only one part according to the transversality regularity. A multi-object scene denotes a scene consisting of multiple separate or articulated objects. These definitions are used in this dissertation. In the following sections, we first describe the problem statement and motivations for this research in Section 1. 1. Section 1.2 briefly introduces object representation and primarily used primitives. We summarize the contributions of this dissertation in Section 1.3. Finally, the organization of this dissertation is provided in Section 1. 4 . 
1.1 Problem Statement and Motivations A major application of this research is vision-based robotics for cleaning up waste in a haz­ardous industrial environment, for example, a radiological waste area in a typical DOE task (National Energy Technology Laboratory, deactivition & decommissioning focus area, 2 00 2 )  as shown in Fig. 1. 1. In such a hazardous environment, robots are needed to navigate, col­lect useful data, and to recognize and manipulate objects as a human would. Computer vision 
1 
Figure 1 . 1 :  A radiological waste area in a typical DOE task (National Energy Technology Laboratory, deactivition & decommissioning focus area, 2002). 
tasks involved in such robotic vision systems include scene building, scene description, 3D data visualization, etc. as shown in Fig. 1 .2. The scene description step describes real scenes using primitives that are acceptable to com­puters in a compact manner. It directly facilitates succeeding tasks including object recognition, data visualization, data communication, etc. Our research, object representation, falls into the scene description category. Another important application of this research is reverse engineering (RE), i.e., creating a computer-aided design (CAD) model of a real-world object. Traditional methods of RE with coordinate measuring machines (CMM) are often tedious and time con­suming. In computer vision and image processing, recent advances in 3D free form scanning, however, have led to efficient, accurate, and fast laser-based systems that rapidly generate high fidelity computer models of existing automotive parts. The automation of RE, or computer­aided reverse engineering (CARE), impacts the design process in a similar fashion, especially with a collaborative, distributed design team. CARE allows electronic dissemination of as-built parts for comparison of original designs with manufactured results. Additionally, CARE allows construction of CAD models of existing parts when such models no longer exist, as when parts are out of production (Thompson et al., 1999). Of particular interest is the Mobile Parts Hospi­tal initiative within the U. S. Army Tank-Automotive and Armament Command (TACOM). The vision for the parts hospital is an emergency manufacturing unit that is designed for frontline deployment. The three main areas of CARE are data acquisition, model reconstruction, and post processing. The object representation falls into both model reconstruction and post processing. For instance, for an automotive part shown in Fig. 1 .3, object representation aims to represent unstructured data points of the object with appropriate primitives which can correctly capture the geometry of the object. In summary, we seek object representation methods and primitives that are able to rep­resent real-world objects and scenes efficiently. Considering industrial applications of this re­search, we are only concerned with representing the geometry of rigid objects. Based on our literature review, the superquadric (SQ) is selected as our representation primitive due to its 
2 
Scene Building 
1 .  Data acquisition 
2. Sensor placement 
3. Data registration 
4. Data fusion 
Scene Description 
1 .  Scene segmentation 
2 .  Object representation 
3 .  Data reduction 
4. Data analysis 
3D Data Visualization 
1 .  Virtual reality display 
2. Scene rendering Figure 1.2 : Research topics involved in a robotic vision task (Imaging, Robotics and Intelligent Systems Laboratory, 2 00 2 ). 
Figure 1.3 :  A distributor cap. 
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Object representation 
Contours Surface elements Volumetric primitives 
Non-uniform Quadric surfaces Polygonal meshes Generalized cylinders Goons 
rational B-splines 
(NURBS) 
Figure 1 .4: Various levels of primitives used in object representation. 
Superquadrics 
compact and powerful representation abilities. As to superquadric representation strategies, we propose a multi-view superquadric representation algorithm to address two problems in the lit­erature. First, Superquadric representation of multi-part objects or multi-object scenes has been an unsolved problem due to the complex geometry of objects. Second, superquadrics recovered from single-view range data tend to have low confidence and accuracy due to partially scanned object surfaces caused by inherent occlusions. By incorporating both part decomposition and multi-view range data, the proposed multi-view superquadric representation algorithm is able to not only represent multi-part objects or multi-object scenes, but also achieve high confidence and accuracy of recovered superquadrics. 
1.2 Overview of Object Representation 
One of the ultimate goals of computer vision is to achieve intelligent interactions between com­puters or other automated devices and the real world using various types of images. Images consisting of thousands of individual elements (pixels) need to be represented in a compact manner for many tasks in computer graphics, reverse engineering, image communication, and computer vision. Object representation tackles this problem, and describes real-world objects with compact graphic or mathematic models that can be manipulated by computers. This rep­resentation needs to reflect the intrinsic structure of objects, (i.e., distinct objects should have distinct representations), and be compact, accurate and efficient (Jaklic et al., 2000) as well. Ob­ject representation is an indispensable step in object- or model-oriented tasks including CAD modeling, object recognition, autonomous navigation, etc. The shape of an object can be represented by three levels of primitives: volumetric prim­itives, surface elements, and contours according to the complexity of the primitives (Bajcsy et al., 1990). A taxonomy of primitives used in object representation is depicted in Fig. 1 .4. The primitive selected to describe an object depends on the complexity of the object and the tasks involved. A comparison between various levels of primitives and their characteristics (Dorai and Jain, 1997) is illustrated in Fig. 1 .5 .  Among the various levels of primitives, con­tours have low granularity, and are too local to capture or take advantage of the overall structure 
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Complexity of object domain Figure 1. 5 :  Representation primitives vs. object shape complexity (Dorai and Jain, 1997). 
of complex objects. However, they have the remarkable capability of describing local details, and are indispensable for providing local information in a high-level representation task. On the other hand, surface elements and volumetric primitives, briefly described as follows, have attracted more attention due to their abilities to represent a wide range of objects efficiently. 
Surface Elements. A solid object can be represented by its bounding surfaces. This de­scription can vary from simple triangular patches to visually appealing structures such as non­uniform rational B-splines (NURBS), which are popular in geometric modeling. An example of a teapot represented by 3D triangle meshes is illustrated in Fig. 1.6. A considerable amount of effort in computer vision and computer graphics has been devoted to describing complex surfaces as piecewise continuous patches from 3D data, which is typically defined as a 3D surface reconstruction problem (Campbell and Flynn, 2 00 1). Surface reconstruction aims to create smooth surface descriptions from dense or sparse depth measurements that are typically corrupted by outliers and noise. Surface reconstruction of objects with arbitrary topology has usually been performed on triangular meshes because polygonal meshes provide a simple piece­wise planar surface representation that gives a first order approximation without constraints on topology (Hilton et al. , 1996). In addition, a triangulated mesh can be easily constructed for a single range image. Existing integration algorithms aim to merge constrained triangulations of individual range images. As middle-level primitives, meshes have the advantages of represent­ing arbitrary shapes with various levels of details by adjusting mesh resolutions. The disadvan­tages include high computation and storage costs caused by the huge number of representation elements. For instance, the mesh for the teapot shown in Fig. 1.6 consists of approximately 3 ,000 vertices and 6,000 triangles. Therefore, these surface representations, when expressed by a set of triangle or polygon meshes, can only be sufficient for applications that need simple 
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Figure 1. 6 :  A teapot model represented by 3D triangle meshes. The mesh consists of 3 ,04 2 vertices and 6 , 0 2 6 triangles. This model is a reconstruction from the Hughes Hoppe at Microsoft Research. 
geometric representation such as a visualization task. High-level tasks such as object recogni­tion needs more structural primitives to provide compacter information. In addition, tasks that require fast or even real-time model manipulations need more efficient primitives. 
Volumetric Primitives. As the highest-level representation, volumetric primitives are the most compact, and represent the most intuitive decomposition of an object into parts. Unlike surface elements, volumetric primitives represent solids or volumes instead of surfaces. Mod­els composed of volumetric primitives can easily support part articulation and, at the structural level, are insensitive to dimensional changes in the parts (Bajcsy et al., 1990). Therefore, volu­metric primitives are also called part models. These part-level characteristics enable volumetric primitives to support object manipulation, functional-based object recognition, and other high­level activities. Several volumetric primitives for modeling object parts have been proposed in the literature. The most used include generalized cylinders, geons, superquadrics, and many other primitives (Shirai, 1987). These part-level models can be classified into two categories: qualitative and quantitative (parametric) models. Generalized cylinders are the first dedicated part-level models in computer vision (Binford, 197 1). Generalized cylinders have influenced much of the model-based vision research in the past two decades. A generalized cylinder is formed from a volume by sweeping a two-dimensional set along an arbitrary space curve. Geons consist of a set of solid blocks which are derived from generalized cylinders. They are proposed by Biederman (Biederman, 198 5 )  in the context of human perception. The set of geons consists of 3 6  primitives obtained by changing axis shape, cross-section shape, cross-section sweep­ing function, and cross-section symmetry of generalized cylinders. Superquadrics appeared in computer vision as an answer to some of the problems with generalized cylinders (Pentland, 1986 ). As a subclass of generalized cylinders, superquadrics are a family of geometric solids 
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(a) (b) (c) Figure 1. 7: Superquadric representation for a distributor cap. This mesh is a reconstruction from multiple range images using the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 5 8,97 5 ver­tices and 1 1 7, 0 3 6  triangles while the decomposition consists of 1 3  parts. The original mesh is segmented using our part decomposition algorithm. Each of the decomposed parts is fitted to a superquadric model. Each superquadric is rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on recovered superquadric parameters. (a) Photograph of original object, (b) rendering of original mesh, and ( c) rendering of superquadrics for decomposed parts. 
which can be interpreted as a generalization of basic quadric surfaces and solids. With only a few parameters, superquadrics can represent a large variety of standard geometric solids as well as smooth shapes, which makes superquadrics much more convenient for object representation. An example of a multi-part object represented by superquadrics is illustrated in Fig. 1.7. A sur­vey of volumetric primitives and corresponding representation methods is presented in Chapter 2.  
1.3 Contributions This dissertation presents three major contributions in superquadric representation, part decom­position, and view registration. The proposed algorithms extend the state of the art in these three fields. In particular, we have proposed a multi-view superquadric representation al­gorithm of which the advantage is representing multi-part objects or multi-object scenes with superquadrics in high fidelity and accuracy. Within the multi-view superquadric representation framework, we have presented a 3D part decomposition algorithm based on transversality reg­ularity to automatically decompose multi-part objects into their constituent single parts. Finally, we have extended a view registration algorithm based on superquadrics to register multi-view 3D range data in a pairwise manner. The three contributions proposed in this dissertation are summarized as follows. Multi-view superquadric representation. The most significant contribution is the devel­opment of a multi-view superquadric representation algorithm. The multi-view superquadric 
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representation algorithm addresses two unsolved problems in the literature. The first problem is superquadric representation of multi -part objects or multi -object scenes. The second one is the low confidence and accuracy of superquadrics recovered from single -view range images . Cor­respondingly, our proposed multi-view superquadric representation algorithm has two main ad­vantages compared to existing superquadric representation methods in the literature. First , our algorithm is able to efficiently represent multi -part and multi -object scenes with superquadrics. The incorporation of a part decomposition step turns the difficult superquadric representation of multi -part objects or multi-object scenes into a straightforward data fitt ing problem. Sec­ond , our proposed superquadric representation algorithm is able to achieve high confidence and accuracy of recovered superquadrics by utili zing multi-view range data. The di agram of the proposed multi-view superquadric representation algorithm is illustrated in F ig .  1.8. This algorithm is presented in Chapter 3. 
3D part decomposition. The second major contribution is the development of a 3D part decomposition algorithm within the proposed multi -view superquadric representation frame­work as shown in Fig. 1.8. The proposed part decomposition algorithm is based on the princi ­pal of transversality regularity (Hoffman and Richards , 1 98 4). Different from surface or region segmentation , the proposed part decomposition algorithm segments multi -part objects into their constitute parts that are recognizable to human perception systems. This algorithm takes sur ­faces represented by tri angular meshes as input. Compared to the part decomposition algorithm (Wu and Levine , 1 997) using simulated electrical charge distributions , the proposed algorithm can be easily implemented , and has reliable performances. The most significant advantage of the proposed part decomposition algorithm is that it directly facilitates the superquadric represen­tation of multi-part objects or multi-object scenes. The proposed part decomposition algorithm is presented in Chapter 4. 
View registration based on superquadrics. The third contr ibution is a 3D view regis­tration algorithm based on superquadrics. This algorithm extends the range image registration algorithm (Jaklic et al., 2000) in three aspects. First , we have derived the first - and second­order inertia l moments for tapered superquadr ic s, wh ich enable tapered superquadrics to  be registered with the extended algorithm . Second , the original 2D range image registration algo ­rithm is extended in our algorithm to register 3D surfaces. Finally, the extended and improved view registration algorithm can register scenes consisting of complex backgrounds and objects under the assumption that there is at le ast one object in the scene which c an be represented by a superquadric , and the object is visible (scannable ) from all views to be registered. Compared with correspondence -based view registration methods ,  our algorithm needs much less overlap between views ,  and is less time-consuming. As view registration is indispensable to computer vision tasks involving multi -view data, the proposed view registration algorithm is crucial to our multi -view superquadric representation algorithm. The proposed view registrat ion algorithm is presented in Chapter 5. 
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Range data view #1  
Part decomposition 
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Range data ...... view #N 
Part decomposition 
Superquadric fitting 
Figure 1.8: Diagram of multi-view superquadric representation algorithm. Three-dimensional triangle meshes for the range images are used as input. Part decomposition is utilized for multi­part objects or multi-object scene. The number of views depends on the complexity of the objects or scenes and the tasks involved. View integration is performed by RapidForm software. 
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1.4 Organization of the Dissertation The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a literature review for each contribution. In addition, this chapter reviews the theoretical background on regular (undeformed) superquadrics, global deformations, free-form deformations performed on su­perquadrics, and several object functions in superquadric recovery. We propose our multi-view superquadric representation algorithm in Chapter 3 .  Chapter 4 presents our 3D part decomposi­tion algorithm. The view registration algorithm based on recovered superquadrics is proposed in Chapter 5 .  Chapters 6 and 7 present experimental results for supplementary issues and proposed contributions. The experimental results demonstrate the efficiency of our proposed algorithms on a wide variety of objects and scenes. We conclude this dissertation and present several pos­sible future research topics in Chapter 8. Most of the material presented in this dissertation has been published in (Boughorbel et al., 2 00 3 ;  Zhang et al., 2 00 2 a; Zhang et al., 2 00 2 b; Zhang et al., 2 00 1; Zhang et al., 2 00 3 ). 
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Chapter 2 
Literature Review and Background on 
Superquadrics 
This chapter presents a review of the research literature and background on superquadrics. The­oretical background on superquadrics is crucial to superquadric recovery. During a superquadric fitting process, the objective function used to measure how well the superquadric model fits the input data involves both definitions and geometric characteristics of superquadrics. Section 2 . 1 presents a brief survey of surface primitives and surface reconstruction methods applying polygonal meshes. Object representation algorithms using major volumetric primitives are also reviewed to establish our choice of superquadrics. In Section 2 . 2 ,  we discuss superquadric representation methods in terms of input data types, recovery strategies, and complexities of objects involved. In order to represent multi-part objects and obtain high confidence, this dis­sertation proposes a multi-view superquadric representation algorithm. Within this algorithm, part decomposition and view registration are two key steps. Therefore, Sections 2 . 3  and 2 .4 review part decomposition and view registration algorithms respectively. In Section 2 . 5 ,  defi­nitions and characteristics of regular superquadrics are introduced. Superquadrics with global deformations and free-form deformations (FFDs) are introduced. In addition, this section de­scribes four objective functions in the literature for superquadric recovery and explores their performances. Finally, Section 2 . 6 concludes this chapter with a summary of the state of the art in superquadric representation. 
2.1 Primitives and Object Representation 
2.1.1 NURBS and Quadric Surfaces The three major surface primitives include non-uniform rational B-splines (NURBS), quadric surfaces, and polygonal meshes according to the taxonomy of primitives illustrated in Fig. 1 .4. As one of the most common parametric surface formulations, NURBS are defined as S(u, v) = L L Bt;N,,kM,,,(v) , ( 2 . 1) 
i=O j=O 
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where Ni,k (u) and Mi,l (v) are the B-spline basis functions of order k and l. Bf,; represents the homogeneous coordinates of the control points (Koivunen and Bajcsy, 199 5 ). NURBS are tensor-product forms. It has been shown that natural quadrics such as spheres, cylinders, and cones admit exact representation as NURBS. The homogeneous coordinates make this repre­sentation flexible. A quadric surface is defined as a graph of an equation of second degree in three-dimensional Cartesian coordinates (Thomas and Finney, 1979). Common quadric surfaces include sphere, cylinder, elliptic cone, ellipsoid, etc. A quadric surface is formulated as Ax2 + By2 + Cz2 + 2Dxy + 2Eyz + 2Fxz + 2Gx + 2Hy + 2Jz + K = 0, ( 2 . 2 ) or pTQP = 0, where 
NURBS and quadric surfaces have not been widely used in computer vision due to their parametric formulations. In particular, it is difficult to make a surface defined on a parametric rectangle fit an arbitrary region on the surface of an object. This problem necessitates the use of trimming curves, which are not always unique and not generally detectable in imagery (Best, 1990; Campbell and Flynn, 2 00 1 ). Moreover, the homogeneous control points are not generally detectable nor unique. The completeness of parametric forms makes them useful as a source of an initial object specification, from which a polygonal mesh or other representations can be generated and employed in a computer vision system (Campbell and Flynn, 2 00 1). 
2.1.2 Polygonal Meshes and Surface Reconstruction A polygonal mesh is a popular surface representation for 3D objects. A shared vertex-list nota­tion is common for such surface representations. An object represented by polygonal meshes is defined by a pair of ordered lists (Campbell and Flynn, 2 00 1) as 
0 = (P, V) , (2.3) where V = v1 , . . .  , VN" is a list of Nv three-dimensional vertices Vi = (xi , Yi , zif, and P = Pl , ... , p Np is a list of polygons, each specified as a list of vertex indices: Pi = Vi,1 , • • • , Vi,nv,. The mesh consists strictly of triangles when nvi = 3 for all i. The guaranteed convexity of tri­angles allows simple rendering algorithms to be used by synthetic images of models. A variety of techniques, commonly called polygonization methods, exist for generating polygonal mesh approximations from other geometric primitives such as implicit surfaces (Ning and Bloomen­thal, 199 3 ), parametric surfaces (Krishnamurthy and Levoy, 1996 ), and isosurfaces (Lorenson and Cline, 1987). Polygonal meshes have a long history in computer graphics, and have become increas­ingly popular as surface representation primitives in computer vision over the last decade. This 1 2  
(a) (b) Figure 2 . 1 :  A teapot model represented by triangle meshes. This mesh is a reconstruction from Hughes Hoppe at Microsoft Research. The mesh consists of 3 ,04 2  vertices and 6,0 2 6 triangles. (a) Rendering of original mesh and (b) triangle meshes without shading. 
increase in popularity is due to several factors including advances in computer hardware tech­niques and an increase in the popularity of dense range sensors, which produce rectangular ar­rays of 3 D  points that can easily be triangulated into meshes. Meshes can approximate surfaces of arbitrary objects with high accuracy given sufficient space to store the representation. Fig. 2 . 1  shows a teapot represented by triangle meshes. Triangle meshes are the most commonly used polygonal meshes. Triangulation of irregular data points is an example of data interpolation. The best-known technique is called the Delaunay Triangulation, which can be defined in two, three, or more space dimensions .. A well-known algorithm to compute the Delaunay Triangula­tion can be found in (Preparata and Shamos, 198 5 ). One problem with Delaunay Triangulation is that it triangulates the convex hull of the point sets. Constrained Delaunay Triangulation (Faugeras, 199 3 ) can be a solution to this problem. The simplex mesh is another surface primi­tive that has a dual underlying graph with triangulations and has constant connectivity between vertices. Unlike triangulations, discrete geometric entities, such as curvature or normal vectors, can be applied easily to control the shape of simplex meshes. Delingette (Delingette, 1997) used simplex meshes to describe deformable objects. In this approach a model is first initialized manually, and the topology of the model is next modified by creating holes or increasing its genus. Finally, an iterative adaption algorithm decreases the distance between the model and the data. With this algorithm, the deformable simplex meshes were applied to represent objects from both medical images and range data (Delingette, 1997). A considerable amount of effort in computer vision and computer graphics has been de­voted to describing complex surfaces as piecewise continuous patches from 3 D  data, which is typically defined as a 3 D  surface reconstruction problem (Campbell and Flynn, 2 00 1 ). Surface 
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Vlew 5 (a) 
(b) Figure 2.2 : An office scene represented by triangle meshes. The mesh is reconstructed from multiple scans. (a) Sensor placement around objects/scenes and (b) rendering of original mesh. 
reconstruction aims to create smooth surface descriptions from dense or sparse depth measure­ments that are typically corrupted by outliers and noise. Surface reconstruction of objects with arbitrary topology has usually been performed on triangular meshes because polygonal meshes provide a simple piece-wise planar surface representation that gives a first order approxima­tion without constraints on topology (Hilton et al., 1996 ). In addition, a triangulated mesh can be easily constructed for a single range image. Existing integration algorithms aim to merge constrained triangulations of individual range images. A typical surface reconstruction task consists of four steps: multi-view range data acquisi­tion, view registration, 3D model building (view integration), and model optimization (Hilton et al., 1996 ). Multi-view data acquisition aims to eliminate occlusions inherent in single range images, and to provide redundant (overlapped) data sets. An example of multi-view scans and reconstructed 3D model of an office scene is shown in Fig. 2.2 .  View registration is to align multi-view data sets into a common coordinate system. The model building process, also called view integration, aims to create a single surface representation from the sample points contained in multiple registered data sets. Model optimization aims to adjust the quality of meshes includ­ing resolution, smoothness, etc. to a desired level. Major model optimization tasks include mesh simplification, mesh decimation, mesh smoothness, mesh denoising, etc. View integration algo­rithms are classified into five categories: (i) point-nonnal implicit surface (Hoppe and Derose, 1992 ), (ii) mesh implicit surface (Hilton et al., 1996 ), (iii) canonic views (Soucy and Lauren­deau, 199 5 ), (iv) mesh zippering (Turk and Levoy, 1994), and (v) mesh growing (Rutishauser et al., 1994). Hoppe and Derose (Hoppe and Derose, 1992 ) proposed a general method for constructing an implicit surface representation from unstructured 3D points. Polygonal models were then generated using a marching cube approach (Lorenson and Cline, 1987). The algorithm is static 1 4  
in the sense that all the image data are required prior to the polygonization process. This method 
is not specifically developed for range image integration, and does not reliably reconstruct the object topology. However, this method can be easily applied to range images. Hilton (Hilton 
et al., 1996) proposed a reliable view integration algorithm for complex objects based on a con­tinuous implicit surface function. The surface function is constructed from step discontinuity 
constrained triangulations of individual range images. Soucy and Laurendeau (Soucy and Lau­
rendeau, 1995) integrated range images using canonic subsets of the Venn diagram. Each of 
the canonic subsets represents the overlap between a subset of the 2. 5D range images, and is 
associated with a 2D viewpoint reference frame. The 2D reference frames are used to elimi­
nate redundant data and merge intersecting regions. They have extended their algorithm to be 
dynamic allowing the sequential integration of new range images. Turk and Levoy (Turk and Levoy, 1994) developed a dynamic mesh zippering algorithm. Overlapping regions of meshes 
are eroded and the boundary correspondence are found by operations in 3D space. A local 
2D constrained triangulation is then used to join overlapping mesh boundaries to form a single 
mesh. Rutishauser et al. (Rutishauser et al. , 1994) retriangulated two overlapping meshes using 
local constraints on triangle shapes in 3D space. Chen and Medioni (Chen and Medioni, 1992) 
used a triangle mesh which expands inside a sequence of range maps. 
As middle-level primitives, the advantages of polygonal meshes lie in their abilities to rep­
resent arbitrary shapes with various levels of details by adjusting mesh resolutions. On the 
other hand, polygonal meshes have limitations since they are approximate and scale-dependent. 
Higher-level surface characterizations must be explicitly maintained with the mesh. The re­
quired resolution of the mesh may vary between applications. An active research topic is de­
voted to approaches coarsening dense meshes or refining coarse meshes according to application 
requirements. Another disadvantage of polygonal meshes is high computation and storage costs 
caused by a huge number of representation elements. For instance, approximately 3,000 ver­
tices and 6,000 triangles are needed to represent a teapot of typical size with visually acceptable 
accuracy. Therefore, these surface representations, when expressed by a set of triangle or poly­
gon meshes, can only be sufficient for applications that need simple geometric representation 
such as a visualization task. High-level tasks such as object recognition need more structural 
primitives to provide more compact information. In addition, tasks that require fast or real-time 
operations need more efficient primitives. 
2.1.3 Generalized Cylinders 
Generalized cylinders are the first dedicated part-level models in computer vision (Binford, 
197 1). Generalized cylinders have influenced much of the model-based vision research in the 
past two decades. As shown in Fig. 2.3, a generalized cylinder is formed from a volume by 
sweeping a two-dimensional set along an arbitrary space curve. The set may vary along the 
curve (axis). Therefore, definitions of the axis and the sweeping set are required to define a 
generalized cylinder. The axis can be defined as a function of arc length s in a fixed coordinate 
system (x, y, z) 
a(s) = (x(s) , y(s) , z(s) ) .  (2. 4) 
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Figure 2 . 3 : Plot of a generalized cylinder. A generalized cylinder is defined as a volume formed by sweeping a cross section along an axis (Binford, 197 1 ). 
The sweeping set is more conveniently expressed in a local coordinate system which is defined at the origin of each point of the axis a( s). The sweeping set can be defined by a cross section boundary, which is parameterized by another parameter r sweeping set = (x(r, s) , y(r, s)) . ( 2 . 5) This definition is very powerful and describes a large variety of shapes. To limit the complexity and simplify the recovery of generalized cylinders from images, constraints are often incorpo­rated. Straight axes and constant sweeping sets are two main constraints added to generalized cylinders to represent regular shapes. Generalized cylinders (GCs) are particularly attractive for representing elongated shapes where an axis is easy to define. In such cases, the axis of GCs often provides an intuitive method to conceptualize the design of an object, and a method of reliably recovering useful statistics about the shape of the object. On the other hand, shapes whose cross sections contain only one closed contour cannot easily be described by generalized cylinders when it is difficult to define an axis. It is possible to extend the primitives (GCs) to handle these objects, but it may not prove to be the most efficient representation of the objects with respect to design and recognition (Campbell and Flynn, 2 00 1). An often cited early vision system which applied gen­eralized cylinders is the ACRONYM system (Brooks, 198 3). This is a model-based system for interpretation of airport scenes. Edges in a 2 D  image that form perceptually relevant entities and are defined as projections of generalized cylinders, are combined so that in the end a 3D interpretation of an intensity image is obtained. Models of airplanes that the system is to recog­nize are represented by generalized cylinders. Recovery of generalized cylinders from intensity images has been studied by many researchers. Especially notable for their work in this area are Rao and Nevatia (Rao and Nevatia, 1988), Mohan and Nevatia (Mohan and Nevatia, 1989), and Zerrough and Nevatia (Zerrough and Nevatia, 1999; Zerrough and Neviata, 1994 ). The recov­ery of generalized cylinders from intensity images seems to be overly complex since it must rely on complicated rules to group low-level image features, such as edges, corners, and surface 1 6  
normals, into features of larger granularity (i.e., symmetrical contours or cross-sections), and to finally assemble them into generalized cylinders. These problems are due partly to the compli­cated parameterization of generalized cylinders, and to the lack of a fitting function that would provide a direct evaluation criteria on how well the model (GC) fits the image data (Jaklic et al., 2 000). Consequently, only the recovery of a restricted subset of generalized cylinders such as straight homogeneous generalized cylinders (SHGCs) has been completed in the literature to date. 
2.1.4 Geons Geons, as qualitative primitives, consist of a set of solid blocks which are derived from gen­eralized cylinders. They were proposed by Biederman (Biederman, 198 5 )  in the context of human perception. The set of geons consists of 3 6  primitives obtained by changing axis shape, cross-section shape, cross-section sweeping function, and cross-section symmetry of general­ized cylinders. The geons are depicted in Fig. 2 . 4. The 3 6  primitives of geons can be readily detected by an analysis of relatively perfect 2 D  line drawings. The putative component shapes are hypothesized to be simple and typically symmetrical, with no sharp concavities. The object components that can be differentiated on the basis of perceptual properties are sometimes dif­ficult to detect, and are relatively independent of viewing position and degradation. Therefore, geons have been proposed as a basis for object recognition of 3 D  objects observed from a single 2 D  view. Geons are essentially conceptual or meta-models of parts which are normally imple­mented through generalized cylinders. They can also be expressed in terms of superquadrics. Several methods for qualitative, geon-type shape recovery based on superquadric models have been proposed (Dickinson and Pentland, 199 2 ;  Raja and Jain, 199 2 ;  Wu and Levine, 199 3 ). 
2.1.5 Superquadrics Alan Barr (Barr, 198 1 )  is the first to introduce superquadrics to computer graphics in early 1980s. Superquadrics appeared in computer vision as an answer to some of the problems with generalized cylinders (Pentland, 198 6). As a subclass of generalized cylinders, superquadrics are a family of geometric solids which can be interpreted as a generalization of basic quadric surfaces and solids. A family of superquadrics is illustrated in Fig. 2 . 5 .  With only a few param­eters, superquadrics can represent a large variety of standard geometric solids as well as smooth shapes, making superquadrics much more convenient for object representation. A superquadric is defined explicitly as 
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Figure 2.4: Shapes of geons. Geons consist of 36 primitives formed by varying size, symmetry, edge, and axis of a generalized cylinder. 
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Figure 2.5: Superquadric shapes with various shape parameters (e 1 , £2), 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 2.6: Superquadric representation results for a distributor cap. This mesh is a reconstruc­
tion from multiple range images using the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 58,97 5 
vertices and 117 ,036 triangles while the decomposition consists of 13 parts. The original mesh 
is segmented using our part decomposition algorithm. Each of the decomposed parts is fitted 
to a superquadric model. Each superquadric is rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on 
recovered superquadric parameters. (a) Photograph of original object, (b) rendering of original 
mesh, and ( c) rendering of recovered superquadrics. 
As one of the volumetric primitives, superquadrics are the most compact and efficient repre­
sentation primitives. Moreover, superquadrics can be deformed globally and locally by stretch­
ing, bending, tapering or twisting, and then be combined using Boolean operations to build 
more complicated objects. Therefore, an object with complex geometries can be represented by 
superquadrics for each of its single parts. For instance, a distributor cap and its superquadric 
representation are shown in Fig. 2.6. As demonstrated in this figure, although the overall ge­
ometry of the distributor cap is complex, and cannot be represented by a superquadric, each 
single part of the distributor cap is a regular shape, and can be successfully represented by a su­
perquadric. One of the most attractive characteristics of superquadrics is their interchangeable 
implicit and explicit defining functions. The implicit definition is differentiable everywhere, 
and is especially suitable for model recovery. On the other hand, the explicit form is convenient 
for visualization/rendering. A more detailed survey of superquadric representation algorithms 
is presented in Section 2.2. 
2.1.6 Other Volumetric Primitives 
In addition to the primitives discussed previously, there are several other volumetric primitives 
including Gaussian images, extended Gaussian images (EGI), Constructive Solid Geometry 
(CSG), blob models, hyperquadrics, and higher order polynomials. These additional primitives 
attempt to represent an object as an entity in its own coordinate system. Gaussian images and 
EGis are mappings of surface normals of an object onto the well-known Gaussian Sphere. Each 
point on the Gaussian Sphere corresponds to a surface normal of the object. An EGI is an 
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abstract model which represents a class of objects. The EGI provides a unique representation of convex objects (Hom, 1988), but it may correspond to infinite concave objects. The EGI of simple objects, such as cylinders or spheres, may be more complex than other solid models. For irregular objects, however, EGI is generated more easily (Shirai, 1987). The basic idea of CSG is to construct 3D bodies from a selection of solid primitives. These primitives include cuboids, cylinders, spheres, and cones which are scaled, positioned, and combined by union, intersection, and difference. A CSG model is stored as a tree, with leaf nodes representing the primitive solid, and edges enforcing precedence among the set theoretical operations. CSG models define properties such as object volume unambiguously, but suffer the drawback of being non-unique. Furthermore, it is not easy to model natural shapes with CSG. A more serious drawback is that surface recovery is not straightforward from a CSG description. Such a procedure is computationally very expensive (Sonka et al., 1998). Blob models of complex shapes can be recovered by minimizing an energy function and recursively splitting field primitives (Muraki, 199 1 b). As with CSG, this method is compu­tationally very expensive. Hyperquadrics are a generalization of superquadrics which offer a larger shape flexibility through a larger number of parameters (Hanson, 1988). A given hyper­quadric shape, however, can have more than one set of parameters (i.e., there is a many-to-one relationship between parameter sets and hyperquadric shapes). Higher-order polynomials can represent similar shapes as superquadrics, and are mathematically easier to manipulate. Fitting of implicit fourth order polynomials is discussed in (Tasdizen and Tarel, 1999; Taubin, 199 1). A survey of free-form object representation and recognition techniques is provided in (Campbell and Flynn, 2 00 1). 
2.2 Superquadric Representation Algorithms A typical superquadric representation method consists of input data, the recovery strategy, and the measurement of how well the recovered superquadrics fit the input data, and the complexity of objects which can be handled. Superquadric representation methods can be classified into different categories according to (i) data type (range, stereo, and intensity image), (ii) recovery strategy (analytic, minimization of an objective function, and point distribution model), and (iii) complexity of objects (single- or multi-part objects). Therefore, in this section, we review superquadric representation algorithms in these aspects including types of data used, recovery strategies, and complexities of objects and scenes to be represented. 
2.2.1 Different Types of Input Data Various types of images including intensity images, stereo images, and range images have been used as input in superquadric representation methods. The most appropriate type of images are range images and others containing dense and explicit 3D information of objects, such as images obtained by modem medical imaging techniques. The representation is also possible using pairs of stereo intensity images. The drawback of stereo is a sparse and non-uniform distribution of 3D points. Recovering superquadrics from single intensity images is more difficult. 
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Range image. Range images have been the most commonly used type of data for su­
perquadric representation (Gross and Boult, 1988; Hager, 1994; Han et al., 1993; Pentland, 
1986; Solina and Bajcsy, 1990). The underlying depth information of range images directly fits 
the images to superquadrics. 
Stereo data. Metaxas (Chan and Metaxas, 1994; Metaxas and Dickinson, 1993) stud­
ied the problem of superquadric recovery from stereo and multiple views in the framework of 
qualitative shape recovery (Dickinson and Pentland, 1992) as well as physics-based recovery 
techniques (Metaxas and Terzopoulos, 1993). Stereo images have lost their popularity in su­
perquadric representation due to their own drawbacks and the decreasing cost of range scanners. 
Single intensity image. Intensity images are normally used for derivation of contours, 
edges or silhouettes which serve as low-level features in superquadric recovery (Pentland and 
Sclaroff, 1991 ;  Vidmar and Solina, 1992). Vidmar and Solina (Vidmar and Solina, 1992) pro­
posed a two-step method for the recovery of superquadrics from 2D contours. First, the position 
of the superquadric is determined. Next, the shape and orientation of the superquadric are re­
constructed using an iterative least-square method. The contour points should lie on the surface 
of the superquadric model. For a specific contour, several possible superquadric models are 
usually derived. A better solution can be derived by using additional information, such as a few 
range points. 
Dickinson (Dickinson and Metaxas, 1992; Dickinson and Pentland, 1992) proposed a method 
based on distributed aspect matching for superquadric recovery from contours, which were ex­
tracted from intensity images. The approach first took a set of 3D volumetric modeling prim­
itives and generated a hierarchical aspect representation based on the projected surfaces of the 
primitives. This aspect graph was then matched with the segmented intensity image. Obtained 
matching probability can be used in object recognition. Pentland (Pentland, 1987) proposed 
a preliminary algorithm for recovering superquadrics from intensity images of single-part ob­
jects. Due to the utilization of intensity images, this algorithm was limited to shape recovery of 
single-part objects and failed to provide complete 3D information on position and orientation of 
the superquadric. To improve this method, Pentland and Sclaroff (Pentland and Sclaroff, 1991)  
proposed an algorithm in which a set of 2D silhouettes of a superquadric of different shapes, 
sizes, and orientations was used to generate a set of hypothesis about corresponding models in 
images. This approach is computationally less expensive than the previous work in (Pentland, 
1987). 
2.2.2 Different Recovery Strategies 
Superquadric recovery methods can be classified according to recovery strategies into analyti­
cal methods, objective function minimization methods, and point distribution model methods. 
Despite different recovery strategies, the goal of superquadric representation methods is to find 
a superquadric that best fits a given image. Most superquadric representation approaches define 
an objective function, and obtain superquadric parameters through minimizing the objective 
function. 
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Analytical methods. Pentland (Pentland, 1986) presented an analytical solution for su­perquadric recovery. This approach utilized the dual relationship between superquadric surfaces and surface normals to derive superquadric parameters. Nevertheless, this approach demon­strates limited success with only simple synthetic images. Objective function minimization methods. Pentland (Pentland, 1986 ) used a coarse grain exhaustive search in the space of superquadric parameters to obtain a set of the best goodness-of-fit hypotheses of individual superquadric models presented in a range image. This method is computationally very expensive due to the extensive initial search and generation of range images to compute goodness-of-fit. The problem of direct recovery of individual su­perquadrics from range images was solved by Solina and Bajcsy (Solina and Bajcsy, 1990). They presented an error metric based on the inside-outside function of the definition of su­perquadrics. To compensate the incomplete information in a single view and solve the ambi­guity, the minimum volume constraint was added to the objective function. The Levenberg­Marquardt algorithm, which is a standard solution to the non-linear least-square minimization problem, was used to minimize the objective function. Gross and Boult (Gross and Boult, 1988) followed a similar strategy, but studied different objective functions. In particular, they stated that the measure of fit based on radial Euclidean distance was a better metric than the inside-outside function used by Solina and Bajcsy (Solina and Bajcsy, 1990). However, the difference in recovered superquadrics could be visually neg­ligible as stated in (Ferrie et al., 1993). The inside-outside function has been more commonly used due to its lower computation cost. The same error metric proposed by Solina and Bajcsy (Solina and Bajcsy, 1990) adjusted for tapering and bending deformations was successfully used to represent deformed objects (Solina and Bajcsy, 1990). Whaite and Ferrie (Whaite and Ferrie, 1991) proposed improvements on the error metric to reduce its bias. Ferrie et al. (Ferrie et al., 1993) proposed a bottom-up strategy based on sequential applica­tion of different techniques to extract image regions corresponding to convex volumetric parts. They used Darboux frames to describe object surfaces and snake contour models to interpolate between image features that partition the object surfaces into their constituent parts. Finally, they fit superquadrics to individual parts. The experimental results are limited to cases where each segmented surface patch corresponds to a single volumetric model. This is a major draw­back of all bottom-up approaches which do not use models to guide the segmentation process. A simple object, like an L-shaped object, will fail to be represented by this method. Gupta and Bajcsy (Gupta and Bajcsy, 1992 ; Gupta and Bajcsy, 1993) used biquadric surface patches to pre-segment a range image. To solve the problem of multiple surfaces belonging to a single superquadric model, they grouped surfaces along convex discontinuities of surface normals. Leonardis et al. (Leonardis et al., 1995 ; Leonardis et al., 1997) presented a recover­and-select paradigm to recover superquadric models of articulated objects from unsegmented range images. The recover-and-select paradigm consists of two interleaving stages: model recovery and model selection. The main advantage of this classify-and-fit approach is that the performance of fitting is constantly monitored. Jaklif (Jaklif, 1997) extended this approach to recover superquadric models from multi-view range images. The close-form mathematical expression for inertial moments of superquadrics was derived in this work. An original approach 2 2  
was presented to estimate the rigid transform between superquadric representations obtained 
from two different views. 
Hu and Wee (Hu and Wee, 1995) proposed a robust 3D part extraction method which uti­
lized an adaptive weighted partial data minimization technique. Demonstrating that the objec­
tive function defined by Solina and Bajcsy (Solina and Bajcsy, 1990) was sensitive to outliers 
and not robust, they modified the error metric by including weighted parameters. With the same 
objective function defined by Solina and Bajcsy, Zha et al. (Zha et al., 1998) proposed a re­
cursive fitting-and-splitting algorithm for modeling objects with superquadrics. Zha et al. (Zha 
et al., 1998) extracted a dividing plane from range data to partition the original data set into two 
disjoint subsets, which were further treated respectively. However, this method failed to provide 
unique representations for some smoothly curved objects. 
Zhou and Kambhamettu (Zhou and Kambhamettu, 1999) extended superquadrics by in­
troducing exponential functions to represent more complicated non-symmetric objects. They 
modified exponents in the definition of superquadrics and the objective function from con­
stants to exponential functions of latitude and longitude angles, which are expressed in the 
object-centered spherical coordinate system. Van Dop and Regtien (Dop and Regitien, 1998) 
compared four different objective functions for superquadric representation. They concluded 
that the objective function proposed by Solina and Bajcsy (Solina and Bajcsy, 1990) tended to 
recover square-shaped superquadrics and failed to deal with data containing outliers. The ob­
jective function with robustness and background constraints demonstrated the best performance 
on superquadric recovery in the presence of outliers in data sets. However, only a single cylin­
drical object was tested in this work and more comprehensive experiments with more thorough 
analysis are needed to support the statement. 
Terzopoulos and Metaxas (Terzopoulos and Metaxas, 1991)  formulated deformable su­
perquadrics which incorporate both global deformations representing prominent shape features 
and local deformations capturing surface details. Though locally deformed models are flexible 
to represent nearly free-form objects, the implementation is very complicated. Compared with 
local deformations, the global deformations are more tightly integrated with superquadrics, and 
can be easily implemented. Bardinet et al. (Bardinet et al., 1998) presented a method using 
superquadric models and free-form deformations to represent unstructured 3D medical data. 
Although free-form deformations are more like global deformations in the sense of definitions, 
they can represent local details on surfaces to a certain level as local deformations. 
Point distribution model methods. The point distribution model (PDM) is a statistical 
finite element model which is built from a training set of labeled contour landmarks of a large 
number of shapes. Pilu et al. (Pilu et al., 1996) proposed a method for recovery of deformed 
superellipses based on the PDM which can also be extended to superquadrics. Although PDMs 
are normally trained on actual shapes, Pilu et al. trained them on a large number of randomly 
generated deformed superellipses. For PDM training, the points must be labeled and put in 
correspondences across the whole training set. The mean shape is calculated by averaging 
each coordinate point, and the covariance matrix of the points is computed. The eigenvalue 
decomposition of the covariance matrix enables the approximation of shapes in the training set 
by using a weighted sum of the most significant eigenvectors. The weights are called modes of 
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(a) (b) Figure 2.7: Synthetic range data of a tapered cylinder. Scans from two views are acquired. 
variations. Pilu et al. used the first seven modes to represent deformed superellipses. Among the seven modes, the first four modes are highly correlated to the sizes (a1, a2) and to the bending and tapering factors. However, the shape parameter e is not strongly correlated to a particular mode since E does not affect major structural change of the superellipsoid. 
2.2.3 Objects in Various Complexities Most early research on superquadric representation concentrated on representing single-part objects from single-view intensity or range images (Dop and Regitien, 1998; Gross and Boult, 1988; Gupta and Bajcsy, 1992 ; Hager, 1994; Han et al., 199 3 ;  Pentland, 1986 ; Solina and Bajcsy, 1990; Zhou and Kambhamettu, 1999) by assuming that the images have been pre­segmented into single-part objects. This category of research is only concerned with the data fitting process including objective functions, fitting measurements, convergence speed, etc. The volumetric nature of superquadrics enables correct models to be recovered from a single-view image captured from a degenerate viewpoint (Jaklic et al., 2 000; Solina and Bajcsy, 1990), which is a significant advantage over surface primitives. The essential weakness of existing superquadric representation methods from single-view images is that confidence and accuracy of recovered superquadrics tend to be low due to in­complete information (partial surface) contained in single-view images. In addition, recovered superquadric parameters are subject to the viewpoint from which the scan is taken. Differences in superquadric parameters recovered from various viewpoints are not negligible in many cases. For instance, superquadric parameters recovered for the object shown in Fig. 2 .  7 from two views tend to be different due to different surfaces scanned. How this issue can be addressed remains unknown in the literature. 
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For complex, multi-part objects or multi-object scenes, there are three major types of su­
perquadric representation approaches. The first type of methods incorporates an image segmen­
tation step priori to superquadric representation (Ferrie et al., 1993; Gupta and Bajcsy, 1992; 
Gupta and Bajcsy, 1993; Hu and Wee, 1995; Metaxas and Dickinson, 1993; Metaxas and Ter­
zopoulos, 1993; Zha et al., 1998). The image segmentation step involved in these methods 
is either inefficient or unreliable since superquadrics can only be successfully recovered from 
volumetric parts rather than regions. For example, Ferrie et al. (Ferrie et al. ,  1993) proposed 
a bottom-up strategy based on sequential application of different techniques to extract image 
regions corresponding to convex volumetric parts. They used Darboux frames to describe ob­
ject surfaces and snake contour models to interpolate between image features that partition the 
object surfaces into their constituent parts. Finally, they fit superquadrics to individual parts. 
The experimental results are limited to cases where each segmented surface patch corresponds 
to a single volumetric model. Gupta and Bajcsy (Gupta and Bajcsy, 1992; Gupta and Bajcsy, 
1993) used biquadric surface patches to pre-segment a range image. To solve the problem of 
multiple surfaces belonging to a single superquadric model, they grouped surfaces along con­
vex discontinuities of surface normals. In summary, the segmentation step included in these 
superquadric representation methods segments objects into regions (surface patches) instead of 
volumetric parts, which can truly reflect the part-based nature of superquadrics. 
The second type of method directly recovers superquadrics from single-view range images 
without pre-segmentation (Jaklif et al., 2000; Leonardis et al., 1997). Compared to the su­
perquadric representation approaches for single-part objects, these methods suffer more from 
occlusions caused by single-view images due to the complexity of objects. In addition, this type 
of method has high computational costs due to a large number of iterations required to converge 
to the optimal superquadric representation. The final type of methods used local deformations 
to represent complex objects, mostly biomedical organs (Bardinet et al., 1998; Terzopoulos and 
Metaxas, 1991 ). This type of method suffers both high computational costs and difficult selec­
tion of initial models during the deformation process. For this reason, these methods involving 
local deformations have been primarily applied to nonrigid objects such as biomedical organs, 
for which local deformations are essential. Compared with the early work on superquadric rep­
resentation of single-part objects, these types of methods can represent complex objects and 
scenes and have more practical applications in tasks such as robotic navigation, object recog­
nition, etc. These three types of superquadric representation approaches have their own ad­
vantages and limitations. Which approach should be used heavily depends on the application 
involved. 
In summary, there are two major drawbacks for existing superquadric representation meth­
ods of multi-part objects. The first is a lack of an efficient part decomposition method, and the 
other is that only single-view images are used for superquadric recovery. For instance, no ex­
isting superquadric representation method can handle the multi-part object and the multi-object 
scenes shown in Fig. 2.8. For these objects, it is too difficult to choose an optimal viewpoint 
from which each part is visible due to severe occlusions. Therefore, existing superquadric 
representation methods utilizing single-view range images yield incomplete and incorrect su­
perquadrics. In addition, it is insufficient to recover superquadrics from these objects without 
pre-segmentation due to the complexity of the objects. 
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(a) (b) Figure 2. 8: Multi-part object and multi-object scene. (a) Photograph of a distributor cap (multi­part object) and (b) photograph of a scene containing multiple objects simulating a bin picking task. 
2.3 Part Decomposition As stated in Section 2. 2 .3 ,  part decomposition can significantly benefit superquadric repre­sentation of multi-part objects. When multi-part objects or multi-object scenes are present as shown in Fig. 2 .8, part decomposition is indispensable to correct superquadric representation. However, the segmentation step included in the existing superquadric representation methods segments objects or scenes into regions (surface patches) instead of volumetric parts, which can truly reflect the part-based volumetric nature of superquadrics. Besides superquadric representation, many other tasks in computer vision, computer graph­ics, and reverse engineering are directly performed on objects (models). Those object-centered algorithms become more difficult when the treated object is complicated, for example, when it contains multiple parts. Part decomposition is a crucial step in such applications since it can simplify the original problem for multi-part, complex objects into several subproblems, each dealing with their constituent single, simpler parts. In applications such as object recognition, shape description and representation, and object manipulation, part decomposition is an in­dispensable pre-processing step, and can further reduce the efforts involved with the original multi-part objects (Hoffman and Richards, 1984 ; Pentland, 1981). Different from the image segmentation concept, in which regions (surface patches) are segmented from either edge- or region-based methods (Baccar et al., 1996 ; Burgiss et al., 1998; Hoover et al., 1996 ; Jiang, 2 000; Zhang et al., 2 000), part decomposition aims to segment compound objects into their constituent parts. Part decomposition classifies data points on object surfaces into groups, each of which cor­responds to one physical part of the object. For example, an object composed of two articulated parts, e.g., a cube and a cylinder, will be segmented into six planar surfaces for the cube, and two planar surfaces and a circular surface for the cylinder from a region segmentation algorithm. Instead, a part decomposition algorithm decomposes the object into its constituent parts which 
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(a) (b) Figure 2 .9: Part decomposition results for a mug. This mesh is a reconstruction from Hughes Hoppe at Microsoft Research. The mesh consists of 1, 7 2 5 vertices and 3 , 4 5 0  triangles while the decomposition consists of two parts. (a) Rendering of original mesh and (b) decomposed parts labeled in different colors. 




Figure 2.1 0: An illustration of the transversality regularity in 2D. Two arbitrary shapes always interpenetrate in a contour of concave discont inuity of their tangents. For each of the intersec­tion points A and B, there are two discontinuous tangents T1 and T2 for the two intersecting curves. 
have been used in part decomposition or object representation include spheres (Mohr and Ba­jcsy, 1 98 3; O 'Rourke and Badler, 1 97 9), polyhedra (Hoppe and Derose , 1 992; Hilton et al., 1 996 ), generalized cylinders (Binford, 1 97 1 ; Zerrough and Nevatia, 1 999; Zerrough and Nevi ­ata, 1 994), geons (Biederman , 1 98 5 ; Raja and Jain , 1 992; Wu and Levine , 1 993), and quadrics and superquadrics (Gupta and Bajcsy, 1 992; Jaklic et al., 2000; Leonardis et al., 1 997). Despite the various primitives used , these approaches first hypothesi ze an object configura­tion composed of part models , assuming that the shape of each part is very similar to th at of a particular model. Second , they evaluate a measure of similarity between the hypothesis and the true object shape. Dickinson et al . (Dickinson et al., 1 997; Metaxas and Dickinson , 1 993) used an aspect hierarchy of part shapes in a large set of distinctive model database. Surface patches were first identi fied using region growing or edge detection and then grouped into a potenti al part. These primitive-based part decomposition methods are advantageous when each part of an object can be represented by a primitive. In such cases , parts are not only segmented but represented in primit ives. On the ot her hand , prob lems  arise when t he parts are not consistent with the availab le primitives. For instance , superquadrics can represent animal limbs , but are obviously inappropriate for faces , cars , shoes,  etc. In such cases , nonunique or incorrect part segmentat ion occurs. In summary, primitive-based part segmentation approaches h ave l imited versatility. On the other hand , a boundary-based part segmentation approach , if its rule uses only geom­etry of surfaces , can apply to many objects whose bounding surfaces are amenable to the tools of differential geometry, which is not a severe restriction (Hoffman and Richards , 1 984). Com­pared to the primitive -based approaches , the boundary -based part segmentation approaches can segment objects into parts without knowing in advance what the parts look like. This makes more sense because part segmentation is essentially a grouping process , which does not re­quire a high-level primitive representation. In summary, boundary -based part segmentation approaches have greater versatility than primitive-based ones (Hoffman and Richards ,  1 984) in the sense of segmentation. 
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Two specific rules have been proposed for boundary-based part segmentation based on the 
theory of transversality regularity. Koenderink and Van Doom (Koenderink and Doom, 1 982) 
presented parabolic lines as part boundary. At a parabolic line (do Canno, 1 9 7 6), one of the 
principal curvatures of the surface changes from convex (>  0) to concave ( < 0). Hoffman and 
Richards (Hoffman and Richards, 1 984) presented the minima rule to partition a surface into 
parts along contours of concave discontinuity of the tangent plane. The minima rule (Hoffman 
and Richards, 1 984) divides a surface into parts at loci of negative minima of each principal cur­
vature along its associated family of lines of curvature. Following the rule proposed by Koen­
derink and Van Doom (Koenderink and Doom, 1 982), Rom and Medioni (Rom and Medioni, 
1 994) proposed a framework consisting of decomposing compound 3D objects into single parts 
and then describing those parts by generalized cylinders. Wu and Levine (Wu and Levine, 1 997 ) 
presented a physics-based part segmentation approach. The novelty of this method is that part 
boundaries were detected by electrical charges instead of traditional curvatures for each vertex. 
Although the author claimed that this method was robust to mesh resolution and had several ad­
vantages over curvature-based part segmentation methods, the high computational cost involved 
in electrical charge evaluation prevented this method from being widely used. 
Compared to the significant amount of research devoted to 2D intensity or range image seg­
mentation over the last two decades (Bennamoun, 1994; Hoffman and Richards, 1 984; Koara 
et al. , 2000; Kumar and Goldgof, 1 995; Leonardis et al., 1 99 7 ; Pentland, 1 98 1), 3D mesh 
segmentation is a relatively new research topic. Unlike part decomposition, mesh segmen­
tation segments meshes into regions. Falcidieno and Spagnuolo (Falcidieno and Spagnuolo, 
1 992) segmented a mesh into similar curvature regions of concave, convex, planar, and saddle 
patches. Other mesh segmentation algorithms have been proposed to segment meshes into ei­
ther planar surfaces (Papaioannou et al., 2000; Sacchi et al., 1999) or arbitrary patches (Mangan 
and Whitaker, 1 999). 
Differential parameters such as normals, principle curvatures, and principle directions are 
very useful in a wide variety of tasks including segmentation, surface classification, and surface 
reconstruction and registration. As suggested by (Krsek et al. , 1 998), curvature estimation 
methods can be classified into (i) approximation by an analytic surface, (ii) approximation by 
curves, (iii) convolution operators, and (iv) discrete curvature methods. Approximation by an 
analytic surface is a commonly used approach to estimate differential parameters. With this 
type of approach, an analytic surface is first locally fitted to input points, and the curvatures 
are computed for this approximate surface using the classical technique in (Besl, 1 988). The 
methods in this category are further classified into linear (Hamann, 1 993; Stokely and Wu, 
1 992) and nonlinear approximations (Sander and Zucker, 1 990) according to the approaches 
used to fit surfaces with input data. Approximation of curves lying in the planar part of a 
surface can achieve faster estimation of differential parameters. Such methods first estimate 
curvatures for the curve and then calculate curvature for the surface that consists of the curves 
(Martin, 1 998). Convolution operators combine computation of derivatives with noise filters 
(Thirion, 1996) and are suitable for depth maps based on regular grids. These methods are 
usually used to detect structures such as edges, peaks, etc. Discrete curvature methods estimate 
principal curvatures directly from triangulated surfaces utilizing polyhedral metrics (Besl, 1 988; 
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(a) (b) Figure 2.1 1: Self-occlusions occurred in two-view scans of an object. 
Lin and Perry, 1982 ). These methods are quick and robust but are not able to estimate principal directions. 
2.4 View Registration Reconstructing 3D models of real-world objects or scenes from multi-view range images has gained tremendous attention over the last decade due to increasing research interests in 3D com­puter vision as well as the high accuracy of up-to-date range scanners with decreasing costs. Reconstructed 3D models are of greatest interest in applications such as robot navigation, ob­ject recognition, CAD modeling, computer graphics, and reverse engineering. Compared with stereo-based 3D reconstruction techniques, range-based methods, in general, provide higher ac­curacy and robustness. A typical 3D surface reconstruction process consists of three steps: the 
data acquisition step in which multi-view range data are captured from appropriately planned viewpoints, the view registration step in which the data obtained from various views are aligned into a common global coordinate system, and the data integration step in which overlaps are removed, and the geometry of the aligned data sets is optimized to a single mesh. Multi-view data acquisition is essential since most 3D scanning devices can only capture partial surfaces of objects at a time due to the limitations in the physical design and the specific technology of the scanner. An example of partial scanning of an object is shown in Fig. 2.1 1. As observed from this figure, only part of the object surface is captured from a single viewpoint due to self-occlusions. Multi-view data acquisition is essential in order to construct a complete 3D model of an object. Since each scan is generally represented in an independent sensor coordinate system, the single-view data must be transformed from its own sensor coordinate system to a global object-centered coordinate system. This process is termed view registration, and received sustained attention in the research literature. The view registration is defined to 3 0  
Scan 2 
Figure 2. 12: Scans from two views. Overlapping object surfaces scanned from two views need 
to be registered in order to be integrated into more complete data. 
find a rigid transformation Tf (p) between coordinate system i and j. The transformation Tf (p) 
is often evaluated by Tf (p) = Rp+ d, where R is a rotation matrix, and d is a translation vector. 
Variable p denotes a point represented by its (x, y, z) coordinates. In general, the transformation 
is obtained from overlapping regions as shown in Fig. 2. 12. 
View registration is crucial since it significantly affects the performance of the subsequent 
data integration step. A typical view registration approach consists of two stages: {i) coarse 
registration {initial estimation) of the transformation between views and {ii) refinement of the 
initial registration. 
Coarse Registration. The goal of a coarse view registration is to compute a transforma­
tion that can approximately align two data sets acquired from two different views. The transfor­
mation needs to align the data close enough for a subsequent "fine registration" step. The coarse 
registration aims to improve the convergence of the fine registration to the global optimal solu­
tion. The coarse registration methods can be classified into manual and automatic approaches 
according to how corresponding points contained in different views are identified. Two types 
of manual registration approaches are possible. The first type uses a controlled scanning en­
vironment, where the transformations between the views' coordinate frames are obtained from 
the calibration of the scanner with the mechanics of the sensing environment. The problems 
with such scanning systems are objects need to be placed in precise locations in the scene. In 
addition, the scanners must be precisely calibrated. These constraints result in more expensive 
equipment and limitations on the types of objects that can be scanned. The other type of manual 
approach uses human interaction to obtain coarse registration between views. In such cases, hu­
man operators pick up corresponding points from different views, and transformations between 
these views can be evaluated from the correspondences. In summary, disadvantages of the man­
ual registration approaches include {i) the mechanical device required for view information is 
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often unavailable or infeasible for range scanners, and (ii) the manually chosen correspondences tend to be inaccurate for range data due to occlusions. For this reason, many efforts have been made to identify correspondent point pairs between views automatically. Once the correspondences are identified, the rigid transformation between the views can be easily obtained by computing the absolute orientation using orthonormal matri­ces (Hom et al., 1988). This automatic correspondence identification process is termed surface matching. In general, surface matching approaches identify and match similar points through encoding surface geometry (representation primitives) around points of interest. Despite various representation primitives involved, most 3D surface registration approaches fall into a common framework, in which representation primitives are estimated for each point, and correspondent points between the views are identified by matching the representation prim­itives. Chen and Medinoi (Stein and Medioni, 1992 ) used changes in surface orientation to match local surface patches. A novel measurement of the difference between two relative nor­mal distributions was proposed to provide good matches between corresponding points. Chua and Jarvis (Chua and Jarvis, 1996 ;  Chua and Jarvis, 199 7) formulated a new representation primitive, the point signature, which encodes the minimum distance of points on a 3D contour to a reference plane. Johnson and Herbert (Johnson and Hebert, 1998; Johnson and Hebert, 1999) also employed point features for surface matching. They proposed spin images as 2 D  histograms of the surface locations around a point. The spin image is generated by rotating a cutting plane around the point using the normal as the rotation axis. Yamany and Farag (Yamany and Farag, 1999) modified the spin image and proposed a surface signature to match surfaces. Bergevin et al. (Bergevin et al., 1995 )  proposed a view registration algorithm based on matching properties of triangles generated from a hierarchical tessellation of object surfaces. Roth (Roth, 1999) first identified points of interest from an intensity image, and then matched associated tri­angulated range images. Simultaneous or global registration of three or more views have been proposed in (Bergevin et al., 1996 ;  Blais and Levine, 1995 ;  Dorai and Jain, 1997; Eggart et al., 1996 ;  Pulli, 1999; Stoddart and Hilton, 1996 ). Other surface matching methods can be found in (Wang et al., 2 000; Yahia et al., 2 000; Zhang and Hebert, 1999). In conclusion, low-level (points and contours) and middle-level primitives (triangle meshes) have been extensively applied to surface registration. As one of the highest-level representation primitives ( volumetric primitives), superquadrics are able to represent many common shapes, including boxes, cylinders, spheres, ellipsoids, etc. using a small number of parameters (Barr, 198 1; Jaklic et al., 2 000). In addition, the mapping from an object to the corresponding re­covered superquadric is one-to-one because the recovered superquadric parameters uniquely determine the size, position, and orientation of the object in the world coordinate system. These properties make superquadrics a very powerful primitive in pose estimation and other computer vision tasks. Jaklic et al. (Jaklic et al., 2 000) proposed a range image registration algorithm based on recovered superquadrics to register range images captured from two views. Fine registration. Fine registration refines transformations provided by the coarse regis­tration process to a more precise alignment between views. A typical quality criterion is the distance between corresponding points in different views. In this category, The iterative closest point (ICP) algorithm (Besl and McKay, 1992 ) has been widely used. Zhang (Zhang, 1994) 3 2  
improved the ICP algorithm to handle outliers and occlusions. The improved ICP algorithm 
demonstrated better tolerance for larger uncertainties in the initial guess of pose, outliers, and 
missing data while still managing to converge to the optimal solution. Chen and Medioni (Chen 
and Medioni, 1992) employed orientation information to iteratively refine the initial transforma­
tions. Other ICP-based algorithms either utilized color information (Johnson and Kang, 1999) 
or increased computational efficiency (Rusinkiewicz and Levoy, 2001 ;  Feldmar and Ayache, 
1996; Guest et al., 2001;  Sharp et al., 2002; Trucco et al. , 1999; Yamany et al., 1998) 
2.5 Background on Superquadrics 
Superquadrics are geometric shapes generalized from basic quadric surfaces and solids (Barr, 
1981 ). With a fairly simple parameterization, they can represent a large variety of geometric 
shapes. This property makes superquadrics suitable for object representation and recognition. 
Additionally, superquadrics include superellipsoids, superhyperboloids of one and two pieces, 
and supertoroids (Barr, 1981). However, since superhyperboloids and supertoroids are not com­
monly used, superquadrics are often used to represent superellipsoids. This dissertation is based 
on this assumption. Definitions and characteristics of regular superquadrics are described in this 
section. 
2.5.1 Regular Superquadrics 
A superquadric is defined explicitly as 
r(q, w) = [ � ]  
(2.7) 
where -1r /2 � T/ � 1r /2, -1r � w < 1r, parameters a 1 , a2 and a3 determine the size of the 
superquadric in the x, y and z directions, while et and e2 determine the shape of the cross 
section. Superquadrics can represent a large set of shapes with various et and e2 as shown in 
Fig. 2.5. These shapes are convex only when et , e2 E [O, 2] . From the explicit definition, the 
equations are derived as 
3!l. 
cos •2 r,sin2w. 
A superquadric can then be defined implicitly as 
[ X 2 y 2 ] ?i- z 2 
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system 
superquadric Figure 2 . 1 3 : Homogeneous transformation for superquadrics. The transformation is between the canonical coordinate system of a superquadric and the world coordinate system. 
Superquadrics have been presented only in the canonical coordinate system from the defini­tions. To express a superquadric in the world (global) coordinate system, a homogeneous trans­formation needs to be applied, which is often decomposed into rotation and translation. The relationship between the canonical coordinate system of a superquadric and the world coordi­nate system is depicted in Fig. 2 .1 3 . A superquadric is converted from its canonical coordinate system to the world coordinate system by 
where T, Tt, Tr denote the transformation, translation and rotation respectively, and 
[ 1 0 0 Px l � = 0 1 0 Py t O O 1 Pz 0 0 0 1 and Tr = [ � � �  
0001 ] · nz Oz Oz 0 0 0 Therefore, the transformation and its inverse are 
and [ n, T-1 = Ox ax ny nz Oy Oz ay llz 
0 0 
Ox ax Px l 
Oy ay Py 
Oz Oz Pz ' 0 0 1 
-(p.,n., + Pyfty + p2 n2 )  l -(pxOx + PyOy + PzOz) - (Pxllx + PyOy + Pzllz) 
1 34 
(2. 10) 
( 2 . 1 1) 
( 2 . 1 2 )  
( 2 . 1 3 ) 
X Figure 2.1 4: Radial Euclidean distance for superquadrics. The distance is between point P and a superquadric; d is the distance on the line through P and the center of the superquadric. 
The rotation matrix can also be expressed with three independent Euler angles ( </>, 8, 1P) as 
Therefore, the transformation can be expressed as 
[ C<J>CeC,p - S<1>S1/J -C<J>CeS,p. - S<l>C1/J T = S<J>CeC,p + C<J>S1/J -S<J>C8S1/J + C<J>C1/J -SeC,p SeS,p 
0 0 where C and S denote cos and sin functions respectively. 
( 2 . 1 4) 
Px l P11 Pz ' 1 ( 2 . 1 5 )  
As a result, the implicit function of superquadrics in the world coordinate system has a total of 1 1  parameters (Solina and Bajcsy, 1990) expressed as F(xw, Yw, Zw) = F(xw, Yw, Zw; a1 , a2 , a3 , e1 , e2 , </>, 8, 1P, Px , Py , Pz) , ( 2 . 1 6) where parameters a 1 , a2 and aa define the size of superquadrics in the x, y and z directions, e1 , e2 the shape, </>, 8, 1P the orientation, and Px , Py , Pz the position in the 3 D  space. We refer to the set of these parameters as A1 = {a1 , a2 , a3, e1 , e2, </>, 8, 1P, Px , P11 , Pz}. Since the true Euclidean distance between a point and a superquadric is too complicated to calculate, the radial Euclidean distance is commonly used as a substitute. The radial Eu­clidean distance is defined as the distance from a point to a superquadric surface along the line through the point and the center of the superquadric. The radial Euclidean distance is depicted in Fig. 2 . 1 4, and can be evaluated based on the implicit definition of superquadrics. The radial Euclidean distance is derived as d = lro l  I t  - p-!f (xo, Yo, zo) I  = lrs l lp!f (xo, Yo , zo) - t j , ( 2 . 17) 3 5  
where F is the implicit definition of superquadrics. Term (x0, Yo, zo) represents coordinates of point P in the canonical coordinate system. Variables ro and r 8 are illustrated in Fig. 2 . 1 4. Consequently, the following properties hold 
{ F(xo, Yo , zo) = 1 � F(xo, Yo, zo) > 1 � 
F(xo, Yo, zo) < 1 � 
point is on the surface of the superquadric point is outside of the superquadric point is inside of the superquadric. ( 2 . 1 8) Therefore, function F is also called an inside-outside function. The volume of a superquadric is derived from the area of a superellipse, and can be expressed as 
V = 2a1a2a3e1e2B c; + 1 , e1) B ( e; , e; ) , where the term B(x, y) is a Beta function, and is defined by 
r,r/2 B(x, y) = 2 Jo sin2x-l  <f> cos211-1 </>d,</>. 
( 2 . 19) 
( 2 . 20) 
Similarly, the moments of inertia for superquadrics are derived from those of superellipses (Jaklic et al., 2 000), which can be expressed in the following equations as 1 2 3 1 1 l:z:x = 2a1a2a3e1e2(�B(2e2, 2e2)B(2e1 , 2e1 + 1) 2 1 1 3 +4a3B(2e2 , 2e2 + l)B(2e1 , e1 + 1)) 1 2 3 1 1 
11111 = 2a1a2a3e1e2(a1B(2e2 , 2e2)B(2e1 ,  2e1 + 1) 2 1 1 3 +4a3B(2e2 , 2e2 + l)B(2e1 , e1 + 1)) 1 2 2 3 1 1 lzz = 2a1a2a3e1e2 (a1 + a2)B(2e2, 2e2)B(2e1 , 2e1 + 1) .  
2.5.2 Globally Deformed Superquadrics 
( 2 . 2 1 )  
Research on deformable models has been very active in the areas of computer graphics, me­chanical simulation, computer vision, and medical image processing. Due to the wide variety of man-made and natural objects, deformable models are frequently used to extend regular shapes. In applications involving visualizations, deformable models are used to design and cre­ate irregular shapes. For computer vision tasks focusing on representing existing objects with computer models, deformable models are used to represent objects which cannot be represented by regular primitives. Deformations can usually be classified into global and local deformations according to whether the deformation is performed globally or locally. Global deformations are able to deform models globally with low computation costs while local deformations can add local geometric details to the object surfaces at a much higher expense. In some cases, global and local deformations are combined to first roughly represent objects with globally deformed 
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models, and next in a refined manner with local deformations (Terzopoulos and Metaxas, 199 1 ;  Jaklic et al., 2 000). Global deformations used in computer graphics were first defined by Barr (Barr, 198 4 ), in which global deformations were classified into scaling, tapering, bending, and twistering operators. These operators have been widely used by succedent researchers in computer graph­ics to create deformable models with or without variations (Liang and Wyvill, 2 00 1 ; Liu and Sclaroff, 2 00 1 ;  Vemuri and Guo, 2 000; Zhuang and Canny, 2 000; Ramanathan and Metaxas, 2000). Solina and Bajcsy (Solina and Bajcsy, 1990) first introduced global deformations to su­perquadric representation in computer vision. They demonstrated that the original definitions of global deformations were more suitable for generating models in computer graphics fields, and had limitations when being used in reverse problems such as object representation tasks (Solina and Bajcsy, 1990; Jaklic et al., 2 000). The major drawback with the global deformations de­fined by Barr is that they can only operate on a straight line. Furthermore, since the bending deformation is defined in a single plane, superquadrics to be recovered cannot rotate freely in order to align the bending plane with the raw data where bending is required (Jaklic et al., 2 000). Realizing that global deformations must be defined in a manner that the object-centered coordinate system constrains the deformations as little as possible, Solina and Bajcsy (Solina and Bajcsy, 1990) modified tapering and bending deformations to be more suitable for model (superquadric) representation. The subsequent research on superquadric representation (Ter­zopoulos and Metaxas, 199 1 ;  Zhou and Kambhamettu, 2 000; Gonzalez-Linares et al., 2 000; Dickinson et al., 1997; O'Donnel et al., 199 6; Kumar and Goldof, 199 6; Kakadiaris et al., 199 4; Chen and Medioni, 199 4; Kervrann and Heitz, 199 4; Park et al., 199 4) has used global deformations defined by Solina and Bajcsy. A shape deformation is a function D which explicitly transforms the coordinates of all surface points in 3 D  space based on deformation parameters (Solina and Bajcsy, 1990). This deformation process can be expressed as 
[ X(x, y, z)
] P = D(p) = Y(x, y, z) , 
Z(x, y, z) 
( 2 . 2 2 )  
where p represents a point ( x, y, z) on the surface of a non-deformed solid, and P represents the corresponding point ( X, Y, Z) after the deformation. Both variables p and P are expressed in the object-centered coordinate system. Any translation or rotation of the model must be performed after the deformation (Witkin et al., 1987) . This can be described schematically as Translation(Rotation(Deform(p)) ). ( 2 . 2 3 )  
Tapering Deformations A tapering deformation gradually thins or expands an object along a chosen dimension. A tapered superquadric is shown in Fig. 2 . 1 5 (a). 
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(a) (b) Figure 2 . 1 5 : Global deformations. (a) Tapering deformation and (b) bending deformation. 




fxx = ( kx z + l)x, 
a3 /yy = ( ky z + l)y, 
a3 z ,  ( 2 .2 4) where Variables kx and ky represent tapering factors along the x and y axes, respectively, in the object-centered coordinate system. with -1 :5 kx , ky =5 1. Coordinates (x, y, z) define a point on the surface of a regular superquadric, and (X, Y, Z) define the corresponding point on the tapered superquadric surface. 
Bending Deformations The bending deformation defined by (Solina and Bajcsy, 1990) was specified for superquadric representation, i.e., recovering bent superquadric models from 2D images of objects. Differing from the bending deformation defined by Barr (Barr, 1984 ), which only permits bending in a single plane, Solina and Bajcsy introduced an additional parameter o to the bending deforma­tion, which allows for bending in an arbitrary plane that goes through the z axis of the object coordinate system. A bent superquadric is shown in Fig. 2 . 1 5 (b). The bending deformation is defined as 
X = x + (R - r) cos a, 
y = y + ( R - r) sin o, 
z = ( ¼ - r) sin "Y, ( 2 . 2 5 )  
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(a) (b) Figure 2 . 1 6 : Plots of bending deformations. Modified from (Solina and Bajcsy, 1990). (a) Bending deformation of the z axis and (b) bending deformation of a surface point. 
where k represents curvature of the bending plane, and o the bending angle, both of which are specified by the user. Other parameters, "Y, r, and R, are evaluated as "Y = 
r = 
R = where 
8 = 0 - /3  
z X k, 
Jx2 + y2 cos 8, 
1 1 
k - (k  - r) cos 1, 
and y /3 = arctan - , 
X and variable 8 is the angle between the vector r(x, y) and the bending plane. 
( 2 . 2 6 )  
( 2.2 7) 
The bending deformation is performed by projecting the surface points ( x, y) of the unde­formed model onto a bending plane, which is determined by the bending angle o. Next, the superquadric spine along the original z axis is bent to be a circular section . The bending de­gree is determined by curvature k. Both variables o and k are specified by users. Finally, the points on the bending plane are projected back onto the original plane to form the new ( X, Y) . Fig. 2 . 1 6 (a) shows the bending deformation of the z axis. The length of the superquadric spine remains the same as the size of the undeformed model in the z axis (aa). Fig. 2 . 1 6 (b) shows the bending deformation of a surface point. The projection r can then be calculated by Equation ( 2.2 6 ) . After bending each surface point onto the bending plane, the bending deformation is performed by evaluating R from Equation ( 2 . 2 6 ). Finally, the deformed point on the bending plane is projected back onto the original plane. The deformed point ( X, Y, Z) on the original plane is evaluated by Equation ( 2.2 5). 
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Figure 2.1 7 : A tapered and bent superquadric. 
Combination of Tapering and Bending Deformations Since matrix multiplication is in general not commutative , the composition of deformations is not commutative (Jaklic et al., 2000), that is Bend (Taper(p )) -,= Taper(Bend (p ) ). ( 2.28) Equation ( 2.28) has shown that deformations acting on prototypical shapes have a specific order such that the transformation is more structure-preserving. The following structure is used for performing both tapering and bending deformations by Translation (Rotation(Bend(Taper(p ))) ). ( 2.29) The inside-outside function for superquadrics in general position with tapering and bending deformations has a total of 1 5  parameters (Jaklic et al., 2000) expressed as ( 2.3 0) where the first 1 1  parameters define a regular superquadric. Parameters kx and ky define a tapering deformation , and parameters k and a define a bending deformation. By performing the tapering deformat ion defined in Equat ion ( 2.24 }, and bending deformation defined in Equation ( 2.25), a superquadric is globally deformed as shown in Fig. 2.1 7. 
2.5.3 Free-Form Deformations (FFDs) The free-form deformation (FFD) was first introduced in computer graphics (Sederberg and Parry, 1 98 6 ), and later applied to represent and track medical data with superquadrics (Bar­dinet et al., 1 998). FFD is a type of deformation lying between global and local deformations. The global shape of a solid with FFDs is determined by an initial superquadric model while simultaneously the local details of the surface can be described by the FFDs by adjusting a set of u ser-specified control points iteratively. The main benefit of FFDs is that the resulting deformation of the object is only defined by a small number of points , instead of the displace ­ment of every model point defined in typical methods involving local deformation (Terzopoulos and Meta xas ,  1 991 ). Therefore , FFDs can represent local geometry of surfaces precisely with 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 2. 18: Free-form deformations. The two images are obtained from (Sederberg and Parry, 
1986). (a) Undeformed object elements and defined control points inside the parallelpipedic 
box and (b) deformed control points and objects. 
low representation costs. Another important characteristic of FFDs is that a parametric surface 
remains parametric after deformation, which is suitable for superquadric representation. 
The basic principle of FFDs is summarized as follows. The object to be deformed is em­
bedded in a 3D box. Inside this box, a volumetric grid of points are defined as control points 
to link the box to the object by a pre-defined polynomial, i.e., a deformation function as shown 
in Fig. 2. 18 (a). The box is then deformed with the displacement of the control points, and the 
deformation is transmitted to the object as shown in Fig. 2. 18(b ). The FFD formulation is di­
vided into two steps: (i) computation of local coordinates of the object points in the coordinate 
system as defined by the box of composed control points, and (ii) displacement of the control 
points and estimation of the new positions of the deformed object points. 
The original deformation function (Sederberg and Parry, 1986) was defined as a tensor 
product of trivariant Bernstein polynomials. The position X of an arbitrary object point is 
evaluated by its local coordinates (s, t, u), the deformation function, and the current position of 
the control points P;,;k as 
L M N 
X = L L L B;,,L (s)B3,M (t)Bk,N (u)P;.3k ,  (2.3 1) 
i=O j=O k=O 
where B;,,L (s) , B3,M (t) and Bk,N(u) are the Bernstein polynomials. The Bernstein polynomial 
is defined as 
· · L · L' · L . B;,,L (s) = C},s' (l - s) -, = ·t (L � ') I s' ( l  - s
) -•. 
i .  i . 
2.5.4 Objective Functions in Superquadric Fitting 
(2.32) 
Superquadric recovery is essentially a data fitting process. The objective function provides 
an error metric between the raw data and the recovered model. Given an error metric as the 
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objective function, a standard non-linear least square optimization approach, the Levenberg­
Marquardt routine, is mostly used to minimize the fitting error ( objective function) between the 
raw data and the recovered models. Four objective functions which have been primarily used in 
the literature are introduced as follows. 
Objective Function Based on Definition. The objective function (Solina and Bajcsy, 
1 9 9 0) based on the inside-outside function of superquadrics is expressed as 
N 
G1 (A} = a1a2a3 Z:)F£1 (xc, Ye, Ze} - 1)2 , 
i=l 
( 2. 3 3) 
where Xe , Ye and Zc are coordinates of a point in the canonical system. The item a1a2a3 is 
positively proportional to the volume. This results in the superquadrics having the minimum 
volume. From Equation ( 2. 17), the following can be derived 
( 2. 3 4) 
where r 8 is the point on the superquadric surface as well as on the line through point P and the 
center of the superquadric. Therefore, the objective function expressed in Equation ( 2. 3 3) can 
be changed to 
N ( d; ( d· ))
2 
G1 (A) = (a1a2aa) � Ir. I lr: I  + 
2 ( 2. 3 5) 
This equation implies that data points inside the superquadric (i.e. d; < 0) contribute less to the 
fitting error than those outside the superquadric with the same ldi l  and lrs l •  Furthermore, this 
causes bias fitting to the data sets containing outliers ( Dop, 1 9 9 9). The volume factor a1 a2a3 
only partially compensated this bias according to (Gross and Boult, 1 9 8 8). 
Objective Function Based on Radial Euclidean Distance. The objective function (Dop, 
1 9 9 9) based on radial E_uclidean distance is expressed as 
N N 
� 2 � _ !J..  2 G2(A} = � d = �(lro l l l - F 2 (xc, Yc , Zc) I ) , 
i=l i=l 
( 2. 3 6) 
where d is the radial Euclidean distance between a point and a superquadric model. The liter­
ature stated that in some cases, this function recovered more accurate models than when using 
G1 (A), but it sometimes completely failed to capture dimensions of the objects. 
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Objective Function with Background Constraints. This objective function is formed by adding background constraints to G2(A) (Dop, 1999). In doing so, the new equation becomes 
G (A) = �(d� + (d�)2) h { m(dD = d�, when d� < O 3 L..J , wkm , , w ere (d' ) 0 th . , i=l m i = , o erw1se ( 2 . 3 7) where Wk is the weight of the penalty at the kth iteration. This penalty is increased at every iteration to ensure the final recovery includes minimal constraining points, i.e. does not intersect the estimated supporting plane. Variable d� is the estimated supporting plane. During model recovery, a penalty to a point is attached to the estimated supporting plane d� when the point falls inside the superquadric at the previous iteration. When the constraining point is outside the surface, no penalty is assigned to d�. This algorithm results in dramatic improvement of superquadric recovery (Dop, 1999). However, robustness still needs to be added to handle the outlier problem. Robust Objective Function. Robustness can be added to G3(A). The final objective function (Dop, 1999) becomes (lOO-:a:)N 2 , 2 { m(d�) = d� when d� < 0 G4(A) = tr ((d;);,N + wkm(d;) ) ,  where m(�) = 0• otherwise , ( 2 . 3 8) where (afh:N $ . . . � (af)N:N• The parameter x is the expected maximum percentage of outliers in the data set. The recovery performance of this error metric is improved significantly. The drawback is that it is difficult to determine the weight function. Comparing these four objective functions, the first two objective functions based on the inside-outside function and the radial Euclidean distance, are selected in this dissertation due to their direct implementations and stable performances. 
2.6 Summary This chapter has presented a comprehensive review of the research literature with the emphasis on superquadric representation. The theoretical background on regular superquadrics, global deformations, and FFDs were introduced as well. A variety of objective functions used in the literature to recover superquadrics were introduced, and their performances were discussed. We conclude that polygonal meshes are capable of representing arbitrary shapes and local details on object surfaces. However, polygonal meshes are scale-dependent, and higher-level surface characterization must be explicitly maintained with meshes (Campbell and Flynn, 2 00 1). In addition, data reduction and compactness achieved in polygonal models are insufficient for higher-level tasks such as object recognition (Bajcsy et al., 199 0). As a volumetric primitive, superquadrics have a lot of advantages. Compared with gener­alized cylinders which are mainly recovered from intensity images, superquadrics can be suc­cessfully recovered from range images or associated surface meshes, which can reflect accurate 
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geometric characteristics of objects. In addition, compared with a large number of vertices 
and triangles contained in a surface mesh for an object, superquadrics uniquely define the ob­
ject with only 15 parameters. This significantly lower storage cost of superquadrics enables 
computer vision tasks such as visualization, data transmission, manipulation, etc. to be per­
formed in real time. Moreover, the part-based parametric nature of superquadrics make them 
especially suitable for object recognition. A lthough an individual superquadric cannot repre­
sent arbitrary shapes, multiple superquadrics combined in a combinatorial manner can represent 
complex shapes such as a distributor cap. Global deformations can also improve the represen­
tation ability of superquadrics. The drawbacks of existing superquadric representation methods 
are summarized as follows. 
• Existing methods have recovered superquadrics from single-view images containing par­
tial surfaces of objects, which causes low confidence of the recovered superquadrics. 
• Existing methods cannot represent complex, multi-part objects or multi-object scenes 
with superquadrics efficiently and reliably. 
To address these two problems, a multi-view superquadric representation approach is pro­
posed in this dissertation to improve the confidence and accuracy of superquadrics recovered 
from single-view range images. In addition, a new part decomposition algorithm is developed 
within the multi-view superquadric representation approach to facilitate superquadric represen­





The primary contribution of this dissertation is the development of the multi-view superquadric 
representation algorithm for multi-part objects and multi-object scenes. Two problems existing 
in the research literature motivate this research. First, superquadric representation of multi-part 
objects or multi-object scenes has been an unsolved problem due to the complex geometry of 
objects. Second, superquadrics recovered from single-view range data tend to have low confi­
dence and accuracy due to partially scanned object surfaces caused by inherent occlusions. To 
address these two problems, this dissertation presents a multi-view superquadric representation 
algorithm. By incorporating both part decomposition and multi-view range data, the proposed 
algorithm is able to not only represent multi-part objects or multi-object scenes, but also achieve 
high confidence and accuracy of recovered superquadrics. The abilities of representing com­
plex objects and scenes while achieving high confidence of recovered superquadrics are major 
advantages of the proposed multi-view superquadric representation algorithm. 
In this chapter, we present the multi-view superquadric representation algorithm. We first 
introduce multi-view strategies that have appeared in computer vision in Section 3.1 as a moti­
vation for the proposed multi-view representation approach. Next, the multi-view superquadric 
representation algorithm is presented in 3.2. Next, each step of the multi-view superquadric 
representation algorithm including part decomposition, superquadric fitting, view registration, 
and view integration is described in Sections 3.3 through 3.6. Finally, we conclude this chap­
ter by summarizing both advantages and limitations of the proposed multi-view superquadric 
representation algorithm in Section 3.7 . 
3.1 Occlusions and Multi-View Strategies 
The interest in reconstruction of the surface geometry and topology of physical objects for use 
in reverse engineering and computer graphics has grown in recent years. Most 3D surface 
reconstruction methods use range data as input due to its high accuracy compared with stereo 
data. Multi-view scans as shown in Fig. 3. l (a) are essential for surface reconstruction of an 
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Figure 3.1: A n  office scene represented by triangle meshes. The mesh is reconstructed from 
multiple scans. (a) Sensor placement around objects/scenes and (b) rendering of original mesh. 
in a single-view range image. For range images, occlusions arise either when the reflected 
laser light does not reach the camera, or when the directed laser light does not reach the scene 
surface (Maver and Bajcsy, 1993). Either no data or outliers are obtained for occluded areas 
after a scan is taken. Occlusions are classified into object occlusions where parts of the objects 
are hidden in viewpoints due to object self-occlusions, and shadow occlusions where a surface 
region is visible from one viewpoint but not in another (Polleyfeys and Gool, 1999). We classify 
occlusions which occur in a single-view range image into three categories according to the 
complexity of objects or scenes of interest as (i) self-occlusions of a single-part object, (ii) 
occlusions between different parts of a multi-part object, and (iii) occlusions between different 
objects in a multi-object scene. 
Self-occlusions occur when only part of a single-part object is visible and scanned from 
a single view. Other invisible parts of the object from this view are occluded by the object 
itself. Fig. 2.11 displays a simple, single-part cylindrical object on the floor scanned from two 
different viewpoints. Fig. 2. l l (a) shows that only one side of the object is scanned from the 
first view, and the rest of the object is occluded from this view. In Fig. 2.11 (b ), the other side of 
the object is scanned from the second view, and the rest of the object cannot be scanned and is 
invisible from this view. For complicated, multi-part objects, not only self-occlusions occur for 
each single part, but occlusions exist between different parts. Fig. 3.2 exhibits two views for a 
multi-part object, the automotive water neck. Fig. 3.2(b) shows that from the first view, many 
occluded surfaces between the ball and the base and between the small screw and the handle 
appear as dark (no data) areas. From Fig. 3.2(c), we observe that a big part of the handle of the 
water neck is occluded by the small cylinder next to it, and the ball is partially occluded since 
no laser light can reach this area due to the viewpoint chosen. 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) Figure 3.2 : Occlusions occurred in range scans for a water neck. The range images are acquired and calibrated into meshes from the IVP Ranger System. Calibrated data are represented by triangle meshes. The 3D model is reconstructed from 2 8  views, and consists of 5 8, 7 84 vertices and 1 1 7,564 triangles. (a) Photograph of original object, (b) rendering of original mesh from view 1, (c) rendering of original mesh from view 2 ,  and (d) rendering of reconstructed mesh. 
Fig. 3.3 displays a multi-part object, distributor cap scanned from two viewpoints. Fig. 3.3 (b) shows the scanned data from view 1. We can observe that most of the upper surface of the base is occluded by the small cylinders on top of it. These areas appear as no data in the mesh. Also, each small cylinder at the top of the cap contains self-occlusions. Fig. 3.3(c) illustrates that most surfaces of the distributor cap are occluded, and are invisible from view 2.  This figure demonstrates that most parts of an object could be occluded when scanning local details of the object. Occlusions in multi-object scenes are similar to those contained in multi-part objects. Some objects might be visible from one view but not from another view. Fig. 3.4 shows an office scene scanned from a single view containing occlusions between objects. This figure illustrates that the floor behind the shorter box and the barrel, and the wall behind the taller box are completely occluded. These occluded areas appear as no-scanned points in the mesh as shown in Fig. 3.4(b). Multi-view strategies are used extensively to solve the occlusion problems in 3D computer vision tasks involving range images, e.g., surface reconstruction from multiple range images. As shown in Fig. 3.5, different parts of objects that are only visible to a single view can be registered and integrated into more complete data. In this manner, occlusions and ambiguities for the objects contained in a single-view scan can be reduced. A typical surface reconstruction task using multiple range images includes four stages (Hilton et al., 1996) :  (i) multi-view range image acquisition, (ii) multi-view data registration, (iii) data integration or 3D model building, and (iv) model optimization. The corresponding diagram is displayed in Fig. 3.6. The first step, the multi-view range data acquisition, deals with viewpoints selection, i.e., utilizing the least number of accessible viewpoints to reconstruct watertight models. This viewpoint selection problem is also defined as the Next Best View (NBV) problem (Pito, 1999). To be specific, the NBV problem is to determine which areas of a scanner's viewing volume need to be scanned to sample all of the visible surfaces of an a priori unknown object, and where to position/control the scanner to sample them (Pito, 1999). Pito presented a method determining the unscanned 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 3.3: Occlusions occurred in range scans for a distributor cap. The range images are ac­quired and calibrated into meshes from the IVP Ranger System. Calibrated data are represented by triangle meshes. The 3D model is reconstructed from 15 views, and consists of 58,975 ver­tices and 1 17,036 triangles. (a) Photograph of original object, (b) rendering of original mesh from view 1 ,  (c) rendering of original mesh from view 2, and (d) rendering of reconstructed mesh. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 3.4: Occlusions occurred in range scans for an office scene. The range images are acquired and calibrated into meshes from the RIEGL scanner. Calibrated data are represented by triangle meshes. (a) Photograph of original scene and (b) rendering of original mesh. 
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Scan 2 
Object visible to 
both views 
Object visible to 
view 2 
Figure 3. 5 :  Scans from two views. Overlapping object surfaces scanned from two views need to be registered in order to be integrated into more complete data. 
r:==l__ Data � - acquisition View registration View integration Model representation Figure 3. 6: The pipeline of a 3D surface reconstruction system. 
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areas of the viewing volume. Other research addressing the NBV problem includes (Connolly, 1999; Maver and Bajcsy, 1993 ; Tarabanis et al., 1995 ; Whaite and Ferrie, 1997a; Yuan, 1995). Since each of the four stages in a surface reconstruction task is both labor-intensive and time-consuming, most researchers in this area concentrate on only one of them. The NBV problem, by itself, is arduous to implement. Therefore, the surface reconstruction task, in reality, chooses sensor placement in a different way other than the numerical NB V solution. In most cases, viewpoints are first arranged heuristically around the object based on experi­ence. The initial sensor placement significantly depends on complexity of the object and the working environment. For instance, some viewpoints may be inaccessible. During the data acquisition process, redundant viewpoints are usually employed to reconstruct watertight mod­els, i.e., smooth surfaces without any missing patch. The surface reconstruction process is a back-and-forth process with frequent interactions between data capturers and model builders. For example, the mesh for the distributor cap shown in Fig. 3 . 3 (d) is reconstructed from 1 5  views. The reconstructed mesh contains 1 1 7, 0 3 6  triangles. The mesh for the water neck shown in Fig. 3.2 (d) is reconstructed from 2 8  views. The 3D reconstructed mesh contains 1 1 7, 564 triangles. Inspired by the multi-view strategies for 3D surface reconstruction, we apply a similar tech­nique to superquadric representation. Consequently, we propose a multi-view superquadric representation algorithm in Section 3 . 2 .  However, our algorithm differs from surface recon­struction methods in several aspects. First, the ultimate goals of the two types of algorithm are different. For a surface reconstruction task, the ultimate goal is to create complete surfaces of real objects. Therefore, multiple overlapping views are usually needed to reconstruct surfaces with the details of the objects. In contrast, our multi-view superquadric representation algorithm aims to represent objects with superquadrics in high confidence and accuracy. Therefore, over­laps between views are not necessary due to the volumetric nature of superquadrics. Second, due to the fact that superquadrics can be recovered from partial surfaces, our algorithms needs much less views. For instance, 2 8  views are needed to reconstruct the 3D mesh for the water neck as shown in Fig. 3.2 (d) while only six views might be sufficient to recover superquadrics of high confidence and accuracy for the water neck. 
3.2 Overview of the Algorithm According to the literature review in Section 2 . 2 , existing superquadric representation methods have been utilizing single-view images, which cannot guarantee the high confidence and accu­racy of recovered superquadrics. Since recovered superquadrics are subject to the viewpoint from which the scan is taken, the final decision on the recovered superquadrics cannot be made only based on various single-view scans. Moreover, superquadric representation of multi-part objects or multi-object scenes has been an unsolved problem due to the complex geometry of objects. To address these problems, we propose a multi-view superquadric representation al­gorithm. By incorporating both part decomposition and multi-view range data, the proposed algorithm is able to not only represent multi-part objects or multi-object scenes, but achieve high confidence and accuracy of recovered superquadrics. 
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The multi-view superquadric representation algorithm consists of (i) part decomposition 
and initial superquadric model recovery from single-view range data, (ii) pairwise view regis­
tration based on recovered superquadric models, (iii) view integration, (iv) part decomposition 
of integrated data, and (v) final superquadric fitting for each decomposed part. The diagram 
of the algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 3.7. The major advantages of our proposed multi-view 
superquadric representation algorithm are summarized as follows. 
• Both regular and deformable superquadrics can be handled. 
• Superquadrics with high confidence and accuracy are obtained. 
• Multi-part objects and multi-object scenes can be successfully represented due to the 
utilization of part decomposition. 
The selection of optimal viewpoints belongs to the next best view (NBV) problem (Pito, 
1999) in the path-planning category, and is beyond the scope of this research. The number of 
views needed in our multi-view superquadric representation approach depends on the complex­
ity of objects or scenes to be represented. Due to the volumetric nature of superquadrics, several 
views are usually sufficient to recover correct superquadrics. Given a captured image from the 
first view, to obtain the maximum non-overlapping information, the second view should be op­
posite to the first view as shown in Fig. 3.8. Our multi-view representation algorithm first uses 
these two views to recover superquadrics. More views need to be incorporated if the recovered 
superquadrics from the first two views are either incomplete, i.e., the number of recovered su­
perquadrics is unequal to the number of objects, or are inaccurate compared with the ground 
truths of the objects. The procedures contained in the multi-view superquadric representation 
algorithm are introduced in the following sections. 
3.3 Part Decomposition 
Superquadric representation of multi-part objects or multi-object scenes has been an unsolved 
problem due to the complex geometry of objects. Fig. 2.5 illustrates that an individual su­
perquadric can only represent a single-part solid. Therefore, in order to represent multi-part 
objects with superquadrics, the objects need to be first decomposed into single parts. Although 
the superquadric representation method proposed in (Leonardis et al., 1997) can directly re­
cover superquadrics for multi-part objects from range images without pre-segmentation, we 
observe that this method is inadequate and insufficient for our applications in which more com­
plex objects and scenes are of interest. Consequently, we incorporate part decomposition into 
our multi-view superquadric representation algorithm as a pre-segmentation to first decompose 
multi-part objects into single parts. Superquadrics can then be recovered for each decomposed 
part. The diagram of superquadric representation utilizing part decomposition is illustrated in 
Fig. 3.9. It can be observed that by incorporating part decomposition as a pre-segmentation step, 
the original superquadric representation of complex objects is simplified into a superquadric fit­
ting problem. 
Since superquadrics are volumetric primitives, decomposed parts as opposed to segmented 
regions can truly reflect the part-based volumetric nature of superquadrics. For this reason, 
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Figure 3 .7: Diagram of the multi-view superquadric representation algorithm. The 3 D  triangle meshes from range images are used as input. Part decomposition is utilized for multi-part objects or multi-object scene. The number of views depends on the complexity of the objects or scenes and the tasks involved. View integration is performed by RapidForm software. 




Figure 3.8: Viewpoints to scan objects. Vi represents the first view, V2 represents the next best view, etc. 
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Figure 3.9: Diagram of superquadric representation for multi-part objects. The approach utilizes part decomposition. 
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(a) (b) Figure 3.1 0: Part decomposition results for a teapot. This mesh is a reconstruction from Hughes Hoppe at Microsoft Research. The mesh consists of 3, 0 4 2 vertices and 6, 0 2 6 triangles while the decomposition consists of five parts. (a) Rendering of original mesh and (b) decomposed parts labeled in different colors. 
we choose part decomposition instead of region segmentation as a presegmentation step in our multi-view superquadric representation algorithm. Part decomposition classifies da� points on object surfaces into groups, each of which corresponds to one physical part of the object. The parts are consistent with human cognition. An example of part decomposition of a teapot using our part decomposition algorithm is shown in Fig. 3 . 1 0. The decomposition results demonstrate that our part decomposition algorithm decomposes a teapot into five parts including the cap, the handle, the body, the spout, and the small block at the bottom, which is consistent with human perception. We propose a 3D part decomposition algorithm based on the transversality regularity theory (Koenderink and Doom, 1982 ; Hoffman and Richards, 1984 ). The proposed part decomposition algorithm segments triangle meshes of objects into single parts. It can handle both single-view and reconstructed meshes. The diagram of the proposed part decomposition algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.1 1. Two assumptions are made for the proposed part decomposition algorithm. • The input data is in the format of triangle meshes. The triangulated surfaces do not have to be watertight, i.e., holes or partial surfaces are acceptable. • The input mesh is reasonably smooth. The smoothness of the mesh plays an important role in curvature estimation and boundary detection within the multi-view superquadric representation algorithm. Starting from a 3D surface represented by smooth triangle meshes, Gaussian curvature is first estimated for each vertex on the surface. Neighborhood information contained in triangle meshes is utilized in this procedure. Next, based on the transversality regularity shown in Fig. 2. 1 0, a user-defined threshold is applied to label vertices with highly negative curvature as boundaries or conjunctions between articulated parts. The remaining vertices are labeled as 5 4  
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Figure 3.1 1: Diagram of the proposed part decomposition algorithm. 
Single 
parts 
seeds belonging to potential object parts. After that, a pre-processing is performed to eliminate isolated vertices. Two types of isolated vertices defined in this work include (i) a point which is labeled as boundary while its neighbors are labeled as seeds and (ii) a point which is labeled as a seed while all of its neighbors are labeled as boundary. The labels of isolated vertices are changed to the same as their neighbors. A part growing operation is then performed on each seed vertex. In this procedure, each seed vertex is iteratively grown by including its neighbors which have the same label into a part until the part is surrounded by boundary vertices. Various parts are labeled from one to the number of parts contained in the object. Vertices within the same part have the same labels. Finally, a post-processing is applied to assign non-labeled vertices to one of the parts, and eliminate parts composed of too few vertices. Strengths of the proposed part decomposition are summarized as follows. • It can be easily implemented. The major steps in this algorithm include curvature estima­tion and part growing. • It is efficient and reliable. It takes the algorithm about five minutes to decompose a re­constructed mesh for a distributor cap consisting of 5 8,97 5 vertices and 1 17, 03 6 triangles. The algorithm demonstrates stable performances for the objects in the experiments. More detailed description of the proposed part decomposition algorithm is provided in Chapter 4. 
3.4 Superquadric Fitting of Single-Part Objects For the multi-view superquadric representation algorithm shown in Fig. 3. 7, after parts are de­composed from original objects, the 3D superquadric fitting is applied to each part decomposed from either single-view or integrated data. The recovery of superquadric models is essentially a data fitting process. Given an error metric as the objective function, the Levenberg-Marquardt routine (Press et al., 1992 ), which is a standard non-linear least square optimization approach, is used in this dissertation to minimize the fitting error between data and models. The implicit definition for superquadrics in Equation ( 2 . 9) is defined in an object-centered coordinate system. A homogeneous transformation is applied to transform the model into the world coordinate system. The transform matrix consists of six parameters: <I>, 8, 'l/J, Px , P11, and Pz • The first three define the rotation, and the others define the translation. Therefore, a globally 5 5  
X Figure 3 . 12 :  Radial Euclidean distance for superquadrics. The distance is between point P and a superquadric. d is the distance on the line through P and the center of the superquadric. 
deformed superquadric model can be represented using a set of 15 parameters as ( 3 . 1) where the first 11 parameters define a regular superquadric, kx and Icy represent tapering pa­rameters, and k and a represent bending parameters. We have implemented superquadric fitting using Levenberg-Marquardt optimization technique (Press et al., 1992 ). An objective function based on the radial Euclidean distance (Gross and Boult, 1988) is used to evaluate how well the recovered model (superquadric) fits the raw data. This objective function is given as 
N N 
� 2 � - �  2 G(A) =  d = ( lro l l l  - F (xe , Ye, Ze) I ) , 
i=l i=l 
( 3 . 2 ) 
where d represents the radial Euclidean distance between a point and the corresponding su­perquadric model, and is depicted in Fig. 3 . 12 .  Variable F is defined in the implicit defini­tion of superquadrics in Equation ( 2 .9), and (xe, Ye, ze) represents coordinates expressed in the canonical coordinate system for a surface point of the superquadric. For the global deformations described in Section 2 . 5 . 2 ,  tapering deformations can be im­plemented in a straightforward manner. However, we observe that the original definition of bending deformations (Solina and Bajcsy, 1990) for superquadric representation is only valid for 2 D  image coordinate systems, in which the left bottom comer of a 2 0  image is the origin, and all the image pixels have coordinates of both x > 0 and y > 0. With the original defi­nition of bending deformations, correct bent superquadrics cannot be rendered in an arbitrary 2 D  or 3D space, nor can they be recovered from 30 unstructured data points using the original definition, in both cases, x and y can be arbitrary values. To solve this problem, we propose a quadrant analysis technique to render and recover bent superquadrics in arbitrary 30 space. 
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From the bending plane and original points in four quadrants shown in Fig. 3 . 1 3 ,  we derive correct equations to calculate (}. 
Original point ( x, y) in the first quadrant. For undeformed point ( x, y) in the first quad­rant, as shown in Fig. 3 . 1 3 (a), the point (x, y) could be under or above the bending plane as {xi , Y1 ) and {x2 , Y2) respectively. Variable 8, the angle between the vector (x, y) and the bend­ing angle, is calculated as 
(} = { /31 - a for point {xi ,  Y1 ) a -132 for point {x2 , y2), ( 3 . 3 ) where /31 = arctan �' and 132 = arctan �- Therefore, cos (} in Equation ( 2 . 2 6) can be evalu­ated by cos (} = cos(/3 - a) . 
Original point (x, y) in the second quadrant. For the original point (x, y) in the second quadrant, as shown in Fig. 3 . 1 3 (b), (} is calculated by 
8 = { 7r + /31 - a for point (x1 ,  Y1 )  1r + fh. - a for point (x2 , Y2), (3.4) where /31 ,  fh. have the same meanings as in Equation ( 3 . 3 ). Therefore, cos (}  in Equation ( 2 . 2 6) can be evaluated by cos (} = - cos(/3 - a). 
Original point (x, y) in the third quadrant. For undeformed point (x, y) in the third quadrant, as shown in Fig. 3 . 1 3 (c), (} is calculated by 
8 = { 1r + /31 - a for point (xi ,  Y1 ) 1r + fh. - a for point (x2 , Y2), (3.5) where {31 ,  fh. have the same meanings as in Equation ( 3 . 3 ) . Therefore, cos O in Equation ( 2 . 2 6) can be evaluated by cos (} = cos( 1r + /3 - a) = - cos(/3 - a) . Original point (x, y) in the fourth quadrant. For undeformed point (x, y, z) in the fourth quadrant, as shown in Fig. 3 . 1 3 (d), 0 is calculated by 
0 _ { a - /31 for point {x1 , y1 ) - a - fh. for point (x2 , Y2), (3.6) where {31 ,  fh. have the same meanings as in Equation ( 3 . 3  ). Therefore, cos( 8) in Equation ( 2 . 2 6) can be evaluated by cos O = cos(/3 - a). In summary, (} can be calculated by the following equations according to which quadrant the undeformed surface point lies in. 
8 _ { a - /3 for points in quadrants I and IV, - 1r + f3 - a for points in quadrants II and III. 57 
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Figure 3.1 3 : Projection of a point onto a bending plane. Coordinates (x1, y1 ) and (x2, Y2) represent original points. Variables r1 and r2 are corresponding projections on the bending plane. The point is in (a) quadrant I, (b) quadrant II, (c) quadrant III, and (d) quadrant IV. 
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z X k, 
J x2 + y2 cos (}, 
1 1 
k - (k 
- r) cos "Y, (3.8) 
and the coordinates for a point on the surface of a bent superquadric can then be evaluated as 
X = x + (R - r) cos o, 
y = y + ( R - r) sin o, 
z = ( ¾ - r) sin "Y, (3.9) 
where k represents curvature of the bending plane, and o specifies the bending angle, both of 
which are specified by the user. 
We have implemented the algorithm for recovering single superquadrics with free-form de­
formations (FFDs) (Bardinet et al., 1998) as a subsequent step following the part decomposition 
procedure in our superquadric representation approach. The algorithm starts from a set of un­
structured 3D points obtained from object surfaces. An initial superquadric coarsely capturing 
the global shape of the object is first recovered. Next, a free-form deformation is performed 
on the initial superquadric to fit the data precisely by adjusting the control points iteratively. 
The deformation terminates when the difference between two successive superquadric models 
is less than a pre-defined threshold. The algorithm is summarized as follows. 
Algorithm 1 (Recovery of single superquadrics with free-form deformations) 
Input: A set of 3D unstructured points on the surface of a single object. 
Step 1. Recover an initial coarse superquadric model. 
Step 2. Define a parallelpipedic box embedding the initial superquadric model, and choose the 
corresponding local coordinate system. Control points are calculated as lattices of the box. The 
local coordinate system is shown in Fig. 3. 14. 
Step 3. Compute local coordinates of each superquadric point in the parallelpipedic box coor­
dinate system, and evaluate deformation matrix based on Equation (2.3 1 ). 
Iterate the following steps 
Step 4. Compute displacement field 6Xn between the superquadric and the object data. Then 
calculate X:! = Xn + 6Xn. 
Step S. Compute new control points according to the displacement of the superquadric points 
by minimizing I I BPn+l - x;: 112 • 
Step 6. Compute new deformed superquadric model by evaluating Xn+l = BPn+l •  
Stop criterion: Least square error of the successive superquadrics less than a pre-defined 
threshold, i.e., uxj�:11nU < threshold. Output: 1 1  parameters of the initial SQ and a set of updated control points. 
Three coordinate systems are involved in this algorithm. In step 2, the local parallelpipedic 
coordinate system is defined as such: the origin is chosen as (a1 , -a2 ,  a3) ;  (a1 , a2 , a3) rep­
resents the sizes of the initial superquadric in three dimensions. The superquadric coordinate 
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Figure 3.14: Local coordinates defined in the parallelpipedic box. The parallelpipedic box 
embeds the objects and the initial superquadric model. Vertex P.;1c represents a control point. 
Vector ( s, t, u) represent the three axes of the local coordinate system. 
system is defined as such: the origin is the center of the superquadric, and the (x, y, z) axis 
are the principle axes of the superquadric. The object points are defined in the world/object 
coordinate system. In step 3, (s, t, u) in Equation (2.31) represents coordinates of the model 
point X in the parallelpipedic coordinate system, and remains unchanged throughout the defor­
mation. Points X and P.;1c are coordinates of the superquadric points and the control points in 
the superquadric coordinate system. In step 4, the object points must first be transformed into 
the superquadric coordinate system before the displacement fields between the object points 
and the superquadric points are evaluated. The transformation matrix can be calculated from 
the parameters of the superquadric as provided in Equation (2.15). In step 5, the single value 
decomposition (SVD) method is used to solve the least square minimization problem. 
The output of the algorithm includes 11 parameters of the initial SQ model and a set of 
updated control points. With the 11 parameters, the superquadric can be rendered; furthermore, 
the deformation matrix can be calculated. With the current deformed control points and the 
deformation function (a matrix), the superquadric with FFDs can be derived. In this manner, 
this algorithm keeps the compactness of superquadrics while improving their representation 
abilities with FFDs. A more complete description of the algorithm can be found in (Bardinet 
et al., 1998). 
3.5 View Registration 
A s  a crucial step in multi-view strategies, view registration is to align data sets obtained from 
different views of the same object or scene together by analyzing the overlapping data between 
the different views. A typical view registration approach consists of two stages: initial coarse 
estimation of the transformation between views and refinement. We focus on two-view regis­
tration for rigid objects. In such cases, a homogeneous transformation exists between the two 
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views. The initial estimate of the transformation is crucial as the first step during the regis­
tration process. The posterior iterative closest point (ICP) refinement algorithm requires the 
initial estimate to be within an accuracy range to converge. There are three primarily used 
techniques to estimate the initial transformation: (i) feature correspondence-based , (ii) sensor 
parameter-based, and (iii) human operator-based. The latter two techniques utilize either a pre­
cisely calibrated scanning device or a GUI software to obtain the coarse transformation between 
views. These types of method heavily rely on available sensor systems and involve inefficient 
and inaccurate human manipulations. In contrast, the registration methods based on feature cor­
respondences automatically extract features invariant to views, establish correspondences, and 
evaluate the transformation based on correspondent features. This type of method gains a lot of 
attention since it is purely automatic and data-driven. 
Most image registration techniques are based on original images, and require a certain 
amount of overlap to successfully establish correspondences. For this reason, the computational 
complexity for this type of method is usually very high due to the extensive searching and opti­
mization involved. In this dissertation, we have extended the view registration algorithm based 
on superquadrics (Jaklic et al., 2000) in both technical and application aspects. From the tech­
nical point of view, we first derive the first- and second-order inertial moments for a tapered 
superquadric to enable the registration algorithm to handle tapered as well as undeformed su­
perquadrics. Second, we extend the initial 2D range image registration algorithm to 3D view 
registration. From the application point of view, the proposed view registration algorithm can be 
applied to register 3D scenes containing complex backgrounds and multiple objects. The only 
assumption of the proposed surface registration algorithm is that at least one object which can 
be represented by superquadrics should be in the scene, and the object is visible from views to 
be registered. As long as this condition is satisfied, the proposed view registration approach can 
be applied to register arbitrary scenes. This condition can be easily satisfied for most real indoor 
and outdoor scenes. An example can be found in a hazardous environment clean-up application 
(National Energy Technology Laboratory, deactivition & decommissioning focus area, 2002). 
The proposed view registration algorithm based on superquadric representation has two ma­
jor advantages over other surface registration methods based on feature correspondences. The 
first advantage results from the nature of superquadrics. In other words, since superquadrics 
can be successfully recovered from single-view, incomplete data sets, this view registration 
technique requires neither a time consuming point correspondence search nor a large amount of 
overlap between two views while most existing registration methods require at least 20% over­
lap (Chua and Jarvis, 1996; Roth, 1999). The second advantage is that since superquadrics can 
be successfully recovered from unstructured points without face information, no triangulation 
step is needed. Therefore, the proposed algorithm is free from the mesh resolution inconsis­
tency problem that needs to be handled by an extra mesh uniform step in other registration 
approaches (Chen and Medioni, 1992; Johnson and Hebert, 1998). However, triangle meshes 
are necessary for our part decomposition algorithm. Once single parts are decomposed from the 
original objects or scenes, only unstructured point clouds are used for view registration. 
Given a pair of 3D data sets to be registered, superquadrics are first recovered from each 
view. A new coordinate frame is then constructed based on recovered superquadrics for each 
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view, which is rigidly attached to the object in each set of data. After the two frames are con­
structed, their relationships to the world coordinate system can be calculated. Consequently, the 
rigid transformation between the two frames is estimated, and the two views are registered. The 
major step-by-step procedures for the view registration algorithm are summarized as follows. 
Algorithm 2 (3D View registration based on superquadrics) 
Input: Two 3D unstructured data sets in the format of (x, y, z) . 
Step 1. Recover superquadrics from each data set to be registered. 
Step 2. Compute the first- and second-order inertial moments of each recovered superquadric 
in its canonical coordinate system. 
Step 3. Transform the moments into the world coordinate system. 
Step 4. Sum up the inertial moments of all the superquadrics recovered from each view and 
construct a new canonical frame for each view. 
Step S. Evaluate the rigid transformation between the two views. 
Output: A homogeneous matrix representing the rigid transformation between the two input 
data sets (views). 
In summary, the proposed view registration approach extends and improves the 2D range 
image registration approach (Jaklic et al., 2000) in the following aspects. 
• Our view registration approach can register both regular and tapered superquadrics while 
the original method can only handle regular superquadrics. We derive the first- and 
second- order inertial moments for tapered superquadrics which are indispensable to 
superquadrics-based view registration. 
• We extend the original 2D range image registration approach to register 3D unstructured 
data sets. 
• We explore more generic and complicated scenes consisting of complex backgrounds and 
multiple objects. 
More detailed description of the proposed view registration algorithm is provided in Chap­
ter 5. 
3.6 View Integration 
View integration is a process of integrating multiple registered range data sets into a single 3D 
surface model which has topology and geometry consistent with the measurements. The range 
data sets are acquired from different viewpoints to overcome occlusions inherent in a single 
2.5D range image. Surface reconstruction of objects with arbitrary topology has usually been 
performed on triangular meshes because polygonal meshes provide a simple piecewise planar 
surface representation that gives a first-order approximation without constraints on topology 
(Hilton et al., 1996). In addition, a triangulated mesh can be easily constructed for a single range 
image. Existing integration algorithms aim to merge constrained triangulations of individual 
range images. 
Hilton et al. (Hilton et al. ,  1996) provided a comprehensive performance evaluation of ex­
isting integration algorithms, and classified them into four categories: (i) implicit surfaces using 
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points and normals (Hoppe and Derose, 1992), (ii) canonic subsets of the Venn diagram (Soucy 
and Laurendeau, 1995), (iii) mesh zippering (Turk and Levoy, 1994), and (iv) mesh growing 
(Rutishauser et al., 1994). The four integration algorithms are completely different in con­
structing a single triangulated model resulting in different complexity, limitations and failure 
models. Hilton et al. (Hilton et al., 1996) evaluated the four integration algorithms in terms 
of complexity analysis and inherent limitations. It has been concluded that the four integra­
tion algorithms being compared have the same order of complexity, approximately O(M2 N) 
integrating M images of N points. In addition, the four integration algorithms were observed 
to have different limitations in terms of sample resolution, reconstructing surface topology at 
boundaries, small holes, regions of high curvature, etc. 
We used a commercial software package RapidForm (INUS Technology, Inc, 2001) to in­
tegrate the multiple registered data sets. The mesh zippering method (Turk and Levoy, 1994) 
was used to integrate multi-view registered data sets. As shown in Fig. 3.7, after registering 
and integrating the multi-view data, part decomposition is performed, and superquadrics are 
recovered from each decomposed part. The superquadrics recovered from the integrated data 
have higher confidence and accuracy due to the utilization of multi-view data. 
3.7 Summary 
This chapter proposed a multi-view superquadric representation algorithm. The multi-view 
representation algorithm is able to improve confidence and accuracy of recovered superquadrics 
due to the greater amount of information utilized than with single-view images. In addition, this 
algorithm can represent multi-part objects and multi-part scenes. Corresponding experiments 
for the proposed multi-view superquadric representation algorithm are presented in Chapter 7. 
The proposed multi-view superquadric representation algorithm has been published in (Zhang 
et al., 2002a). The advantages of the proposed multi-view superquadric representation algorithm 
are summarized as follows. 
• It can handle both regular and deformable superquadrics. 
• It recovers superquadrics with high confidence and accuracy. 
• It is capable of representing multi-part objects or multi-object scenes due to the utilization 
of part decomposition. 
This algorithm extends the state of the art for superquadric representation in the sense of 
representing multi-part objects while achieving high confidence and accuracy. How much the 
confidence and the accuracy of recovered superquadric parameters can be improved from the 




Part Decomposition Algorithm Based 
on Curvature Analysis 
Part decomposition segments an object into its constituent parts consistent with human percep­
tion. Part decomposition is a crucial step within our proposed multi-view superquadric repre­
sentation algorithm since it directly facilitates the superquadric representation of multi-part ob­
jects. In addition, part decomposition significantly simplifies the original difficult superquadric 
representation task into a straightforward superquadric fitting. Many tasks in computer vision, 
computer graphics, and reverse engineering are directly performed on objects or corresponding 
models. These tasks become more difficult when the object is complicated, for example, when 
it contains multiple parts. In such cases, part decomposition can simplify the problem of multi­
part, complex objects into several sub-problems, each dealing with a single-part of the original 
object. 
In this chapter, we present a novel part decomposition algorithm and associated superquadric 
representation of multi-part objects utilizing part decomposition. We begin with introducing 
motivations for part decomposition in Section 4. 1 .  Several part theories are introduced. Next, 
we present a novel part decomposition algorithm for 3D triangle meshes in Section 4.2. Su­
perquadric representation of multi-part objects utilizing part decomposition is presented as well. 
Curvature estimation and boundary detection of the part decomposition algorithm are presented 
in Section 4.3. Morphological operators performed on triangle meshes are also described. Sec­
tion 4.4 presents part growing and post-processing of the part decomposition algorithm. Section 
4.5 concludes this chapter with a summary of the proposed part decomposition and superquadric 
representation algorithms. 
4.1 Motivations and Part Decomposition Rules 
The literature review on superquadric representation indicates that most existing superquadric 
representation methods using 3D data can only handle single-part objects. For the multi-part ob­
jects as shown in Fig. 4. 1 ,  there is no efficient superquadric representation methods in the litera­
ture. Therefore, we develop a superquadric representation algorithm for representing multi-part 
objects with superquadrics following a part decomposition step. In this manner, the original 
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(a) (b) Figure 4. 1: Multi-part objects. (a) Distributor cap and (b) water neck. 
complicated representation problem is simplified. Based !ln the literature review on part de­composition in Section 2 . 3 , we conclude that there is a lack of part decomposition algorithms which can handle triangle meshes as needed in our superquadric representation task. On the other hand, existing methods that can handle triangle meshes segment meshes into surfaces in­stead of meaningful parts. We therefore propose a novel part decomposition algorithm based on Gaussian curvature analysis. Part decomposition classifies data points on object surfaces into groups, each of which cor­responds to one physical part of the object. To make the goal of our proposed part decom­position algorithm clearer, Fig. 4 . 2 illustrates the difference between region segmentation and part decomposition. As illustrated in Fig. 4 . 2 ,  a region segmentation algorithm segments the cylinder into three regions while the part decomposition segments the cylinder into one single part. We believe that part decomposition is more appropriate for high-level tasks such as object representation and recognition using volumetric primitives. 
4.1.1 Transversality Regularity, Minima Rule, and Parabolic Curve As suggested by Hoffman and Richards (Hoffman and Richards, 1984 ), part decomposition methods can be classified into primitive- or boundary-based. A primitive-based approach de­fines parts by their shapes, not by their contours of intersections. A boundary-based approach defines parts by their contours of intersection, not by their shapes. In particular, primitive-based approaches decompose objects into parts by measuring the shape similarity between image data and predefined part models. This type of approach can also be called object representation since the parts are represented by shape primitives when they are segmented. Compared to the primitive-based approaches, the boundary-based part segmentation approaches segment objects into parts without knowing in advance what the parts look like. This is more flexible because part segmentation is essentially a grouping process, for which high-level primitive representa­tion is unnecessary. In summary, boundary-based part segmentation approaches have greater versatility than primitive-based methods (Hoffman and Richards, 1984 ). 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 4.2: Difference between part and region segmentation for a scene. The scene consists 
of two linked objects: a cylinder and a plane. The mesh is created from two superquadrics, 
and consists, of 27 ,381 vertices 54,420 triangles. Part decomposition results consist of two 
parts. Region segmentation results consist of three regions: two regions for the cylinder and 
one region for the plane. (a) Rendering of original mesh, (b) part decomposition results, and (c) 
region segmentation results. 
The part theory used in boundary-based segmentation methods can be dated back to the 
transversality regularity proposed by Guillemin and Pollack (Guillemin and Pollack, 197 4) as a 
human perception theory. When two arbitrarily shaped surfaces are made to interpenetrate they 
always meet in a contour of concave discontinuity of their tangent planes. 
An example of transversality regularity is illustrated in Fig. 4.3. The disc brake is composed 
of two cylindrical parts penetrating each other as shown in Fig. 4.3. It can be observed that the 
intersection between the two parts forms a boundary composed of points with discontinuous, 
perpendicular tangents since these points belong to both parts. Two rules have been proposed for 
boundary-based part segmentation based on the theory of transversality regularity. Koenderink 
and Van Doom (Koenderink and Doom, 1982) presented parabolic curves as part boundaries. 
At a parabolic point (do Carmo, 197 6), one of the principal curvatures of the surface changes 
from convex (> 0) to concave ( < 0). The other rule is the minima rule proposed by Hoffman 
and Richards (Hoffman and Richards, 1984) to partition a surface into parts along all contours 
of concave discontinuity of the tangent plane. The minima rule (Hoffman and Richards, 1984) 
divides a surface into parts at loci of negative minima of each principal curvature along its 
associated family of lines of curvature. 
Parabolic curves naturally lie on the boundaries between elliptic and hyperbolic regions 
(do Carmo, 19 7 6). The only assumption is that the surface to be decomposed must be C2 
continuous, i.e., the curvature is defined everywhere. The parabolic curves could be either on 
the surface of the individual parts or on the border of the "glue" between parts. Based on 
the transversality regularity (Guillemin and Pollack, 197 4), an anticlastic (negative Gaussian 
curvature) region almost always exists between convex parts when they are joined. Similar to 
(Rom and Medioni, 1994 ), which applied parabolic curves to part decomposition in intensity 
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(a) (b) (c) Figure 4.3 :  An example of transversality regularity for a disc brake. Two parts (convex shapes) of the disc brake interpenetrate to create a contour of tangent discontinuity, i.e., a boundary between the two parts. (a) Photograph of the original object, (b) two separated parts, and (c) two parts penetrating each other to form a boundary. 
images, we have applied the rule of parabolic curves (Koenderink and Doom, 19 82 ) to part decomposition for 3D triangle meshes due to its reliability. Another reason we choose parabolic curves is that Gaussian curvature can be easily estimated for triangle meshes while it takes much higher computation costs to estimate principle curvatures in the minima rule. 
4.1.2 Surf aces and Curvatures Surfaces can be distinguished according to their mean and Gaussian curvatures. In particular., surfaces are classified into elliptic (Gaussian curvature K > 0) and hyperbolic (K < 0). For elliptic surfaces, convex (mean curvature H > 0) and concave (H < 0) surfaces exist. To be more specific, surfaces can be classified into eight basic categories according to the mean and Gaussian curvature signs (Besl, 19 88). The relationships between surface types and curvatures are tabulated in Table 4.1. Fig. 4. 4 depicts the eight types of surfaces . Gaussian curvature is an intrinsic property of a space independent of the coordinate system used to describe it. The Gaussian curvature of a regular surface in R3 at a point p is formally defined as 
K(p) = det(S(p)) ,  ( 4.1) where S is the shape operator, and det denotes the determinant. If x : U --+ R3 is a regular patch, then the Gaussian curvature is evaluated by ( do Carmo, 19 7 6 ) 
eg - J2 K = EG - F2 ' (4.2) where E, F, and G are coefficients of the first fundamental form, and e, f, and g are coefficients of the second fundamental form. 
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Table 4. 1 :  3 D  surface types with various curvature signs. K: Gaussian curvature, H: mean curvature. 
I -I _K....----0 ......-----t+ 
- Saddle ridge Ridge Peak 
H 0 Minimal surface Flat None 
+ Saddle valley Valley Pit 
Saddle ridge Ridge 





Figure 4. 4: A variety of 3 D  surfaces with various curvature signs. 
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Figure 4.5: Principle directions on surfaces. Principle directions T1 and T2 at a point p on a 
surface s. 
The Gaussian curvature can also be evaluated from principle curvatures as 
(4.3) 
where k1 and k2 are principle curvatures measuring the maximum and minimum bending of a 
regular surface at each point. The associated principle directions at a point p on a surface S are 
depicted in Fig. 4.5. 
The mean curvature is defined as 
The Gaussian and mean curvatures satisfy 
H2 > K  - ' 
with equality only at umbilic points. 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
A n  example of a 3D model with labeled maximum and minimum Gaussian and mean cur­
vatures is shown in Fig. 4.6. Fig. 4.6(a) illustrates that Gaussian curvature has negative values 
at the boundaries between two articulated parts, which proves the transversality regularity prin­
cipal (Bennamoun, 1994 ). Mean curvature does not have such a characteristic for the model 
of the chair. However, from the surfaces shown in Fig. 4.4, we do observe that surfaces with 
negative mean curvatures could be boundaries between parts. 
Fig. 4. 7 shows a distributor cap and boundaries identified by both Gaussian and mean curva­
tures. This mesh is a reconstruction from multiple range images using the IVP Ranger System 
(Integrated Vision Products, 2000). The mesh consists of 58,975 vertices and 117,036 triangles. 
Fig. 4.7(c) shows that some part boundaries between the tube and the base of the distributor 
cap fail to be identified by Gaussian curvature. Fig. 4.7(d) shows that part boundaries between 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 4.6: A curvature-labeled 3D model of a chair (Center for Vision, Speech, and Signal 
Processing, 2002). Red denotes maximum curvature and Blue denotes minimum curvature. (a) 
Gaussian curvature labeling and (b) mean curvature labeling. 
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 4. 7: Identified boundaries for a distributor cap. This mesh is a reconstruction from mul­
tiple range images using the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 58,975 vertices and 
117,036 triangles. Both Gaussian and mean curvatures are applied to boundary identification. 
(a) Rendering of original mesh, (b) boundaries (labeled in blue) identified using Gaussian cur­
vature, (c) boundaries (labeled in blue) identified using mean curvature, and (d) boundaries 
(labeled in blue) identified using both Gaussian and mean curvatures. 





P(R4)=FALSE Figure 4. 8: Quadrant region splitting. P(R4) = F ALBE. 
one of the small cylinders and the base are missing using mean curvature. Fig. 4 . 7(e) shows part boundaries merged from Figs. 4. 7(c) and 4 . 7(d). We observe that part boundaries identi­fied using both Gaussian and mean curvatures yield complete part boundaries. Therefore, the proposed part decomposition algorithm utilizes both Gaussian and mean curvature to identify boundaries between linked parts. 
4.1.3 Region Growing vs. Region Splitting and Merging The objective of segmentation is to partition an image into regions. "Region growing" and "region splitting and merging" are two common methods to segment image pixels into different regions. The process of region splitting and merging initially subdivides an image into a set of arbitrary, disjointed regions. Then, the process merges and possibly splits these regions in an iterative manner to satisfy predefined constraints (Gonzalez and Woods, 2 00 1). These constriants are developped next. Let R represent the entire image and P represent a predicate. One commonly used approach for segmenting R is to subdivide it into smaller and smaller quadrant regions so that, for any region �, P(�) = TRUE (Gonzalez and Woods, 2 00 1). Any region � is subdivided into its quadrant regions if P(B,i) = FALSE. This algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 4 . 8. If only a splitting were used, the image tends to be over-segmented. A merging procedure is performed to merge two adjacent regions � and R; only if P(� U R;) = TRUE. The iterative region splitting and merging process terminates when no further merging and splitting is possible, i.e., P(ll,i) = TRUE for any segmented region � and P(� U R;) = FALSE for any two adjacent regions � and R;. Alternatively, region growing is a procedure that groups pixels or subregions into larger regions based on predefined criteria. The basic approach is to start with a set of "seed" points and from these seeds grow regions by appending neighboring pixels that have properties similar to the seeds (Gonzalez and Woods, 2 00 1). The commonly used properties include gray level, gradient, color, etc. The selection of seed points usually depends on the specific problem. Every image pixel is taken as a seed point when no priori information about the image is available. The properties used to classify pixels depend not only on the problem under consideration, but also on the type of image data available. Color information can be used to group pixels in color 7 2  
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Figure 4.9: Diagram of the proposed part decomposition algorithm. 
Single 
parts 
images while gray levels and spatial and geometric properties might be necessary when color 
images are unavailable. Generally speaking, growing of a region should stop when no more 
additional pixels satisfy the criteria for inclusion in that region (Gonzalez and Woods, 2001). 
The above discussion on region growing and region splitting and merging are confined 
to 2D images. Our task is to segment a 3D triangle mesh into parts. The most important 
differences between 2D images and 3D meshes are bounds and neighbors. The bound (size) 
and neighborhood information are well-defined for a 2D image. In contrast, this information is 
difficult to obtain for a 3D mesh. A quadrant splitting process is easy and straightforward for 
a 2D image, but very time-consuming and inefficient for a 3D mesh. For instance, to perform 
a region splitting process on a 3D mesh, a 3D bounding box needs to be first constructed for 
the mesh, and the original model can be split into multiple parts evenly by comparing each 
vertex of the mesh with the bounding box. On the other hand, a region growing method can be 
extended to 3D mesh more easily due to the availablity of reliable third-party software programs 
developed for mesh manipulations. These software programs usually have well-constructed 
data structures and high performances. An example is the Computation Geometry Algorithms 
Libraries (CGAL) (Computational geometry algorithms library, 2002) developed by a group of 
European researchers. With these available softwares, fast neighborhood searching and other 
operations in a region-growing process for a 3D mesh can be performed easily. Therefore, we 
conclude that the region growing method is more feasible and efficient than region splitting and 
merging when applied to 3D triangulated models. 
4.2 Overview of the Algorithm 
The proposed part decomposition algorithm is a boundary-based algorithm where the transver­
sality regularity principle and parabolic curves designate boundaries between articulated parts. 
The diagram of the proposed part decomposition algorithm is shown in Fig. 4.9. Two assump­
tions are made for the proposed part decomposition algorithm. 
• The input data is in the format of triangle meshes. The triangulated surfaces do not have 
to be watertight, i.e., holes or partial surfaces are acceptable. 
• The input mesh is reasonably smooth. The smoothness of the mesh plays important 
roles in curvature estimation and boundary detection within the multi-view superquadric 
representation algorithm. 
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Starting from a 3D sutface represented by smooth triangle meshes, Gaussian curvature is 
first estimated for each vertex on the sutface. Neighborhood information inherent in triangle 
meshes is utilized in this procedure. Next, based on the transversality regularity principle as 
shown in Fig. 4.3, a user-defined threshold is applied to label vertices with highly negative 
curvature as boundaries or conjunctions between two articulated parts. The remaining vertices 
are labeled as seeds belonging to potential object parts. A fter that, a preprocessing step is 
petformed to eliminate isolated vertices. Two types of isolated vertices defined in this work 
include (i) a point which is labeled as a boundary while its neighbors are labeled as seeds, and 
(ii) a point which is labeled as a seed while its neighbors are labeled as boundary. The labels of 
isolated vertices are changed to the same labels as their neighbors. 
A part growing process is then petformed on each seed vertex. In this procedure, each seed 
vertex is iteratively grown by including its neighbors, which have the same label, into a part un­
til the part is surrounded by boundary vertices. Various parts are labeled from one to the number 
of parts. Vertices within the same part have the same labels. Finally, a post-processing step is 
applied to assign non-labeled vertices to one of the parts, and to eliminate parts composed of 
too few vertices. This part decomposition algorithm is summarized as follows. 
Algorithm 3 (Part decomposition of 3D triangle meshes) 
Input: Triangulated 3D sutfaces for an object or a scene. 
Step 1. Compute Gaussian curvature for each vertex on the sutface. 
Step 2. Label vertices of highly negative curvature as boundaries using a pre-specified thresh­
old. Label the remaining vertices as seeds. 
Step 3. Eliminate isolated vertices. 
Step 4. Petform iterative part growing on each seed vertex. 
Step S. A ssign non-labeled vertices to parts, and eliminate parts having less than a pre-specified 
number of vertices. 
Output: Decomposed parts consisting of point clouds written to separate files. 
We incorporate part decomposition into our superquadric representation algorithm as a pre­
segmentation to represent multi-part objects and multi-object scenes. A diagram of our su­
perquadric representation algorithm utilizing part decomposition is illustrated in Fig. 4.10. We 
observe that by incorporating part decomposition as a pre-segmentation step, the original su­
perquadric representation of complex objects is simplified into a superquadric fitting problem. 
In addition, decomposed parts can truly reflect the part-based volumetric nature of su­
perquadrics. For this reason, we choose part decomposition instead of region segmentation 
as a pre-segmentation step in our superquadric representation algorithm. 
4.3 Curvature Estimation and Boundary Identification 
A mong the various curvature estimation methods reviewed in Section 2.3, we implement the 
mesh-based Gaussian curvature estimation method (Lin and Perry, 1982) due to its direct and 
fast implementation and reliable petformance. Gaussian curvature for each vertex can be di­
rectly evaluated from the meshes with this method. Since only the sign of curvatures is used in 
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3D triangle meshes 
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Figure 4.1 0: Diagram of superquadric representation for multi-part objects. Part decomposition is utilized. 
our part decomposition algorithm, this discrete curvature estimation is sufficient for our appli­cation. As shown in Fig. 4.1 1, Gaussian curvature of the vertex p is computed as 
K(p) = 3(2,r - E�1 8,) f,2(p - ·) "N A·  p, '  L..Ji=l 1 (4.6) where p represents the point of interest, Pi represents one of the mesh neighbors of the point p, and � represents the area of the corresponding triangle. The variable (Ji represents the interior angle of the triangle at p and the variable a() is the Dirac delta function. By definition, the mean curvature H is the divergence of the surface around the normal vec­tor, H = "qn. For planar surfaces, the surface normals of the polygons around a vertex are the same, which results in zero curvature associated with that vertex. The mean curvature normal for a vertex p is defined as H n = ¥1-, where A is the area of a small region around the vertex p(x, y, z) on the surface, and V is the derivative with respect to the three coordinates. By this definition, the local area reaches minimum value on planar surfaces and results in zero mean curvatures for those vertices on the planar surfaces. For a surface mesh, a discrete formulation for the mean curvature can be derived from the continuous form. We estimate the mean curva­ture for a surface mesh according to the definition proposed by Desbrun et al. (Desbrun et al., 1999) as -Hit = 4� L (cot(a3) + cot(/33)) (£3 - Xi) ,  jEN(i) ( 4.7) where j is the jth element in the vertex xi 's one-ring neighbor vertex set N(i). The vector (x-; - xi) indicates the edge ei;, and a; and /3; are the two inner angles in the two triangles 
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A; is area of the triangle 
Figure 4.11: Gaussian curvature estimation for a vertex p. The vertex Pi is a neighbor vertex. The area of a neighbor triangle mesh is Ai. 
sharing the edge ei;. Variables o:; and /3; are also opposite to the edge ei;. The variable A is the sum of the areas of the triangles sharing the vertex Xi , The se variables are illustrated in Fig. 4.12. After Gaussian and mean curvatures are obtained for each vertex on the surface , two spec­i fied thresholds are applied to label vertices as boundary (label 1) or seed (label 0). A vertex is identified as boundary if either its Gaussian or mean curvature is less than the associated thresh ­old (highly negative values). Vertices of highly negative curvature are labeled as boundaries (0) while the rest are labeled as seeds ( 1) belonging to potential object parts. The labeling process is performed as the following. 
(4.8) 
where Li denotes the label of vertex Vi, and GtJi and Hvi represent its Gaussian and mean curvature . The variables T
9 




is a union of vertices with negative Gaussian curvatures . The variable N is the number of vertices in R
g
, Therefore, we choose c
g 
instead of the threshold T
g 
directly. We observe that c
g 
E [ 0.1, 0.3] yields good results for most application . Similarly, The mean curvature threshold can be determined as 
(4. 10) 
where Rh is a union of vertices with negative mean curvatures . We observe that ch E [ 0.2, 0.5] yields good results for most application . 
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Figure 4.12: Mean curvature estimation for a vertex Xi , The neighbor _triangles share the vertex 
Xi , Vertex x; is one of the neighbor vertices for Xi , The variables o:; and /3; are two angles 
opposite to the edge eij . 
According to the label of each vertex, isolated vertices are then removed. As noted previ­
ously, two types of isolated vertices defined in this work include (i) a point which is labeled 
as boundary while all of its neighbors are labeled as seeds and (ii) a point which is labeled as 
a seed while all of its neighbors are labeled as boundary. The labels of isolated vertices are 
changed to be the same as their neighbors. 
The vertices labeled as boundary may not form a closed boundary, which causes problems 
for our part decomposition algorithm. In addition, the boundary identification process is sensi­
tive to the resolution and smoothness of input meshes. To overcome the sensitivity, and create 
close boundaries, mathematical morphology is used to improve the labeling process. Mathemat­
ical morphology is reviewed briefly in 2D space and is extended to 3D meshes. In mathematical 
morphology, there are two fundamental operations of dilation and erosion, which lead to more 
powerful operations of opening and closing. The language of morphology is set theory. While 
A and B are sets in Z2, the dilation of A by B is defined as (Gonzalez and Woods, 2001) 
A �  B = {zl [(B)z n A] � A}, ( 4.11) 
where set B is called the structuring element and the subscript z is displacement. The set B is 
the reflection of B and is defined as 
Similarly, erosion is defined as 
B = wjw = -b, for b E B. 
A e B  = {zl (Bz) � A}. 
The opening of set A by structuring element B is defined as 
A o B  = (A e B) � B, 





Figure 4. 13 : Neighborhood infonnation contained in a triangle mesh. Point Pi represents a 
neighbor vertex of point p. 
which denotes that the opening of A by B is the erosion of A by B, followed by a dilation of 
the result by B. Similarly, the closing of set A by structuring element B is defined as 
A • B  = (A EB B) e B, (4. 15) 
which says that the closing of A by B is the dilation of A by B, followed by a erosion of the 
result by B. Dilation expands an image and erosion shrinks it. Opening generally smoothes the 
contour of an object, breaks narrow isthmuses, and eliminates thin protrusions. Closing tends 
to smooth sections of contours but, as opposed to opening, it generally fuses narrow breaks and 
long thin gulfs, eliminates small holes, and fills gaps in the contour. More detailed descrip­
tions of mathematical morphology applied to image processing can be found in (Gonzalez and 
Woods, 2001 ). 
The definitions for the morphological operators defined in Equations (4. 1 1)-(4. 15) cannot 
be directly used on 3D triangle meshes since the topology of the mesh is unknown. Rossi et al. 
(Rossi et al., 2000) redefined binary morphological operators for triangle meshes, even though 
in a limited way. 
The morphological operators defined in (Rossi et al., 2000) can only perfonn on binary 
values (0, 1) of vertices. In our part decomposition algorithm, the labeled values for each vertex 
after curvature thresholding are binary. The vertices are labeled either "1" (boundary vertex) or 
"O" (non-boundary vertex). The morphological operators are perfonned in the following way. 
The d-neighborhood is used as a structure element for every vertex. We are only concerned 
with one-ring neighborhood. Considering the triangle meshes in Fig. 4. 13,  if the label of vertex 
p is "1", the one-ring dilation is defined as changing the labels of all its neighbor vertices Pi 
to "1 ". On the other hand, the one-ring erosion is defined as changing the labels of neighbor 
vertex Pi to "O" if the label of vertex p is ''O". As a result, the regions labeled as "l" are extended 
by dilations and are shrunk by erosions. Opening and closing are defined as combinations of 
dilation and erosion, the same as 2D space. 
In addition, Rossi et al. (Rossi et al., 2000) demonstrated that dilation or erosion of an n­
ring neighborhood equals to n times dilations or erosions of one-ring neighborhood according 
to their definitions. An example of dilation and erosion perfonned on triangle meshes is shown 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) Figure 4 . 1 4 : Morphological operators performed on a crossing-shaped pipe fitting. This mesh is a single-view scan from the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 1 7,96 3 vertices and 35, 2 3 8  triangles. Vertices with negative Gaussian curvatures are identified as boundary points and labeled blue. A closing operation is performed to link breaks and fill gaps in the boundary, which plays an important role in part decomposition. (a) Rendering of original mesh, (b) highly negative curvatures identified as boundaries and labeled blue, ( c) boundaries after a one-ring dilation, and ( d) boundaries after a one-ring erosion following the dilation. 
in Fig. 4.1 4 for a crossing-shaped pipe fitting. Fig. 4.1 4(a) shows a rendered surface composed of triangle meshes. Fig. 4.1 4(b) illustrates that vertices with highly negative curvatures by a thresholding operation are identified as boundary points, and are labeled blue. Fig. 4.1 4( c) shows boundaries points after a one-ring dilation, and Fig. 4.1 4(d) shows eroded boundaries. Comparing the original boundary point and those after the closing operation ( dilation followed by erosion), we observe that the closing operation can link breaks and fill gaps in the contour, which will benefit the succeeding steps in our part decomposition algorithm. 
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Figure 4.15: Two-ring triangle neighborhood around point p. The point p is labeled as a seed 
where point Pi represents a neighbor vertex of the point p. Point Pii represents a neighbor vertex 
of the point Pi . 
changed from boundary to the unique part label of Xk, Finally, with the exception of a few 
missing vertices, each vertex should now have a part label and thus be assigned to different 
object parts. 
Finally, a post-processing step is performed to assign the remaining vertices that have not 
been labeled. For example, vertex p shown in Fig. 4.13 is an unlabeled vertex and needs further 
post-processing. Assuming that Pi ( i = 1 , 2, . . .  , N) represents a neighbor vertex of the point p, 
the neighbor vertices are first selected if they have the same curvature sign as that of the vertex 
p and belong to one of the segmented parts. Next, among those neighbor vertices, the vertex 
which has the smallest Euclidean distance to the vertex p is selected as a target vertex. For 
example, vertex Pl shown in Fig. 4.13 is assumed to be the target vertex of the vertex p. Finally, 
the vertex p is labeled the same as the vertex Pl , and the vertex p is further assigned to the same 
part as Pl . Furthermore, parts composed of fewer vertices than a specified threshold are merged 
with adjacent parts in a similar way. 
4.5 Summary 
We present a novel part decomposition algorithm on 3D triangle meshes. Two issues moti­
vate this research. First, superquadric representation of multi-part objects aims to represent 
each single part of the original objects with a superquadric. These individual parts need to be 
decomposed from the original objects with a part decomposition algorithm. Second, there is 
no existing part decomposition algorithm for 3D triangle meshes in the literature. Therefore, 
we propose a boundary-based part decomposition algorithm utilizing curvature analysis. The 
primary characteristics of the algorithm are summarized as follows. 
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• The algorithm decomposes objects into individual parts instead of regions ( surface patches). 
These parts are consistent with human perception. For instance, the algorithm decom­
poses a teapot into five parts which is consistent with human cognition according to the 
part theories. 
• The algorithm uses triangle meshes as input. The mesh could be a single-view scan or 
reconstructed from multi-view range images. The triangulated surfaces do not have to be 
watertight, i.e., holes or partial surfaces are acceptable. 
• The input mesh is assumed to be reasonably smooth. The smoothness of the mesh plays 
an important role in curvature estimation and boundary detection in the part decomposi­
tion algorithm. 
• The algorithm contains two user-specified thresholds. One threshold identifies boundaries 
according to the Gaussian curvature. The other threshold specifies the minimum number 
of vertices contained in a segmented part. Both thresholds are determined heuristically. 
With the aid of part decomposition, our superquadric representation algorithm can success­
fully represent multi-part objects or multi-object scenes. This algorithm extends the state of the 
art of superquadric representation in the sense of multi-part object representation and triangle 
mesh handling. The primary advantages and characteristics of the superquadric representation 
algorithm utilizing part decomposition are summarized as follows. 
• The algorithm can represent multi-part objects or multi-object scene from 3D triangle 
meshes with the aid of an efficient part decomposition algorithm, which significantly 
extends the representation ability of superquadrics. 
• The capability of handling 3D triangle meshes makes the algorithm flexible due to the 
popularity of triangle meshes in a large variety of research areas including reverse engi­
neering, computer vision, computer graphics, etc. Superquadrics recovered from 3D data 
other than 2.5D range images reflect true geometry of the original objects. In addition, 
a set of 15 parameters defined for a superquadric can represent an object consisting of 
thousands of vertices and triangles in a mesh. The huge data reduction achieved by su­
perquadrics enables many computer vision tasks such as visualization, data transmission, 
manipulation, etc. to be performed in real time. Moreover, the compact and parametric 
nature of superquadrics can significantly benefit object recognition. 
• The algorithm incorporates global and free-form deformations, which significantly im­
proves the representation ability and accuracy of superquadrics. 
In this chapter, we presented a 3D part decomposition algorithm to partition an object into 
its constituent parts. We presented a superquadric representation approach of multi-part objects 
utilizing part decomposition. The part decomposition algorithm is boundary-based and utilizes 
the transversality regularity theory. The superquadric representation approach can represent 
multi-part objects or multi-object scenes. The proposed part decomposition algorithm has been 
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published in (Zhang et al., 2002b ). Experimental results on part decomposition and succedent 
superquadric representation are shown in Section 7 . 1 .  
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Chapter 5 
View Registration Algorithm Based on 
Superquadrics 
View registration is a crucial step within our proposed multi-view superquadric representation 
algorithm. In fact, view registration is indispensable to computer vision tasks involving multi­
view images. For our multi-view superquadric representation algorithm, multi-view scans are 
acquired to reduce ambiguities or partial surfaces inherent in single-view range images. Each 
single-view scan is acquired in an independent local coordinate system. View registration aims 
to align the multi-view scans into a common global coordinate system by analyzing the overlap­
ping data between the different views. We are only concerned with two-view (pairwise) regis­
tration of rigid objects for which a homogeneous transformation exists between the two views. 
A typical view registration approach consists of two stages: initial coarse estimation of the 
transformation between views and refinement of this transformation. The iterative closest point 
(ICP) algorithm (Besl and McKay, 1992; Zhang, 1994) is the most commonly used registration 
refinement algorithm. The initial estimate of the transformation needs to be within a constrained 
accuracy range for the ICP algorithm to converge. Three techniques are primarily used to esti­
mate the initial transformation: (i) feature correspondence-based, (ii) sensor parameter-based, 
and (iii) human operator-based. The latter two techniques utilize either a precisely calibrated 
scanning device or a GUI software to obtain the coarse transformation between views. These 
types of method heavily rely on available sensor systems and involve inefficient and inaccurate 
human manipulations. In contrast, the registration methods based on feature correspondences 
automatically extract features invariant to views, establish correspondences, and evaluate the 
transformation based on correspondent features. This type of method gains a lot of attention 
since it is purely automatic and data-driven. 
For our multi-view superquadric representation algorithm, superquadrics are first recovered 
for each single-view data. Therefore, we want to utilize the recovered superquadrics as much 
as possible in succeeding steps in the multi-view superquadric representation algorithm. For 
this reason, we improve and extend the range image registration algorithm (Jaklic, 1997), and 
present a 3D view registration algorithm based on superquadrics. In Section 5. 1, we present 
the formulation of evaluating the first- and second- order inertial moments for tapered su­
perquadrics. The new formulation is a crucial extension of our view registration algorithm. 
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In addition, inertial moments of superquadrics are indispensable to view registration based on 
superquadrics. We present our view registration algorithm in Section 5.2. Finally, Section 5.3 
summarizes our view registration algorithm and concludes the chapter. 
5.1 Inertial Moments of Tapered Superquadrics 
Inertial moments of superquadrics are indispensable to view registration based on superquadrics. 
However, the inertial moments have only been derived for regular superquadrics in the literature. 
We formulate the evaluation of the inertial moments for tapered superquadrics as follows. 
A n  object vector i and a matrix I of inertial moments are defined as 
i
= 
[ t l and (5. 1) 
where Ix , I11, and Iz represent the first-order inertial moments along the x, y, and z axes. The 
variable V represents the volume of the superquadric. The variable V represents the volume 
information. Each element in matrix I represents the second-order inertial moment. In a canon­
ical coordinate system, the above vector and matrix change to 
and 
0 
] 0 ' 
If:c,i 
(5.2) 
where the superscript L and the subscript i represent the canonical coordinate system and the ith object respectively. A s  shown in Equation (5.2), the object vector if contains only volume 
information in the canonical system. The object matrix If contains the second-order inertial 
moments, IIz,i ' It11,i , and Ifz,i • The volume and the inertial moments of a regular superquadric 
can be calculated by Equations (2.19) and (2.21) as suggested by Jaklic (Jaklic, 1997). 
We derive the volume and the inertial moments of a tapered superquadric as follows. The 
area of the cross section of a tapered superquadric, which is a superellipse, is computed as 
rr/2 
At = 2 10 (
XY - YX)dw 




where A represents the area of the corresponding undeformed superellipse, and ( X, Y) rep­
resents a point in the superellipse. Variables kx and 'Icy represent tapering factors defined in 
Equation (2.24). Term B(x, y) represents the Beta function defined in Equation (2.20). By 
converting the parameters a, b and e of a superellipse into those of a superquadric, At can be 
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rewritten as 
(5.4) where and (5.5) By substituting the tapered factors kx and ky, and recalling the explicit definition of superquadrics defined in Equation ( 2 .  7), the corresponding differential volume can be expressed as dV = A(z)dz = A(17)z(17)d11 
= 2a1a2a3e1e2B(�,  e2 ; 2 )sin 11e1 - 1cos 112£1+l (kxsin 11e1 + 1 )  • (k11sin 1]e1 + l)d11. (5.6) Consequently, the volume of a tapered superquadric can be evaluated as 
Vi = 2 [' At(z)dz = 2 fo''12 At(11)Z(71)d71 
= 4a1a2a30102B(�,  02; 2 ) [1\k,,sin 71'' + l) (kysin 71•1 + l)sin 71••-1 
·COS ,,2£1 +1 d11 e2 e2 + 2 e1 (3e1 ) = 2a1a2a3e1e2B(2, -2-)[B(2 , e1 + 1) + kxk11B 2 , ei + 1 +(kx + ky)B(ei , e1 + 1)] .  ( 5 .7) After obtaining the volume of a tapered superquadric, the object vector if of can be eval­uated by Equation ( 5 . 2 ) . The second-order inertial moments of a tapered superquadric can be derived in a similar manner. The superquadric is first cut along the z axis into slices of infinites­imal thickness dz parallel to the xy plane, then using Steiner's rule, the inertial moments of a superellipse about the x, y and z axes are evaluated as 
(J2x)t = 
(�)t = 
(�z )t = 
= 
J 1 2 3 � 3 1 3 3c c y dxdy = /11 /x xx = /11 fx2ab eB( 2, 2) ,  s 
11 2 
3 fl_ 3 1 3 E 3E 8 x dxdy = fx fv 1111 = fx f11 2a beB(2 , 2 ), J ls (x2 + y2)dxdy = (�)t + (�)t 3 1 3 3e e 3 1 3 e 3e /11 fx 2ab eB( 2, 2) + l,J11 2a beB(2 , 2 ) ,  (5.8) where fx and /11 are tapering transformations along the x and y axes as shown in Equation ( 2 . 2 4). Consequently, the inertial moments (/zx)t of a tapered superquadric along the x axis 
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can be derived as 
where (lxxh = laa (Ixx 0(z) )tdz = 11(12 (lxx 0(11))tz(r,)d11 
-aa -w/2 
= 11r/2 /; / x�xa3e1sin 1Jei - l  cos 11d11 -1r/2 
3 5e1 2 3 = kxk11B( 2, 2e1 + 1) + (3kxk11 + k11)B(2e1, 2e1 + 1) 
(5.9) 
2 3e1 +(3kxky + 3k11)B( 2, 2e1 + 1) + (kx + 3k71)B(e1, 2e1 + 1) .  ( 5 . 1 0) Similarly, the inertial moments (11111 )t of a tapered superquadrics along the y axis can be derived as 
where 
(5 .12) The inertial moments ( I zz )t of a tapered superquadrics along the z axis can therefore be derived as (Izz)t = J J f (x2 + y2)dxdydz = 11(12 (!2zC11))tz(r,)d11 lv -1r12 
= �a1a2a3E1E2(�(J.,.,)i + ai(J1111) i ) . (5. 13) 
5.2 The View Registration Algorithm Most image registration techniques are based on raw images and require a certain amount of overlap to successfully establish correspondences between views. For this reason, the com­putational complexity of this type of image registration algorithm is usually very high due to 
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the extensive searching and the optimization involved. For our multi-view superquadric rep­resentation algorithm, superquadrics have been recovered for each single-view data before the multi-view data are registered. Therefore, we want to utilize recovered superquadrics as much as possible in the subsequent steps of the multi-view superquadric representation algorithm. For this reason, we improve and extend the range image registration algorithm (Jaklic, 1997) and present a 3 D  view registration algorithm based on superquadrics. We extend the algorithm (Jaklic, 1997) in both technical and application aspects. From the technical point of view, we extend the original algorithm to register tapered as well as regular superquadrics by deriving the first- and second- order inertial moments for a tapered superquadric. Second, we extend the initial 2 D  range image registration algorithm to 3 D  view registration. From the application point of view, the proposed view registration algorithm can register scenes containing complex backgrounds and multiple objects. Not all the objects need to be represented by superquadrics precisely. The only assumption of the proposed view reg­istration algorithm is that there should be at least one object which can be represented by su­perquadrics in the scene, and this object is visible from the views to be registered. As long as this condition is satisfied, the proposed approach can register arbitrary scenes. This condition can be easily satisfied for most real indoor or outdoor scenes. A typical example can be found in a hazardous environment clean-up application (National Energy Technology Laboratory, de­activition & decommissioning focus area, 2 00 2 ). In summary, the proposed view registration approach extends and improves the 2 D  range image registration approach (Jaklic, 1 997) in the following aspects. • We derive the first- and second- order inertial moments for tapered superquadrics. • We extend the initial 2 D  range image registration approach to register 3 D  unstructured data sets. • Our algorithm can register more generic and complicated scenes consisting of complex backgrounds and multiple objects. The proposed view registration algorithm based on superquadric representation has two major advantages over other surface registration methods. The first advantage results from the nature of superquadrics. In other words, since the proposed registration technique relies on recovered superquadrics, which are volumetric primitives, and can be successfully recovered from single-view, incomplete data sets, this technique requires neither a time-consuming point correspondence searching nor a large amount of overlap between two views while most existing registration methods require at least 20% overlap (Chua and Jarvis, 199 6; Roth, 1999). The sec­ond advantage is that since superquadrics can be successfully recovered from only unstructured point clouds without face information, no triangulation step is needed. Therefore, the proposed algorithm is free from the mesh resolution inconsistency problem which needs to be handled by an extra mesh uniform step in other registration approaches (Chen and Medioni, 199 2 ;  Johnson and Hebert, 1998). Given a pair of 3 D  data sets obtained from two views to be registered, superquadrics are first recovered from each view. A new coordinate frame is then constructed for each view, which is rigidly attached to the object in each view. After the two frames are constructed, 87 
their relationships to the world coordinate system can be calculated. Consequently, the rigid transformation between the two frames is estimated, and the two views are registered. The major step-by-step procedures involved are summarized in the following algorithm followed by a detailed description. Algorithm 4 (3D View Registration) Input : Two 3D unstructured data sets in the format of (x, y, z) obtained from two views. Step 1. Recover superquadrics from each view to be registered. Select superquadrics recovered for both views to be used for view registration. Step 2. Compute the first- and second-order inertial moments of each selected superquadric in its canonical coordinate system. Step 3. Transform the inertial moments into the world coordinate system. Step 4. For each view, sum up the inertial moments of the recovered superquadrics and construct a new canonical coordinate frame. Step S. Evaluate the rig id transformation between the two views. Output: A homogeneous matrix representing the rigid transformation between the two views. A step-by-step description of the proposed view registration algorithm is provided as fol­lows. Step 1. Recover superquadrics from each view. Within our multi-view superquadric representation algorithm, multi-part objects have been decomposed into single parts before they are fitted to superquadrics. Therefore, superquadric recovery of single-part objects is a straight­forward data fitting problem, and can be performed using the method presented in Section 3.4. In addition, superquadrics can be recovered using other methods such as the recover-and-select algorithm (Leonardis et al., 199 7). Our view registration algorithm has no constraint on su­perquadric representation methods. Step 2. Compute inertial moments of superquadrics. The first- and second-order iner­tial moments of selected superquadrics are evaluated in their canonical coordinate systems. We are able to evaluate inertial moments of both regular and tapered superquadrics. The evaluation of regular and tapered superquadrics are presented in Sections 2 .5 and 5 . 1. Step 3. Transform the moments into the world coordinate system. The inertial mo­ments obtained in Step 2 are in the canonical coordinate system of each superquadric. They need to be transformed into the global (world) coordinate system. Transformation of the object vector i is easy to implement. We use superscripts G and L to present global and canonical coordinate systems. The object vector i in the global system is obtained by 
[ Ix l [ fv xdV l [ If l iG = 111 = JV ydV = T �l lz fv zdV lz 
V fv dV yL 
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T ·L = i ' ( 5 . 14) 
where T is the homogeneous transformation matrix including the translation and the rotation 
shown in Equation (2.12). 
Transformation of the object matrix I is much more difficult. The transformation needs to be decomposed into translation and rotation first. The object matrix is next transformed under 
translation and rotation respectively. Matrix Tt and Tr represent translation and rotation, the same as in Equation (2.11). Under translation, the second-order moments are converted to 
� = [ (y2 + z2)dV = Ifx + 2pyI{: + 2p,If + (p� + p�)V 
� = [ (x2 + z2)dV = I{/y + 2pxif + 2p,If + (p; + p�)V 
� = [ (x2 + y2)dV = If, + 2pxif + 2Pi,I{: + (p! + p�)V 
� = -Dfy = -[ xydV = - (D!;, + PxI{: + Pi,If + PxPi, V) 
I� = -D� = -[ xzdV = - (Df, + Pxif + p,If + PxPz V) 
J;. = -D� = -[ yzdV = - (D{:, + pyif + p,I{: + PyPz V) . (5.15) 
Since JL - JL - JL = O and JL = JL = JL = 0 in the canonical system the above x - y - z xy yz xz ' equations can be simplified to 
� = [(y2 + z2)dV = Ifx + (p� + p�)V 
J;y = [ (x2 + z2 )dV = I{/y + (p! + P!)V 
� = [ (x2 + y2)dV = If. + (p! + P!W 
� = -D� = -[ xydV = -PxPi,V 
I� = -D� = -[ xzdV = -pzp,V 
J;. = -D� = - [ yzdV = -Pi,Pz V. 
The translation of the object matrix I can be denoted by 
JG = translation(Tt, JL , iL) . 
Under rotation, the simple rule holds as 
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( 5.16) 
( 5.17 ) 
( 5.18) 
where matrix Trot-tu is the left-up 3 x 3 matrix of Tr . Therefore, the object matrix I is converted 
into the world coordinate system as 
(5.19) 
Step 4. Construct a new canonical coordinate system for each view. In this step, the 
object vector i and matrix I of superquadrics are first summed up. The new canonical coordinate 
systems for the two views are denoted by C1 and C2 . To construct a new canonical frame, 
translation and rotation between the global and the new canonical system needs to be evaluated 
separately. To recover the translation, a new frame C is constructed in which the following 
equation holds 
Therefore, the translation becomes 
0 0 Px l [ Ix 
l 
1 0 Py ly 0 1 Pz lz · 
0 0 1 V 
_ 0 1 0 -ly/V [ 
1 0 0 -lx/V l 
('J'8)t - 0 0 1 -lz/V . 
0 0 0 1 
The object matrix in this new frame C can be evaluated by Equation (5.17) as 




Next, the rotation matrix rotates frame C to final constructed frame C1 in such a way that 
= Trot-lulc(Trot-lu)- 1 . (5.23) 
Since the matrix le is a real symmetric matrix, it can be diagonalized by an orthogonal matrix 
Q 
(5.24) 
where the columns of Q contain a complete set of orthonormal eigenvectors of le. Therefore, 
the rotation matrix is derived and given by 
Trot
-
lu = Q-l • (5.25) 




where Tr is the homogeneous matrix of its left-up 3 x 3 rotation matrix Trot-lu • 
Step S. Evaluate the rigid transformation between the two views. Since a canonical 
frame is rigidly attached to an object, the same point in the same object expressed in various 
canonical systems should have the same coordinates. Based on this rule, the transformation 
between two views can be evaluated. Terms C1 and C2 represent two canonical systems for 
two views, and G 1 and G2 represent two corresponding global systems. Matrix T8l , T8? are 
transformations from a canonical coordinate system (C1, C2) to a global coordinate system (G1 , 
G2). For a point X on the object surface, the following relationships hold 
(5.27) 
where Xc1 represents the point X in the canonical coordinate system C1, and Xa1 represents 
the point X in the global coordinate system G1 . Therefore, the rigid transformation between 
the two views can be derived as 
(5.28) 
Since the inertial moments are invariant to rotation of the coordinate frame for 180° about 
any coordinate axes, there are four possible orientations for the constructed canonical system: 
the constructed one itself and one for each rotation of 180° about the x, y and z axes, respec­
tively (Jaklic, 1997). Among the four transformations, the one with the minimum registration 
error is selected as correct registration between the two views. This process is explained as 
follows. 
We assume that superquadric descriptions D11 and D12 in the first data set are obtained 
from view 1, and descriptions D21 and D22 in the second data set are obtained from view 2. 
Di; consists of region �i and superquadric model Mij (i , j  = 1, 2). The following delineates 
the correct transformation and the corresponding descriptions between the two images. The 
four transformations, T1 , T2 , T3, and T4, have been calculated. For every transformation 11, we 
first keep the representation of the first view unchanged and transform the representation in the 
second view into the first view. Next, we calculate distances between the superquadric models 
in the first view and the transformed regions from the second view. The registration error E1 
for the first view is evaluated as 
E1 = min(Eu, E12) + min(E13 , Eu) 
Eu = L d(x, Mu), E12 = L d(x, Mu )  
xET(R21 ) xET(R22) 
E13 = L d(x, M12) ,  Eu = L d(x, M12) ,  (5.29) 
xET(R21 ) xET(R22) 
where d(x, Mi; ) represents the distance between point x in the region R and model Mij • 
Similarly, The registration error E2 for the second view can be evaluated by keeping the 
representation of the second data set unchanged, and transforming the representation in the first 
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(a) (b) Figure 5. 1: An office scene scanned from two views. The range images are acquired by the RIEGL scanner. Superquaclrics are recovered for the two boxes and the barrel on the floor and used in view registration. (a) Photograph of original scene from view 1 and (b) photograph of original scene from view 2 .  
data set into the second data set. E2 is evaluated as E2 = min(E21 , E22) + min(E23, E24) E21 = L d(y, M21 ) ,  E22 = L d(y, M21) 
yET{Ru) yET{R12) E2a = L d(y, M22) ,  E24 = L d(y, M22) .  (5. 3 0) 
yET(Ru) yET(R12) Therefore, two registration errors, E1 and E2, are obtained for each transformation. For the correct transformation, E1 should be very close to Ei., and both should be less than a threshold Er. With this method, the correct transformation T between the two views can be identified. The proposed view registration algorithm can also register complex scenes consisting of background and multiple objects obtained from two viewpoints. This algorithm extends su­perquaclric representation to address the generic 3D data registration problem. For instance, for an office scene scanned from two views shown in Fig. 5. 1, superquaclrics can easily be re­covered for the tall box, the short box, and the barrel on the floor for each view. Our view registration algorithm based on superquaclrics can then register the two views. Similar to other surface registration techniques, the registration result obtained by the proposed method can be further refined by the iterative closest point (ICP) registration algorithm (Besl and McKay, 1992 ; Zhang, 1994 ). 
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5.3 Summary 
Due to the fact that the mapping from an object to the corresponding recovered superquadric is 
one-to-one, we apply superquadrics to the generic 3D view registration problem and present a 
view registration algorithm based on superquadrics. Unlike most image or surface registration 
techniques, our approach does not need points or feature correspondences, and the registra­
tion result (rigid transformation) can be directly obtained from the recovered superquadrics. 
A comparison between the proposed view registration algorithm and those existing feature 
correspondence-based 3D surface registration algorithms is illustrated in Fig. 5.2. Based on 
the diagrams shown in Fig. 5.2, we observe that the proposed registration algorithm, which is 
based on superquadric representation, has two major advantages over other correspondence­
based registration algorithms. The first advantage is that the proposed method does not need to 
establish feature correspondences between two views, a task which requires a huge amount of 
computation. In other words, the proposed method does not need a large amount of overlap be­
tween two views, while this overlap is required in most correspondence-based algorithms (Chua 
and Jarvis, 1996; Roth, 1999). The second advantage is that the proposed method can register 
unstructured 3D data while most other methods need triangle meshes as input. This advantage 
eliminates the mesh resolution inconsistency problem that needs to be handled by an extra mesh 
uniform step (Johnson and Hebert, 1998; Chen and Medioni, 1992). 
Occlusion has been an unsolved problem for 3D surface registration. The occlusion han­
dling capability of the proposed registration method depends solely on the pre-segmentation 
step, i.e , whether single objects can be successfully segmented from a scene containing oc­
clusions. Once objects are segmented from the scene, the remaining scene data, whether there 
are occlusions or not, do not affect the performance of the view registration. The proposed 
view registration method is able to directly evaluate the rigid transformation between two views 
from the segmented objects (3D unstructured data) and associated superquadrics. In contrast, 
most steps of the correspondence-based registration methods including feature extraction and 
correspondence identification are subject to occlusions. To be specific, false features could be 
extracted from a scene containing occlusions. Primitives evaluated based on feature points tend 
to be inaccurate or even wrong in the presence of occlusions. Furthermore, it is extremely 
difficult to establish correct primitive correspondences when occlusions occur. Therefore, we 
conclude that the proposed view registration method has better occlusion handling abilities. 
The only assumption required by our approach is that at least one object in the scene should 
be representable by superquadrics. This condition can be easily satisfied in many cases. In 
addition, the proposed view registration approach does not require a time-consuming corre­
spondence search nor much overlap between views. Furthermore, since superquadrics can be 
successfully recovered from only 3D points without face information, no triangulation step is 
needed, which eliminates the mesh resolution inconsistency problem. Therefore, the proposed 
registration approach has lower computational cost since only a few superquadric parameters 
are involved in the registration evaluation. 
In summary, the advantages of the extended view registration algorithm include the abilities 
to 
• Handle unstructured 3D data, i.e., point clouds without mesh information, 
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View 1 View 2 
Figure 5.3: View registration based on superquadrics. 
• Register tapered superquadrics, and 
• Register pre-segmented complex scenes. 
The limitations of the view registration algorithm are that at least one object in the scene 
must be representable by superquadrics, and that each superquadric is visible from views to be 
registered. For instance, for a scene from which four superquadrics are recovered as shown in 
Fig. 5. 3 , superquadric " 1", " 2", " 3" are visible from the first view and superquadric " 2", " 3", 
" 4" are visible from the second view. Since only superquadric " 2" and " 3" are visible from both 
views, either of the two superquadrics or both of them can be used to register the scene. The 
more superquadrics used, the higher accuracy can be achieved with higher computational cost. 
This chapter presented an extended and improved 3 D  view registration algorithm and its 
application to scenes. Experimental results on 3 D  surface registration of real scenes utilizing 
superquadrics are shown in Section 7 .2. The proposed view registration algorithm based on 




Experimental Results I :  
Supplementary Background 
This chapter presents experimental results on several supplementary issues. Although we do not claim contributions on these issues, they are crucial to succeeding experiments in this dis­sertation. For instance, several different objective functions have been used in the literature of superquadric representation. However, no convincing conclusion about their performances has been derived from the literature . Therefore, we present a comprehensive performance eval­uation of two primarily used objective functions in this chapter. Section 6.1 presents a brief introduction of two range scanners used in this dissertation including the triangulation-based, IVP range sensor and the time-of-flight, RIEGL laser scanner. Experiments on rendering and visualization of 3D bent superquadrics from our proposed quadrant analysis technique are pro­vided in Section 6.2. Section 6 . 3 presents a comprehensive comparison between two objective functions for superquadric representation. Finally, Section 6.4 summarizes this chapter. 
6.1 Range Scanners Range Scanners measure distances between object surfaces and the scanner itself, and collect 3D coordinate data from object surfaces. Range images explicitly represent 3D surface geome­try in a sampled form. Range imaging techniques have been evolving for over thirty years and have found more and more applications in areas including manufacturing industry, robotic navi­gation, medical diagnosis, etc. Generally speaking, current range scanners can be classified into active and passive types. In the former case, a special lighting device illuminates the scene, and in the latter case, scene illumination is provided by the ambient light. Active sensors are used when the accuracy of the captured data is a major concern and the scene itself cannot provide sufficient illumination. A taxonomy of various range sensing techniques is shown in Fig. 6 . 1. More detailed surveys of range imaging techniques can be found in (Besl, 1989; Nitzan, 1989). Among the active sensors, the two most popular range scanners are time-of-flight and triangulation-based. The time-of-flight scanners have a laser diode that sends a pulsed laser beam to the scanned object (Nitzan, 1989). The pulse is diffusely reflected by the surface, and part of the light returns to the receiver. The time required for the light to travel from the laser 97 
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Shape from shading Structural light Time of flight Triangulation Others 
Figure 6. 1 :  A taxonomy of various range imaging techniques. 
diode to the object surface and back is measured, and the distance between the laser and the 
object surface can therefore be calculated using the speed of light. The scanning principle for 
time-of-light range scanners is depicted in Fig. 6.2(a). This type of scanner is able to measure 
larger distances than triangulation-based scanners. On the other hand, they are less accurate, es­
pecially at a close range. The accuracy of this kind of scanner is subject to the distance between 
the object and the scanner. 
For the triangulation-based scanners, a light spot or stripe is projected onto an object surface, 
and the position of the spot on the object is recorded by one or more CC D cameras (Nitzan, 
1 9 8 9). The angle of the light beam leaving the scanner is internally recorded, and the fixed 
base length between the laser source and the camera is known from calibration. The distance 
between the object surface to the camera is geometrically calculated from the recorded angle 
and the base length as shown in Fig. 6. 2(b ). The accuracy of this kind of scanner is subject to 
both the base length of the scanner and the distance between the scanner and the object. This 
type of scanner is usually used to measure small objects within a short range. 
In our experiments, time-of-flight and triangulation-based scanners are used in different 
cases. The triangulation-based scanner is used to measure small objects while the time-of­
flight scanner is used to scan large scenes. The first range imaging system is the IVP Ranger 
Scanner System (Integrated Vision Products, 2000), which contains a triangulation-based sheet­
of-light laser rangefinder as shown in Fig. 6.3(a). Due to the sheet-of-light utilized, the range 
camera only finds one range profile of the scene at each exposure. A scanning mechanism is 
needed to obtain a 2 D  range image. A horizontal conveyor belt is used to move objects to be 
scanned at a user-selected speed as shown in Fig. 6.3(a). Appendix A provides a comprehensive 
characterization of the Ranger scanner. When the distance between the objects and the scanner 
is larger than 5 m, or the objects cannot be put onto the conveyor belt such as an office scene, 
we use the time-of-flight based RIEGL scanner (RIEGL Laser Measurement Systems, 2000) 
shown in Fig. 6.3(b) to scan the objects or the scene. 
6.2 Visualization and Recovery of Bent Superquadrics in 3D 
Based on the quadrant analysis technique proposed in Section 3 . 4, a variety of bent superquadrics 
are rendered from pre-specified parameters and shown in the following figures. Fig. 6.4 shows 
9 8  
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(a) CCD (b) Figure 6. 2 :  Scanning principles of two types of range scanners. (a) Time-of-flight and (b) triangulation. 
-
(a) (b) Figure 6. 3 :  Triangulation-based and time-of-flight range scanners. (a) Triangulation-based scanner and (b) time-of-flight, long-range, RIEGL 3 D  imaging sensor. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 6.4: Visualization of 3D bent superquadrics. These bent superquadrics have vari­
ous shape parameters. The remaining superquadric parameters are (20, 20, 70, 0.01, 1 .0) for 
(a1 , a2 , aa , k, a). With pre-specified parameters, superquadrics are generated from their ex­
plicit definition and rendered in 3D using quad meshes. (a) e1 = 0. 1 ,  e2 = 0.1, (b) 
e1 = 0.1 ,  e2 = 1 .0, and (c) e1 = 1 .0, e2 = 0.1. 
three bent superquadrics with different shape parameters. Fig. 6.5 shows tapered and bent su­
perquadrics. From these figures, it has been found that the proposed quadrant analysis technique 
is able to render bent superquadrics in arbitrary 3D space successfully. 
Correspondingly, with our quadrant analysis technique, superquadrics can be successfully 
recovered from the synthetic data shown in these figures. The unstructured 3D points shown 
in Fig. 6.6 are extracted from Figs. 6.4(b) and 6.5(a). Superquadrics are recovered from these 
point clouds. The parameters used to create the superquadrics are ground truths for superquadric 
recovery. Tables. 6.1 and 6.2 show recovered superquadric parameters from the point clouds 
shown in Fig. 6.6. Comparing the recovered parameters with the ground truths, it is seen that 
bent superquadrics are correctly recovered using the proposed quadrant analysis technique. 
Fig. 6. 7 shows a real range image of a bent object and the corresponding recovered bent su­
perquadric model. 
6.3 Performance Evaluation of Two Objective Functions 
This section presents experimental results on recovering both regular and deformable superquadrics 
from single-part objects using the two objective functions discussed in Section 2.5.4 and in­
vestigates their performances. The objective function with better performance will be used 
throughout this dissertation. 
The two objective functions are expressed as 
N 




(a) (b) (c) Figure 6.5 :  Visualization of 3 D  bent and tapered superquadrics. These su­perquadrics have various shape parameters. The remaining superquadric parameters are (20, 20, 70, 0.3, 0.3, 0.01, 1 .0) for (at ,  a2 , a3 , kx , k11 , k, a). With pre-specified parameters, su­perquadrics are generated from their explicit definition and rendered in 3 D  using quad meshes. (a) et = 0. 1 , e2 = 0.1, (b) et = 0.1 ,  e2 = 1.0, and (c) et = 1 .0, e2 = 0.1. 
(a) (b) Figure 6.6: 3 D  unstructured point clouds used in superquadric representation. (a) 3 D  point clouds extracted from Fig. 6.4(b) and (b) 3 D  point clouds extracted from Fig. 6.5 (a). 
Table 6.1 : Recovered superquadric parameters for a bent cylinder. The cylinder is shown in Fig. 6.6(a). 
k 
I 
Q'. Ground truth 20 20 70 0. 1 1.0 0.0 1 1.0 Parameter 1 8.79 19. 2 3 67.9 2 0.09 1 .0 5  0.009 0.9 5 
10 1 
Table 6.2 : Recovered superquadric parameters for a tapered and bent box. The box is shown in Fig. 6 .6 (b ). View k I 0 Ground truth 2 0  2 0  7 0  0.1 0.1 0.3 0.3 0. 0 1  1.0 Parameter 19.2 5 17.4 1 6 8.5 6 0.10 0.08 0.2 9 0.2 7 0.009 0.97 
(a) (b) Figure 6 . 7: Superquadric representation results for a bent object. This mesh is a single-view scan from the IVP Ranger Scanner System. With recovered parameters, superquadrics are gen­erated from their explicit definition and rendered in 3D using quad meshes. ( a) Rendering of original mesh and (b) rendering of recovered superquadric. 
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and 
N N 
G2(A) = Ld2 = L(lro l l l  - p- !f (xc, Yc , Zc) l )2 . 
i=l i=l 
Another objective function G0 used for discussion is expressed as 
N 




In the experiments, both real and synthetic range data are tested. Experimental results on 
regular and deformable superquadrics are shown and discussed respectively. Robustness against 
noise and sensitivity to different viewpoints are explored as well. The accuracy, fitting errors of 
the recovered superquadrics and the convergence speed of the data fitting process are compared 
for the two objective functions. 
For superquadric fitting, 30 iterations are used in the Lavenberg-Marquardt algorithm for 
each data set. The fitting error between raw data and recovered superquadrics is calculated as 
1 N 
e = - "' d� 
N � " 
i=l 
(6.4) 
where N represents the number of points. Variable � represents the radial Euclidean distance 
between the ith point of the input data and the corresponding recovered superquadric surface. 
6.3.1 Synthetic Data with and without Noise 
This section classifies experimental results with synthetic range data into three different cate­
gories as regular superquadrics with and without noise, and deformable superquadrics without 
noise. The superquadric models are created using ground truth parameters. Multiple single­
view range data are captured from different viewpoints, and used to investigate the effect of 
varying viewpoints on the two objective functions. 
Regular Superquadrics without Noise 
Several experiments on recovering regular superquadric models from noise-free synthetic range 
data are conducted. Fig. 6.8 shows two sets of 3D range data for a cylinder and a bi-directional 
cone collected from two different views. Table 6.3 indicates the ground truth values used to 
create the cylinders and the cones shown in Fig. 6.8 and summarizes recovered superquadric pa­
rameters for the objects using the two objective functions given in Equations (2.35) and (2.36). 
Comparing the recovered superquadric parameters with the ground truth values in Table 
6.3, for the range data of the cylinder shown in Fig. 6.8, the superquadric parameters recovered 
using the objective function based on radial Euclidean distance (Function 2) are slightly closer 
to the ground truth values than those using the objective function based on the implicit definition 
of superquadrics (Function 1 ). Despite the slight difference in fitting errors, the two objective 
functions provide almost the same representation results. The volume of the cylinder shown in 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) Figure 6 . 8: Synthetic range data extracted from superquadrics. The two superquadrics include a cylinder and a bi-directional cone acquired from two views. (a) 3D data extracted from the cylinder from view 1 consisting of 1 2 , 7 6 3  points, (b) 3D data obtained from view 2 consisting of 1 2 , 0 3 8  points, (c) 3D data extracted from the bi-directional cone from view 1 consisting of 1 1, 3 84 points, and (d) 3D data obtained from view 2 consisting of 1 1, 2 5 7  points. 
Table 6 . 3 :  Recovered superquadric parameters for a cylinder and a bi-directional cone. The data are scanned from two views as shown in Fig. 6 . 8. Objective function 1 is based on the implicit definition as shown in Equation ( 2 . 3 5 ). Objective function 2 is based on the radial Euclidean distance as shown in Equation ( 2 . 3 6 ). The fitting error is calculated from Equation ( 6 . 4). I Object j Data I a1 I a2 I a3 I et I e2 I Fitting Error I Ground truth 3 0  3 0  6 0  0. 1 1. 0 Objective View 1 2 8. 5 8  2 5. 5 8 5 6 . 5 0 0. 1 1. 0 1  0. 6 7  Cylinder Function 1 View 2 2 5. 2 3 2 8. 7 3 5 7. 5 0  0. 1 1. 04 0. 7 2  Objective View 1 2 9.2 4 2 7. 19 5 8. 3 79 0. 1 1. 0 2  0. 3 5  Function 2 View 2 2 8. 86 2 9. 6 1 5 8. 81 0. 1 1. 0 1  0. 3 1  Ground truth 3 0  3 0  60 1.9 1. 0 Objective View 1 2 2 . 79 2 5. 5 8  4 9. 0 1 1. 6 6  0. 87 1. 2 1  Cone Function 1 View 2 2 4. 3 3 2 7. 08 5 1. 4 9 1. 7 5  0.92 1. 08 Objective View 1 2 8. 3 7  2 9. 81 5 7. 88 1. 90 1. 0 1  0. 4 3  Function 2 View 2 2 8. 3 6  2 3. 5 8 5 9. 3 8 1. 88 1. 0 7  0.64 
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Fig. 6.8 can be represented as Ca1a2a3, where C is a constant. Therefore, the final recovered 
superquadric model with minimum volume also has a minimum value in Function 1. The biased 
fitting caused by objective function Go defined in Equation (6.3) is completely compensated by 
the term a1 a2a3. The two objective functions exhibit similar performances in this experiment. 
The other set of noise-free, synthetic range data extracted from a bi-directional cone is 
shown in Figs. 6.8(c) and 6.8(d) with ground truth parameters given in Table 6.3. A s  shown in 
Table 6.3, there are significant differences in both fitting errors and recovered parameters for 
the two objective functions. In this case, the volume of the object not only depends on a1 a2a3, 
but on c1 and c2. Therefore, the term a1 a2a3 in Function 1 fails to provide the minimum 
volume restriction to the recovered model. Consequently, the biased fitting caused by Go given 
in Equation (6.3) is not completely compensated by the additional term a1a2a3. This is why 
Function 1 recovers inaccurate superquadrics in this case. Function 2 performs consistently 
well because geometric distance is an accurate measurement of closeness between raw data and 
fitted models for all shapes. 
Regular Superquadrics with Additive Noise 
In order to estimate the effect of noise, simulated random noises ranging from 1.0% to 10.0% 
are added to the cylinder shown in Fig. 6.8(a). The drand48() function is used in the program 
to generate the random noise. This function uses a linear congruential algorithm and 48-bit 
integer arithmetic to generate a nonnegative double uniformly distributed over the interval [0.0, 
1.0] (Press et al., 1992). Table 6.4 shows corresponding recovered superquadric parameters for 
these data with varying noise levels. The corresponding noisy versions of the figure are shown 
in Fig. 6.9. From the 3D data sets with various noise levels shown in Fig. 6.9, and corresponding 
recovered superquadric parameters illustrated in Table 6.4, it can be observed that in all cases, 
objective function 2 recovers better superquadric parameters compared with ground truths. It 
can also be seen that objective function 1 recovers unacceptable superquadric parameters for the 
data with 6.0% random noise while objective function 2 recovers superquadric parameters with 
acceptable accuracy even for the data with 10.0% random noise in terms of shape parameters 
c1 and c2. 
Likewise, random Gaussian noise with the standard deviation at 1.0% is added to the data 
shown in Figs. 6.8(c) and 6.8(d). The corresponding noisy versions of the synthetic data is 
shown in Fig. 6.10. Table 6.5 shows corresponding ground truths and recovered superquadric 
parameters. Comparing the recovered parameters in Table 6.5 to the ground truth values, it 
is seen that for the range data in Fig. 6.10, the parameters recovered using Function 2 are 
significantly better than those using Function 1. The fitting errors show the same tendency. 
Comparing the parameters recovered from both noisy and noise-free data, we see that Function 
2 is more robust to noise and viewpoints than Function 1. 
Deformable Superquadrics without Noise 
Experiments on recovering superquadrics with global deformations from noise-free synthetic 
range data are also conducted. Fig. 6.11 shows 3D range images of a tapered cylinder captured 
from two different views. Table 6.6 summarizes recovered superquadric parameters for this 105 
Table 6 . 4 : Recovered superquadric parameters for a cylinder. The original data have additive random noise at the level of 1 % through 1 0% as shown in Figs. 6 . 9  (a) through (j). Data I Function I a1 I a2 I a3 I e1 I e2 I Fitting Error I Ground truth 3 0  3 0  6 0  0. 1 1. 0 1% noise Function 1 2 7. 6 7  2 9. 5 1  5 8. 8 3 0. 1 1. 0 2  1. 4 4  Function 2 2 7. 89 2 9. 6 1  5 9. 1 1 0. 1 1. 0 2  1. 3 2  
2% noise Function 1 2 8. 09 2 9. 60  5 8. 5 5 0. 1 1. 0 1. 4 2  Function 2 2 8. 5 6  2 9.97 5 9. 2 2 0. 1 1. 0 1  1. 3 0  Function 1 2 8. 7 2  2 9. 6 2 5 8. 1 7 0. 1 0. 98 1. 5 2  3% noise Function 2 2 9. 6 9 3 0. 4 5 5 9. 2 5 0. 1 1  1. 0 1  1. 4 2  Function 1 2 9. 5 9 2 9. 60  5 7. 8 3 0. 1 0. 93 1. 3 8  4% noise Function 2 3 0. 91 3 1. 3 5 5 9. 2 6 0. 1 1  0. 98 1. 2 1  Function 1 5% noise 3 0. 6 6 2 9. 60  5 7. 5 8 0. 1 0. 89 2 . 1 4 Function 2 3 1. 5 6  3 3 . 4 5 5 9. 3 4  0. 1 1  0. 97 2 . 0 5 
6% noise Function 1 3 1 .86 2 9. 6 1  5 7. 4 1 0. 1 2  0. 84 2 . 87 Function 2 3 2 . 2 4 3 5 . 6 6 5 9. 4 8  0. 1 1  0. 96 2 . 6 5 Function 1 3 3 .06 2 9.64 7% noise 5 7. 3 1  0. 1 0. 79  4 . 4 6  Function 2 3 2 . 92 3 1.90 5 9. 6 8  0. 1 3  0. 94 3 .64 Function 1 3 4 . 1 7 2 9. 6 8  8% noise 5 7. 2 4 0. 1 0. 7 5  5 . 3 7  Function 2 3 3 . 8 6 3 0. 0 2 5 9. 91 0. 1 3  0. 94 4 . 4 2  Function 1 3 5 . 08 2 9. 7 4 5 7. 2 0 0. 1 0. 7 1  6 . 2 8  9% noise Function 2 3 4 . 7 4 3 2 . 0 5 60. 18 0. 1 3  0. 94 5 . 1 4  Function 1 3 5 . 7 0  2 9. 80 5 7. 1 6 0. 1 0. 6 7  7. 5 2  1 0% noise Function 2 3 3 . 2 5 3 2 . 5 0  60. 5 1  0. 1 4  0. 91 6 .64 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) 
(t) (g) (h) (i) (j) 
Figure 6.9: Synthetic 3D range data of a cylinder. Two-view scans are acquired with additive 
random noise ranging from (a) 1 %, (b) 2%, (c) 3%, (d) 4%, (e) 5%, (t) 6%, (g) 7%, (h) 8%, (i) 
9%, and G) 10% . 
(a) (b) 
Figure 6. 10: Synthetic range data of a bi-directional cone. Two-view scans are acquired with 
1.0% random Gaussian noise. 
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Table 6 . 5 :  Recovered superquadric parameters for a bi-directional cone . Two-view scans with 1 . 0% random Gaussian noise as shown in Fig . 6 . 1 0. 
Objective Function 1 Objective Function 2 Parameter Ground truth View l View 2 View l View 2 
a1 3 0  1 3. 3 5 9  24. 3 7 4  28. 3 7 9 28. 490 
a2 3 0  1 6 . 6 91 27 . 1 1 4  29.806 29.8 0 
a3 6 0  3 1 . 7 4 9 5 1 . 560 5 7 .88 9 58.00 7 
e1 1 . 9 0. 3 95 1 . 7 5 2  1 .8 96 1 .8 95 
e2 1 . 0 0. 4 5 6 0. 923 1 . 01 3  1 . 01 1  Fitting Error 8. 3 3 1  2.04 2 0.6 2  0. 5 5  
(a) 
(b) Figure 6 . 1 1 : Synthetic range data of a tapered cylinder. Two-view scans are acquired. (a ) 3D data obtained from view 1 consisting of 2, 1 96 points and (b ) 3D data obtained from view 2 consisting of 1 ,8 5 7  points. 
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Table 6. 6: Recovered superquadric parameters for a tapered cylinder. Two-view scans are ac­quired as shown in Fig. 6.1 1. 
Objective Function 1 Objective Function 2 Parameter Ground truth View l View 2 View 1 View 2 a1 30 1 8. 1 3 2 8. 1 8  30. 5 1 2 8. 68 a2 30 2 6.9 1 2 2 .09 2 8.44 27.68 a3 60 6 1.80 57.7 2 6 2 . 5 1 59. 6 3  e1 0. 1 0. 1 2  0.1 5 0. 1 0. 1 1  e2 1 .0 1 . 17 1 . 1 1 1 . 1 5 1 .09 
tx 0. 4 0. 39 0. 3 6  0.43 0. 3 6  
ty 0.4 0.41 0. 2 3  0. 50 0. 3 8  Fitting Error 5.39 5 2 .0 3 2 1.2 41 1.8 1 2 
tapered object using the two objective functions. From the recovered superquadric parameters shown in Table 6.6, we observe that for the range data in Fig. 6. 1 1 , the parameters recovered using Function 2 are significantly better than those using Function 1 ,  compared with the ground truth values. The fitting error generated by Function 2 is much smaller than that generated by Function 1 .  Similar to the data shown in Fig. 6.8, the volume of the deformable model shown in Fig. 6.1 1 is subject not only to a1a2a3, but to kx and Icy. Therefore, the item a1a2a3 in Function 1 failed to completely compensate the biased fitting caused by Go. Function 2 does not suffer from this problem because it is purely geometric distance-based, and is insensitive to shape variations. 
6.3.2 Real Range Data This section presents the experimental results for superquadric recovery from real range data. Both regular and deformed superquadrics are explored. The real, single-view range images are captured from the IVP Ranger Scanner System (Integrated Vision Products, 2 000) and cali­brated into 3 D  data. The unit for the calibrated 3 D  data is mm. 
Regular Superquadrics A block and a cylinder with their measured ground truth parameters are used in the experiments. Fig. 6. 1 2  shows the raw range data of the block and the cylinder. Table 6.7 shows recovered superquadric parameters for these two objects. 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) Figure 6.12: Real range data for various objects. The obejcts include a block, a cylinder, a cone, and a bent object. The block and the cylinder can be represented by regular superquadrics while the cone and the bent object need to be represented by globally deformed superquadrics. The range images are scanned and calibrated from the IVP Ranger Scanner System. (a) Rendering of original mesh for a block, (b) rendering of original mesh for a cylinder, ( c) rendering of original mesh for a cone and ( d) rendering of original mesh for a bent object. 
Table 6.7: Recovered superquadric parameters for three objects. The objects include a block, a cylinder, and a cone shown in Fig. 6.12. GT is the ground truth. 
Object Function a1 a2 a3 e1 e2 kx Icy Fitting Error GT 29 5 6  116 0.1 0. 1 0 0 Function 1 16. 3 8  5 3.7 3 10 7.4 6 0.1 0. 1 0 0 6.3 5 Block Function 2 2 3. 2 6 60.83 111. 2 3 0. 1 0. 11 0 0 3.4 2 GT 5 2  5 2  5 0  0.1 1.0 0 0 Function 1 3 5.7 5 3 5.09 5 1.5 6 0.1 0.7 0 0 0 6 . 13 Cylinder Function 2 5 1.79 5 3.7 3 5 1.8 2 0.1 1.0 0 0 1.34 GT 4 8  4 8  7 5  0.1 1.0 0.9 0.9 Function 1 2 3.7 3 3 2.0 1 90.98 0.1 1. 12 0.83 0.7 2 9.4 0 Cone Function 2 5 0.3 9 4 6.4 5  7 8.7 8 0.1 1.08 0.8 5  0.6 0 2.4 0 
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From Table 6.7, we observe that for both the cylinder and the block, the recovered su­
perquadric parameters using function 2 are obviously much better than those using Function 1. 
The fitting error generated by Function 2 is also much smaller than that generated by Function 1. 
The reason that Function 1 yields poor results in these cases is similar to the reason in the case 
of synthetic data with noise. In such cases, the term a1a2a3 in Function 1 failed to compensate 
the biased fitting caused by Go in the presence of noise. 
Deformable Superquadrics 
A cone and a bent object are explored in the experiments to investigate how the two ob­
jective functions perform on the recovery of deformable superquadrics from real range data. 
Figs. 6. 12(c) and 6. 12(d) show calibrated 3D range data for these objects. Table 6.7 summarizes 
ground truth values and recovered superquadric parameters for the cone. Similarly, comparing 
the parameters recovered by the two objective functions with the ground truth values in Table 
6. 7, for the real range data shown in Fig. 6. 12( c ), the parameters recovered using Function 2 are 
much closer to the measured ground truth values than those using Function 1, as is the case with 
synthetic range data. The fitting error generated by Function 2 is much smaller than that gener­
ated by Function 1. The reason is again similar to the reason indicated in the case of synthetic 
data containing deformable superquadrics. The volume of deformable superquadrics is not only 
subject to a1a2a3, but also to the other parameters listed in Equation (2.30). Therefore, a1a2a3 
in Function 1 failed to compensate the biased fitting caused by Go shown in Equation (6.3). The 
recovered superquadric parameters for the object in Fig. 6. 12(d) shows a similar tendency. 
6.3.3 Convergence Speed 
We investigate the convergence speed of the two objective functions through the experiments 
on the objects in Figs. 6.8(a) and 6.8(c). The evaluation is performed by calculating the fit­
ting error versus the number of iterations. In the experiments, 50 iterations are used in the 
Lavenberg-Marquardt algorithm. The single-view data in Figs. 6.8(a) and 6.8(c) are tested 
and the corresponding convergence plots are shown in Fig. 6. 13. For the cylinder shown in 
Fig. 6.8(a), we observe that Function 2 converges slightly faster, and has slightly smaller fitting 
errors throughout the iterations, as shown in Fig. 6. 13(a). For the bi-directional cone shown in 
Fig. 6.8(c), Function 2 has a much faster convergence speed, and much smaller fitting errors, 
as shown in Fig. 6. 13(b ). In summary, Function 2 stabilizes after only 8- 10 iterations, while 
Function 1 needs 20 iterations to stabilize. Furthermore, fitting errors of Function 1 are always 
significantly larger than those of Function 2 even after 50 iterations. 
6.4 Summary 
This chapter has presented supplementary experimental results on several issues. First, we 
briefly introduced the two range scanners used in this dissertation. Next, we show how our pro­
posed quadrant analysis technique is able to render and recover bent superquadrics in 3D space. 
Experiments were conducted to comprehensively evaluate the performance of the two objec­
tive functions that are most common in the superquadric literature. These experiments involved 
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(a) (b) Figure 6 . 13 : Comparison of convergence speed between two objective functions. (a) Con­vergence for the cylinder in Fig. 6 . 8(a) and (b) convergence for the bi-directional cone in Fig. 6 . 8( c ). 
regular and deformable suprequadrics, noisy and noise-free input data, different viewpoints, synthetic and real data, and convergence data. The objective function based on the Euclidean distance is demonstrated to have better overall performance in our experiments, and will be used throughout the dissertation. 
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Chapter 7 
Experimental Results II: 
Contributions 
This chapter presents experimental results for the algorithms proposed in this dissertation. 
We provide a thorough analysis of the strengths and limitations for each proposed algorithm. 
Among the three proposed contributions in this dissertation, the multi-view superquadric rep­
resentation algorithm is essentially a complete pipeline from raw data to their superquadric 
representation. The other two contributions including the part decomposition algorithm and 
the view registration algorithm are two stages of the multi-view superquadric representation 
pipeline. This chapter first presents experimental results for each of these two stages and then 
for the whole pipeline. 
We begin with results from the part decomposition algorithm in Section 7 . 1 . This section 
demonstrates the overall capabilities of the algorithm through a large variety of synthetic and 
real data. Results on superquadric representation of multi-part objects and multi-object scenes 
utilizing part decomposition are presented in this section as well. In addition, we compare the 
performance of our superquadric representation approach utilizing part decomposition with the 
recover-and-select algorithm (Leonardis et al., 1997), which is the state of the art algorithm 
for superquadric representation. In Section 7 .2, we investigate the capabilities of the view 
registration algorithm to demonstrate the improvements and extensions we make to the original 
algorithm. In Section 7.3, we complete the multi-view superquadric representation pipeline 
by presenting results for each step of the pipeline. In addition, we compare the performance 
of our multi-view superquadric representation approach with the recover-and-select algorithm. 
Finally, Section 7 .4 concludes this chapter. This chapter demonstrates the efficiency of the 
proposed algorithms. 
7.1 Part Decomposition and Superquadric Representation 
The part decomposition algorithm decomposes objects into their constituent parts. Based on 
part decomposition, superquadric representation of multi-part objects can be performed in a 
two-step manner. The objects can first be decomposed into single parts. Next, each decom­
posed part is fitted to a superquadric model. Chapter 4 has described the part decomposition 
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(a) (b) (c) Figure 7 . 1: Difference between part and region segmentation for a scene. The scene consists of two linked objects: a cube and a plane. The mesh is created from two superquadrics, and consists of 3 5 ,990 vertices 7 1, 4 2 5  triangles. Part decomposition results consist of two parts. Region segmentation results consist of six regions: five regions for the cube and one region for the plane. (a) Rendering of original mesh, (b) part decomposition results, and (c) region segmentation results. 
algorithm and the associated superquadric representation strategy in terms of motivations, step­by-step analysis, implementation issues, etc. The algorithms are implemented in C++ on a SGI Octane workstation. This section presents experimental results for the two algorithms. A wide variety of objects and scenes are used in the experiments. For part decomposition, we begin with a synthetic 3D model for a turret which is created by computer graphics techniques. Re­constructed 3D models for objects with simple geometries including a teapot and a mug follow. To demonstrate the application of our algorithms to automotive-related areas, reconstructed 3D models for automotive parts including a disc brake, a distributor cap, and a water neck are de­composed and represented by superquadrics. Next, single-view scans of a hammer, a dumbbell, a crossing-shaped pipe fitting, and a y-shaped pipe fitting are explored, which shows that our al­gorithms can handle single-view 3D meshes of common tools and industrial parts. Finally, a set of scenes consisting of multiple objects with various geometries and occlusions are investigated to simulate waste area clean-up and bin picking applications. 
7 .1.1 Part Decomposition of 3D Triangle Surfaces Part decomposition classifies data points on object surfaces into groups, each of which corre­sponds to one physical part of the object. To make the goal of our proposed part decomposition algorithm clearer, Fig. 7 . 1  illustrates the difference between region segmen�tion and part de­composition. As illustrated in Fig. 7.1, a region segmentation algorithm segments the cylinder into three regions while the part decomposition segments the cylinder into one single part. Part decomposition is essential to high-level tasks such as superquadric representation and associ­ated object recognition. 
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We have developed a part decomposition algorithm based on the human perception theory of 
transversality regularity. According to this theory, our algorithm identifies vertices of negative 
curvature minima as boundaries between two articulated parts. Next, each non-boundary vertex 
is grown into a part until it reaches the boundary. In this section, we analyze this algorithm 
through experimental results to find its strengths and weaknesses. Triangle meshes of a wide 
variety of objects and scenes are used as input throughout the experiments. 
We begin with a synthetic 3D model for a turret which is created by computer graphics tech­
niques. Reconstructed 3D models for objects with simple geometries including a teapot and a 
mug follow. To demonstrate the application of our part decomposition algorithm to automotive­
related areas, reconstructed 3D models for automotive parts including a disc brake, a distributor 
cap, and a water neck are investigated. Next, single-view scans of a hammer, a dumbbell, a 
crossing-shaped pipe fitting, and a y-shaped pipe fitting are explored, which shows that our al­
gorithm can handle single-view 3D meshes of common tools and industrial parts. Finally, a set 
of scenes consisting of multiple objects with various geometries and occlusions are investigated 
to simulate waste area clean-up and bin picking applications. The data we have explored in the 
experiments can be classified into the following categories. 
• Synthetic and reconstructed 3D meshes for multi-part objects. A synthetic mesh is created 
by computer graphics techniques from a set of parameters and equations. A reconstructed 
mesh is obtained from multi-view range scans of a real object. A synthetic mesh of a turret 
and reconstructed meshes of objects including a teapot, a mug, a disc brake, a distributor 
cap, and a water neck are explored in the experiments. 
• Automotive parts simulating applications in reverse engineering, CAD, etc. involving 
automotive objects. Reconstructed 3D meshes for a disc brake, a distributor cap, and 
a water neck are investigated to demonstrate the application of our part decomposition 
algorithm in these areas. 
• Single-view range scans of a variety of objects and scenes containing multiple objects. 
We have included common tools and industrial objects such as a hammer, a dumbbell, 
a crossing-shaped pipe fitting, and a y-shaped pipe fitting. Scenes containing multiple 
objects with various geometries and occlusions are investigated to simulate waste area 
clean-up and bin picking applications. To be specific, the scenes contain a water neck, a 
computer mouse, a cup, a crossing-shaped pipe fitting, small bolts, power adapters, PVC 
pipes, and mechanical parts. 
Table 7 . 1  provides a list of objects and scenes used in the experiments of part decomposition. 
This table briefly describes the objects regarding the number of vertices, the number of triangles, 
the number of constituent parts, and the computational time for part decomposition. We have 
two major sources for each mesh. We have either generated the meshes using our range scanners 
or used meshes from other laboratories or commercial companies. For meshes obtained in 
our laboratory, we have used either reconstructed surfaces or single-view scans of the objects. 
As shown in Table 7 . 1 ,  the meshes for the teapot and the mug are reconstructed by Hoppe 
(Hoppe and Derose, 1992) at Microsoft Research. The mesh for the turret is created using 
computer graphics and downloaded from the online VRML gallery (VRML Model Gallery, 
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Table 7. 1: List of objects and scenes for part decomposition. Object Figure Number of Number of Number of Running Time Name Number Vertices Triangles Parts (Seconds) Turret 7. 2 116 2 10 4 0. 0 6  Teapot 7. 3 3 , 0 3 4 6 , 0 10 5 3 . 4 Mug 7.4 1, 7 2 5 3 , 4 5 0  2 0. 97 Disc brake 7. 5 3 7, 17 1  7 3 , 3 94 2 4 4 3 . 9 1  Distributor cap 7.6 5 8,97 5 117, 0 3 6 13 4 5 2.5 8 Water neck 7.7 5 8, 7 84 117, 564  9 3 0 7. 99 Hammer 7.8 18, 7 6 7 3 6 , 4 7 8 2 64. 3 1  Dumbbell 7.9 11, 6 10 2 2, 5 4 2  3 2 6.5 8 "Cross" pipe fitting 7. 10 17,96 3 3 5 , 2 3 8  4 4 1. 4 7  "Y'' pipe fitting 7.11 16 , 2 5 4  3 1, 5 87 4 3 9.6 2 scene (I) 7. 12 2 0, 15 6  3 9, 15 7  3 5 0. 3 6 scene (II) 7. 13 2 7, 6 15 5 3, 2 6 6  3 6 2 . 18 scene (ill) 7. 14 5 1, 12 1 96, 4 0 1  3 0  2 2 5. 7 6 scene (IV) 7. 15 90, 2 3 7  17 5 , 2 98 18 5 4 6. 5 8 scene (V) 7. 16 89, 5 6 1  16 9, 4 79 4 9  4 0 7.5 8 
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(a) (b) (c) Figure 7 . 2 :  Part decomposition results for a turret. This mesh is created by computer graphics and is downloaded from (VRML Model Gallery, OCNUS Company, 2 00 2 ). The mesh consists of 1 1 6  vertices and 2 10 triangles while the decomposition consists of four parts. (a) Rendering of original mesh, (b) boundaries labeled in blue, and (c) decomposed parts labeled in different colors. 
OCNUS Company, 2 002). The remaining meshes are generated in our laboratory from the IVP Ranger System (Integrated Vision Products, 2000). Among them, the meshes for the disc brake, the distributor cap, and the water neck are reconstructions from multi-view scans (Sun et al., 200 2 ). The meshes for the hammer, the dumbbell, the crossing-shaped pipe fitting, the y-shaped pipe fitting, and the five scenes containing miscellaneous objects are from single-view scans. By conducting experiments on both reconstructed and single-view meshes, we demonstrate the versatility of our part decomposition algorithm. Multi-part objects and multi-object scenes are explored separately in the following. 
Multi-Part Objects The following figures demonstrate part decomposition results for a variety of multi-part objects as listed in Table 7 . 1 .  Fig. 7 . 2  shows part decomposition results for a turret. The mesh for the turret is created using computer graphics techniques and is downloaded from (VRML Model Gallery, OCNUS Company, 2 00 2 ) . Fig. 7 . 2 (b) demonstrates that the boundaries between two linked parts for the turret have been accurately identified without suffering the redundancy prob­lem as with the teapot and the mug. This is attributed to the high quality of the original mesh. The mesh for the turret is directly generated from polyhedral shapes and, therefore, is noise free. Fig. 7. 2 (c) illustrates that the four visual parts are correctly decomposed for the turret, which is consistent with human perception. Fig. 7 . 3  shows part decomposition results for a teapot. The mesh for the teapot is recon­structed by Hoppe (Hoppe and Derose, 199 2 ) at Microsoft Research. Fig. 7 . 3 (b) shows iden­tified boundaries labeled blue. This figure demonstrates that vertices with negative Gaussian curvature compose boundaries between two articulated parts. In particular, we observe that the boundaries between the body and the cap, and the body and the small block at the bottom are 1 17 
(a) (b) (c) Figure 7.3 :  Part decomposition results for a teapot. This mesh is a reconstruction from Hughes Hoppe at Microsoft Research. The mesh consists of 3 , 04 2  vertices and 6 , 0 2 6 triangles while the decomposition consists of five parts. (a) Rendering of original mesh, (b) boundaries labeled in blue, and ( c) decomposed parts labeled in different colors. 
correctly identified. However, redundant boundaries between the body and the handle, and the body and the spout are identified. The rough surfaces on the spout and the handle in the original mesh as shown in Fig. 7.3 (a) contributes to the inaccurate boundaries. This demonstrates that the resolution and the smoothness of the original mesh play important roles in curvature esti­mation and boundary detection. Fig. 7.3 (c) indicates that the five single parts including the cap, the handle, the body, the spout, and the small block at the bottom are correctly decomposed for the teapot despite inaccurate boundaries. The part decomposition results for the teapot are con­sistent with human perception. The vertices on the spout which are not assigned to any single part can be further segmented by improving either the mesh resolution or the smoothness of the spout in the original mesh. Fig. 7.4 shows part decomposition results for a mug. The mesh for the mug is reconstructed by Hoppe (Hoppe and Derose, 1992 ) at Microsoft Research. Fig. 7.4(b) indicates that the boundaries between the body and the handle are redundantly identified due to the low resolution of the original mesh. Fig. 7 . 4( c) shows that the two single parts including the body and the handle are correctly decomposed for the mug despite the redundantly identified boundaries on the handle. The part decomposition results for the mug using our algorithm are consistent with human perception. The following three figures show part decomposition results for a variety of automotive parts including a disc brake, a distributor cap, and a water neck. The range images are acquired in our laboratory from the IVP Ranger System (Integrated Vision Products, 2 000). The mesh is a reconstruction from multi-view scans (Sun et al. ,  2 00 2 ). Fig. 7 .5 shows part decomposition results for the disc brake. Fig. 7 .5 ( c) indicates that redundant boundaries have been identified due to the rough surfaces of the original mesh. The smoothness of the reconstructed mesh is subject to factors such as the noise of the scanned range images, the registration and integration errors occurred in the reconstruction process, etc. 
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(a) (b) (c) Figure 7.4: Part decomposition results for a mug. This mesh is a reconstruction from Hughes Hoppe at Microsoft Research. The mesh consists of 1 ,7 2 5  vertices and 3 , 450 triangles while the decomposition consists of two parts. (a) Rendering of original mesh, (b) boundaries labeled in blue, and ( c) decomposed parts labeled in different colors. 
(a) (b) (c) (d) Figure 7 .5: Part decomposition results for a disc brake. This mesh is a reconstruction from multiple range images using the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 3 7, 1 7 1  vertices and 7 3 , 39 4  triangles while the decomposition consists of two parts. (a) Photograph of original object, (b) rendering of original mesh, (c) boundaries labeled in blue, and (d) decomposed parts labeled in different colors. 
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Figure 7. 7: Part decomposition results for a water neck. This mesh is a reconstruction from 
multiple range images using the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 58,784 vertices and 
1 17,564 triangles while the decomposition consists of nine parts. (a) Photograph of original 
object, (b) rendering of original mesh, (c) boundaries labeled in blue, and (d) decomposed parts 
labeled in different colors. 
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(a) (b) (c) Figure 7.8: Part decomposition results for a hammer. This mesh is a single-view scan from the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 18, 7 6 7  vertices and 3 6 , 4 7 8 triangles while the decomposition consists of two parts. To reduce the noise contained in the original data, the mesh is smoothed for 3 0  iterations using the Laplacian mesh smoothing function included in the RapidForm software. The smoothed data is then segmented. (a) Photograph of original object, (b) rendering of original mesh, and ( c) decomposed parts labeled in different colors. 
(a) (b) (c) Figure 7. 9: Part decomposition results for a dumbbell. This mesh is a single-view scan from the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 1 1, 6 1 0 vertices and 2 2 , 5 4 2  triangles while the decomposition consists of three parts. To reduce the noise contained in the original data, the mesh is smoothed for 3 0  iterations using the Laplacian mesh smoothing function included in the RapidForm software. The smoothed data is then segmented. (a) Photograph of original object, 
(b) rendering of original mesh, and ( c) decomposed parts labeled in different colors. 
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(e) (t) Figure 7.10: Part decomposition resu lts for a crossing-shaped pipe fitting. The size of the pipe fitting is 2in x 2in x 2in x 2in. This mesh is a single-view scan from the IVP Ranger System . The mesh cons ists of 1 7,9 6 3 vertices and 35, 238 tr iangles while the decomposit ion consis ts of four parts. To reduce the noise contained in the original data , the mesh is smoothed for 3 0  i terations using the Lap lacian mesh smoothing function inc luded in the Rapid.Form software. Both origina l and smoothed mesh are pseudo-co lored to i llustrate the range depth variations on the surfaces. Red corresponds to smaller distances between the sensor and the object surface whi le b lue corresponds to larger distances . T he smoothed data is then segmented. (a ) Photo­graph of original object , (b ) rendering of original mesh , ( c )  pseudo-colored data for the original mesh , ( d) rendering of smoothed mesh , ( e )  pseudo-co lored data for the smoothed mesh , and (t) decomposed parts labe led in different co lors. 
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shows four decomposed cylinders for the crossing-shaped pipe fitting, which is consistent with 
human perception. The correct decomposition results demonstrate that our part decomposition 
algorithm can handle not only meshes reconstructed from multi-view scans, but also single-view 
triangle meshes. 
Fig. 7. 1 1  shows part decomposition results for the 2in x 2in x 2in y-shaped PVC (Poly 
Vinyl Chloride) pipe fitting. From Fig. 7. l l(f), we observe that the y-shaped pipe fitting is 
decomposed into four single parts instead of five consistent with human perception. The two 
bigger cylinders at the center of the pipe fitting fail to be decomposed from each other due to 
the fuzzy boundary between them. 
Scenes Containing Multiple Objects 
The following five figures demonstrate part decomposition results for a variety of scenes con­
taining multiple objects. The scenes consist of miscellaneous mechanical parts simulating bin 
picking applications. The range images are acquired and triangulated in our laboratory from the 
IVP Ranger System (Integrated Vision Products, 2000). Each mesh is a single-view scan. To re­
duce noise in the original scan, the mesh for each scene is smoothed for 30 iterations using the 
Laplacian mesh smoothing function included in the RapidFonn software (INUS Technology, 
Inc, 2001). 
Fig. 7. 12 shows part decomposition results for a scene (I). This scene contains two separate 
blocks in order to investigate whether our part decomposition algorithm can handle isolated ob­
jects. Fig. 7. 12(c) shows three decomposed parts including the two blocks and the background. 
The part decomposition results demonstrate that our algorithm can handle both connected and 
separated objects well. 
Fig. 7 .13 shows part decomposition results for a scene (II). To explore objects with various 
geometries, this scene contains a block (planar surfaces) and a sphere (cylindrical surfaces). 
Fig. 7 . 13(c) shows three decomposed parts including the block, the sphere, and the background. 
The part decomposition results demonstrate that our algorithm can handle scenes containing 
multiple, isolated objects of various shapes. 
The original meshes for the scenes shown in the following three figures are pseudo-colored 
to illustrate the range depth variations on the surfaces. For the pseudo-colored mesh, red cor­
responds to smaller distances between the sensor and the surface of the object while blue cor­
responds to larger distances. Fig. 7. 14 shows part decomposition results for a scene (III). This 
scene contains a larger variety of shapes than the previous scenes. The miscellaneous objects 
contained in this scene include five blocks, two spheres, three cylinders, three cones, a water 
neck, and a distributor cap simulating a bin picking application. Some objects in this scene are 
isolated and some are linked to each other. Since this scan is from a single view, the mesh leaves 
many objects as occluded and/or isolated and thus unconnected to other objects. Fig. 7 . 14(d) 
shows that 30 parts have been successfully decomposed for the scene. Especially, the handle 
and the ball of the water neck, and several single parts for the distributor cap have been correctly 
decomposed. The part decomposition results demonstrate that our algorithm can handle scenes 
containing a large variety of shapes with occlusions. 
Fig. 7. 15 shows part decomposition results for a scene (IV). This scene contains different 
objects from previous scenes. While the previous scenes mainly contain model-like objects, 
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Figure 7 . 1 1 : Part decomposition results for a y-shaped pipe fitting. The size of the pipe fitting 
is 2in x 2in x 2in. This mesh is a single-view scan from the IVP Ranger System. The mesh 
consists of 16,254 vertices and 3 1 ,587 triangles while the decomposition consists of five parts. 
To reduce the noise contained in the original data, the mesh is smoothed for 30 iterations using 
the Laplacian mesh smoothing function included in the RapidForm software. Both origin_al and 
smoothed mesh are pseudo-colored to illustrate the range depth variations on the surfaces. Red 
corresponds to smaller distances between the sensor and the object surface while blue corre­
sponds to larger distances. The smoothed data is then segmented. (a) Photograph of original 
object, (b) rendering of original mesh, (c) pseudo-colored data for the original mesh, (d) ren­
dering of smoothed mesh, (e) pseudo-colored data for the smoothed mesh, and (f) decomposed 
parts labeled in different colors. 
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(a) (b) (c) Figure 7. 12: Part decomposition results for a scene (I) from a single view. The scene contains two blocks. This mesh is a single-view scan from the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 2 0, 1 5 6 vertices and 3 9, 1 5 7  triangles while the decomposition consists of three parts including the background. To reduce the noise contained in the original data, the mesh is smoothed for 3 0  iterations using the Laplacian mesh smoothing function included in the RapidForm software. (a) Photograph of original object, (b) rendering of original mesh, and (c) decomposed parts labeled in different colors. 
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Figure 7 . 14: Part decomposition results for a scene (ill) from a single view. This scene contains 
miscellaneous objects simulating a bin picking application. This mesh is a single-view scan 
from the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 5 1 , 121  vertices and 96,401 triangles while 
the decomposition consists of 30 parts. To reduce the noise contained in the original data, the 
mesh is smoothed for 30 iterations using the Laplacian mesh smoothing function included in 
the RapidForm software. Since this scan is from a single view, the mesh leaves many objects as 
occluded and/or isolated and thus unconnected to other objects. The original mesh is pseudo­
colored to illustrate the range depth variations on the surfaces. Red corresponds to smaller 
distances between the sensor and the object surface while blue corresponds to larger distances. 
( a) Photograph of original scene, (b) rendering of original mesh, ( c) pseudo-colored data for the 





(c) (d) Figure 7. 1 5 : Part decomposition results for a scene (IV) from a single view. This scene contains miscellaneous objects simulating a bin picking application. This mesh is a single-view scan from the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 9 0, 2 37 vertices and 175, 2 9 8  triangles while the decomposition consists of 1 8  parts. To reduce the noise contained in the original data, the mesh is smoothed for 3 0  iterations using the Laplacian mesh smoothing function included in the RapidForm software. Since this scan is from a single view, the mesh leaves many objects as occluded and/or isolated and thus unconnected to other objects. The original mesh is pseudo­colored to illustrate the range depth variations on the surfaces. Red corresponds to smaller distances between the sensor and the object surface while blue corresponds to larger distances. (a) Photograph of original scene, (b) rendering of original mesh, (c) pseudo-colored data for the original mesh, and (d) decomposed parts labeled in different colors. 
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this scene contains real objects including a cup, a computer mouse, two power adapters, a water neck, a bolt, and three mechanical parts. This scene better simulates a bin picking application. Fig. 7. 15(d) shows that 18 parts have been successfully decomposed for the scene. Especially, the handle and the body for the mug and the handle and the ball for the water neck are correctly decomposed. The part decomposition results demonstrate that our algorithm can handle scenes containing a large variety of objects. Fig. 7. 16 shows part decomposition results for a scene (V). This scene contains objects with more occlusions than previous scenes. The objects including a water neck, a computer mouse, a cup, a crossing-shaped pipe fitting, a y-shaped pipe fitting, bolts, two power adapters, pipes, mechanical parts, etc. are piled together in order to form a scene with significant occlusions simulating a bin picking application. Fig. 7 . 16( d) shows that 49 parts have been successfully decomposed for the scene. Especially, the handle and the body for the mug, the four single parts for the crossing-shaped pipe fitting, and the handle and the ball for the water neck have been correctly decomposed. We have noticed the over-segmentation on the handle of the water neck and around the center of the crossing-shaped pipe fitting. These over-segmentations are caused by the resolution of the original mesh and have been reduced to the minima in the experiments. The part decomposition results demonstrate that our algorithm can handle scenes containing a large variety of shapes with significant occlusions. 
7 .1.2 Superquadric Representation Utilizing Part Decomposition 





(c) (d) Figure 7.1 6 :  Part decomposition results for a scene (V) from a single view. This scene contains miscellaneous objects simulating a bin picking application. This mesh is a single-view scan from the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 89,5 6 1  vertices and 1 6 9, 479 triangles while the decomposition consists of 49 parts. To reduce the noise contained in the original data, the mesh is smoothed for 3 0  iterations using the Laplacian mesh smoothing function included in the RapidForm software. Since this scan is from a single view, the mesh leaves many objects as occluded and/or isolated and thus unconnected to other objects. The original mesh is pseudo­colored to illustrate the range depth variations on the surfaces. Red corresponds to smaller distances between the sensor and the object surface while blue corresponds to larger distances. (a) Photograph of original scene, (b) rendering of original mesh, (c) pseudo-colored data for the original mesh, and (d) decomposed parts labeled in different colors. 
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• Automotive parts simulating applications in reverse engineering , CAD,  etc. involving automotive objects. Reconstructed 3D meshes for a disc brake , a distributor cap , and a water neck are investigated to demonstrate the application of our part decomposition algorithm in these areas. • Single -view range scans of a variety of objects and scenes containing multiple objects. The experiments on these data demonstrate that superquadrics can be recovered from single -view 3D meshes. We have included common tools and industrial objects such as a hammer, a dumbbell , a crossing-shaped pipe fitting , and a y -shaped pipe fitting. Scenes containing multiple objects with various geometries and occlusions are investigated to simulate waste area clean-up and bin picking applications. To be specific , the scenes contain a water neck, a computer mouse, a cup , a crossing -shaped pipe fitting , small bolts , power adapters, PVC pipes , mechanical parts , etc. • A synthetic 3D mesh of a football. This object is included to demonstrate superquadric representation with free-form deformations (FFDs ). Due to the local rough surfaces of the football , regular and globally deformed superquadrics cannot accurately represent the geometry details of the football . Superquadrics with FFDs can successfully represent such small ridges. One of the small cylinders on the top of the distributor cap is also represented by a superquadric with FFDs due to its rough sur face . • Range images of a cup , a crossing-shaped pipe fitting , and two scenes containing multiple objects. We compare our superquadric representation strategy with the recover -and-select (RAS)  algorithm (Leonardis et al ., 199 7) on these objects and scenes. Our method takes single -view range scans of 3D meshes as input while the RAS algorithm uses range im­ages. The comparison is performed in terms of the accuracy of recovered superquadric parameters and the running time of the algorithms . Since an essential advantage of superquadric representation is compactness , it is necessary to define a metric to measure this compactness. We define a data compression ratio between superquadric and triangle mesh representation. For a triangle mesh representation consisting of a set of vertices and triangles , each vertex is represented by ( x, y, z) coordinates , and each triangle is represented by indices of its three composite vertices. Assuming that 3 2  bits in the memory of a computer are used to represent integer - and float -typed variables , the data compression ratio is defined as 
DCR = 
3 x N(V) + 3  x N(T) 
m x N(SQ) 
( 7.1) 
where N (V) denotes the number of vertices in a mesh representation and N (T) denotes the number of triangles. The variable N(SQ) represents the number of superquadrics recovered for an object. Each superduadric is defined by m parameters , where the constant m is 1 1  for regular superquadrics or 1 5  for superquadrics with deformations. Similar to Table 7 . 1 , Table 7 . 2  provides a list of objects and scenes used in the experiments of superquadric representation. This table briefly describes the objects and scenes regarding the number of vertices , the number of triangles , the number of recovered superquadrics , and data 1 3 2 
Table 7 . 2 :  List of objects and scenes for superquadric representation. 
Object Figure Number of Number of Number of Data Compression Name Number Vertices Triangles SQs Ratio (DCR) Disc brake 7. 17 37, 17 1 73,394 2 1 1056.5 Distributor cap 7 . 18  58,975 1 17,036 13  2707.86 Water neck 7. 19 58,784 1 17,564 9 3918.84 Bore pin 7.20 37,450 74,896 4 5617.3 Hammer 7.21 18,767 36,478 2 5524.5 Dumbbell 7.22 1 1 ,610 22,542 3 2276.8 "Cross" pipe fitting 7.23 17,963 35,238 4 2660.05 "Y' pipe fitting 7.24 16,254 3 1 ,587 4 1913.64 scene (I) 7.25 20,156 39, 157 3 593 1 .3 scene (II) 7.26 27,615 53,266 3 8088. 1  scene (ill) 7.27 5 1, 121  96,401 30 983.48 scene (IV) 7.28 90,237 175,298 18 2950.39 scene (V) 7.29 89,561 169,479 49 1057.3 1 
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(a) (b) (c) Figure 7 . 17: Superquadric representation results for a disc brake. This mesh is a reconstruction from multiple range images using the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 3 7, 17 1  vertices and 7 3 , 3 94 triangles while the decomposition consists of two parts. Each decomposed part is fitted to a superquadric model . Each superquadric is rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on recovered superquadric parameters. (a) Rendering of original mesh, (b) decomposed parts labeled in different colors, and ( c) rendering of recovered superquadrics. 
compression ratio of superquadric representation. We have two major sources for each mesh. We have either generated the meshes using our range scanners or used meshes from other labo­ratories or commercial companies. For meshes obtained in our laboratory, we have used either reconstructed surfaces or single-view scans of the objects. As shown in Table 7 .2, the mesh for the bore pin is a reconstruction from the U. S. Army TACOM National Automotive Center . The remaining meshes are generated in our laboratory from the IVP Ranger System (Integrated Vision Products, 2 000). Among them, the meshes for the disc brake, the distributor cap, and the water neck are reconstructions from multi-view scans (Sun et al., 2 00 2 ). The meshes for the hammer, the dumbbell, the crossing-shaped pipe fitting, the y-shaped pipe fitting, and the five scenes containing miscellaneous objects are from single-view scans. By conducting ex­periments on both reconstructed and single-view meshes, we demonstrate the versatility of our superquadric representation algorithm. Multi-part objects and multi-object scenes are explored separately in the following . 
Multi-Part Objects The following eight figures demonstrate superquadric representation results for a variety of multi-part objects. For the disc brake, the distributor cap, the water neck shown in the following three figures, the meshes are reconstructions from multi-view range images. The range images are acquired in our laboratory from the IVP Ranger System. Fig. 7 . 17 shows superquadric representation results for the disc brake. Using our superquadric representation strategy, the disc brake is first decomposed into single parts. Each decomposed part is next fitted to a superquadric model. Fig. 7 .17 shows two decomposed parts for the disc brake . The recovered and rendered superquadrics shown in Fig. 7. 17(c) demonstrate that the 13 4 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 7.18: Superquadric representation results for a distributor cap. This mesh is a reconstruc­
tion from multiple range images using the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 58,97 5 
vertices and 117 ,036 triangles while the decomposition consists of 13 parts. Each decomposed 
part is fitted to a superquadric model. Each superquadric is rendered in 3D using quad meshes 
based on recovered superquadric parameters. (a) Rendering of original mesh, (b) decomposed 
parts labeled in different colors, and ( c) rendering of recovered superquadrics. 
disc brake is correctly represented by two superquadrics in terms of shape, size, orientation, 
position, etc. However, the hole at the center of the disc brake fails to be represented since 
superquadrics can only represent solids (genus equal to zero). Despite the hole, superquadrics 
recovered for the disc brake approximately capture the fundamental information of the disc 
brake. As to the compactness achieved by superquadric representation, the original mesh for 
the disc brake consists of 37 ,17 1 vertices and 7 3,394 triangles while the recovered superquadric 
consist of only 30 parameters in total. The data compression ratio DC R for the disc brake 
is evaluated as 11056.5. The significantly lower storage cost of the superquadric representa­
tion enables tasks such as visualization, transmission, manipulation, CAD modeling, etc. to be 
performed in real time, which is a huge advantage over the mesh representation. 
Fig. 7 .18 shows superquadric representation results for the distributor cap. Fig. 7 .18(b) 
illustrates that almost every single part has been decomposed from the original object. Su­
perquadrics recovered for the decomposed parts are rendered in Fig. 7 . 18(c). We observe that 
recovered superquadrics are able to correctly represent the size, shape, orientation, and position 
information of the distributor cap with a low storage and manipulation cost. To be specific, the 
original mesh for the distributor cap consists of 58,97 5 vertices and 117 ,036 triangles while the 
recovered superquadrics consists of only 195 parameters in total. The data compression ratio 
DC R for the distributor cap is evaluated as 27 07 . 86. Table 7 .3  shows ground truth values and 
recovered superquadric parameters for one of the cylinders on the top of the distributor cap. The 
recovered parameters are accurate compared with the ground truth values. This demonstrates 
the accuracy of the superquadric representation from our algorithm. 
Fig. 7 .19 shows superquadric representation results for the water neck. Fig. 7 .19(b) illus­
trates that every single part has been decomposed for the water neck. Superquadrics recovered 
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Table 7 . 3 : Recovered superquadric parameters for a decomposed part of a distributor cap. The part is one of the small cylinders on the top of the distributor cap. 
Ground truth 1 5 . 2 1 5 . 6 2 0. 1  0. 1 1. 0 Recovered parameters 1 6 . 4 5 1 5 . 6 7  2 0. 4 2 0. 1 2  0. 96 
(a) (b) (c) (d) Figure 7 . 19: Superquadric representation results for a water neck. This mesh is a reconstruction from multiple range images using the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 5 8, 7 84 vertices and 1 1 7, 5 6 4  triangles while the decomposition consists of nine parts. Each decomposed part is fitted to a superquadric model. Each superquadric is rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on recovered superquadric parameters. Superquadrics and original mesh for the water neck are rendered in the same coordinate system to illustrate the fitting error. (a) Rendering of original mesh, (b) decomposed parts labeled in different colors, ( c) rendering of recovered superquadrics, and ( d) merged rendering of original mesh and recovered superquadrics in the same coordinate system. 
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Table 7.4: Recovered superquadric parameters for three decomposed parts of a water neck. The 
unit is mm. 
j Object Parameter 
Ground truth 39.7 39.4 67.6 0.1 1.0 
Handle 
Recovered parameters 40.23 40.58 66.83 0.13 0.98 
Ground truth 50.0 47.6 56.0 1.0 1.0 
Ball 
Recovered parameters 51.62 47.56 54.28 1.02 0.95 
Ground truth 16.5 17.8 44.2 0.1 1.0 
Cylinder 
Recovered parameters 17.56 17.94 43.38 0.11 0.95 
for the decomposed parts are rendered in Fig. 7.19(c). In Fig. 7.19(d), superquadrics and orig­
inal mesh for the water neck are rendered in the same coordinate system to illustrate the fitting 
error between the raw data and the recovered superquadrics. This figure shows that recovered 
superquadrics correctly fit the original data with small fitting errors. In addition, we observe 
that recovered superquadrics are able to correctly represent the size, shape, orientation, and po­
sition information of the water neck with a significantly low storage and manipulation cost. To 
be specific, the original mesh for the distributor cap consists of 58,784 vertices and 117,564 
triangles while the recovered superquadrics consists of only 135 parameters in total. The data 
compression ratio DCR for the distributor cap is evaluated as 3918.84. 
Table 7 .4 shows ground truth values and recovered superquadric parameters for three de­
composed parts for the water neck including the handle, the ball, and a small cylinder next to 
the handle. We observe that the recovered superquadric parameters are accurate compared with 
the ground truth values for these three parts. This demonstrates the accuracy of the recovered 
superquadrics and the capabilities of our algorithm. 
Fig. 7 .20 show superquadric representation results for a small bore pin. The mesh for 
the bore pin is a reconstruction from the U. S. A rmy TA COM National A utomotive Center. 
Fig. 7 .20(b) shows four decomposed parts for the bore pin. Each of the decomposed part is fitted 
to a superquadric model. Fig. 7.20(c) shows four recovered superquadrics. Each superquadric 
is rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on recovered superquadric parameters. We can 
hardly observe any visual difference between the superquadric and mesh representation for the 
bore pin while the superquadric representation has a significantly lower storage cost compared 
with triangle meshes. To be specific, the mesh of the bore pin consists of 37,450 vertices and 
74,896 triangles while the superquadric representation only consists of 60 parameters. The data 
compression ratio DCR is 5617.3. This demonstrates an essential advantage of superquadrics 
as compact but powerful primitives over triangle meshes. 
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(a) (b) (c) Figure 7 .2 0: Superquadric representation results for a small bore pin. This mesh is a recon­struction from a point cloud data set generated at the U.S. Army TACOM National Automotive Center. The mesh consists of 3 7, 4 5 0  vertices and 7 4 , 896 triangles while the decomposition consists of four parts. Each of the decomposed part is fitted to a superquadric model. Each superquadric is rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on recovered superquadric parame­ters. (a) Rendering of original mesh, (b) decomposed parts labeled in different colors, and (c) rendering of recovered superquadrics. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 7.21 :  Superquadric representation results for a hammer. This mesh is a single-view 
scan from the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 18,767 vertices and 36,478 trian­
gles while the decomposition consists of two parts. Each decomposed part is fitted to a su­
perquadric model. Superquadrics are then rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on recov­
ered superquadric parameters. (a) Rendering of original mesh, (b) decomposed parts labeled in 
different colors, and (c) rendering of recovered superquadrics. 
Figs. 7 .21 and 7 .22 show superquadric representation results for a hammer and a dumbbell. 
The meshes for both objects are single-view scans in our laboratory from the IVP Ranger Sys­
tem. For the hammer, Fig. 7.2 1(b) shows two decomposed parts, and Fig. 7.21(c) shows two 
recovered superquadrics. We observe that recovered superquadrics represent the hammer well. 
The data compression ratio achieved for the hammer is 5524.5. For the dumbbell, Fig. 7.22(b) 
shows three decomposed parts, and Fig. 7 .22( c) shows three recovered superquadrics. It can be 
observed that recovered superquadrics correctly represent the dumbbell regarding size, shape, 
orientation, and position information. The data compression ratio achieved for the dumbbell is 
2276.8. 
Fig. 7.23 shows superquadric representation results for a crossing-shaped pipe fitting. The 
mesh for this object is a single-view scan in our laboratory from the IVP Ranger System. The 
crossing-shaped pipe fitting is decomposed into four cylinders. Each cylinder is fitted to a su­
perquadric model. Fig. 7 .23( c) shows that each decomposed part is correctly represented by 
a superquadric in terms of shape, size, orientation, position, etc. Moreover, the original mesh 
for the crossing-shaped pipe fitting consists of 17,963 vertices and 35,238 triangles while the 
recovered superquadrics consist of 60 parameters in total. The data compression ratio DC R is 
evaluated as 2660.05. The significantly lower storage costs of the superquadric representation 
for the crossing-shaped pipe enables tasks such as visualization, transmission, manipulation, 
CAD modeling, etc. to be performed in real time, which is a huge advance to the mesh repre­
sentation. 
Similarly, Fig. 7 .24 shows superquadric representation results for a y-shaped pipe fitting. 
The mesh for this object is a single-view scan in our laboratory from the IVP Ranger System. 
As shown in Fig. 7 .24(b ), our part decomposition algorithm is able to decompose the pipe fitting 
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(a) (b) (c) Figure 7. 2 2 : Superquadric representation results for a dumbbell. This mesh is a single-view scan from the IVP Ranger System . The mesh consists of 1 1,6 1 0  vertices and 2 2,5 4 2  trian­gles while the decomposition consists of three parts. Each decomposed part is fitted to a su­perquadric model. Superquadrics are then rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on recov­ered superquadric parameters. (a) Rendering of original mesh, (b) decomposed parts labeled in different colors, and (c) rendering of recovered superquadrics. 
(a) (b) (c) Figure 7. 2 3: Superquadric representation results for a crossing-shaped pipe fitting. This mesh is a single-view scan from the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 1 7,96 3  vertices and 3 5, 2 3 8  triangles while the decomposition consists of four parts. Each decomposed part is fitted to a superquadric model. Superquadrics are then rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on recovered superquadric parameters. (a) Rendering of original mesh, (b) decomposed parts labeled in different colors, and (c) rendering of recovered superquadrics. 
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(a) (b) (c) Figure 7 .2 4 : Superquadric representation results for a y-shaped pipe fitting. This mesh is a single-view scan from the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 16 , 2 5 4  vertices and 3 1, 5 87 triangles while the decomposition consists of five parts. Each decomposed part is fitted to a superquadric model. Superquadrics are then rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on recov­ered superquadric parameters. (a) Rendering of original mesh, (b) decomposed parts labeled in different colors, and (c) rendering of recovered superquadrics. 
into five single parts as shown in Fig. 7 .2 4(b ), which is consistent with human perception. Each of the five decomposed parts is fitted to a superquadric model. Fig. 7 .2 4( c) illustrates that each decomposed part is correctly represented by a superquadric in terms of shape, size, orientation, position, etc. Moreover, the original mesh for the y-shaped pipe fitting consists of 16 , 2 5 4  vertices and 3 1, 5 87 triangles while the recovered superquadrics consist of totally 7 5  parameters. The data compression ratio DCR is evaluated as 19 13 .64. 
Scenes Containing Multiple Objects The following five figures demonstrate superquadric representation results for a variety of scenes containing multiple objects. The range images are acquired and triangulated in our laboratory from the IVP Ranger System (Integrated Vision Products, 2 0 0). Each mesh is a single-view scan. Fig. 7 .2 5 shows superquadric representation results for a scene (I). This scene contains two separate small blocks. Fig. 7 .2 5 (b) shows the three decomposed parts including the two blocks and the background. Fig. 7.2 5 (c) illustrates that superquadrics have been successfully recovered for the two decomposed parts in the scene. The recovered superquadrics reflect the correct size, position, and orientation information for the original objects in the scene. The data compression ratio DC R between the superquadric representation and the mesh achieved for this scene is evaluated as 5 93 1.3. Fig. 7 .2 6 shows superquadric representation results for a scene (II). This scene contains two isolated objects including a block (planar surfaces) and a sphere (cylindrical surfaces). Fig. 7 .2 6 (b) shows three decomposed parts including the block, the sphere, and the background. Fig. 7 .2 6 (  c) shows that superquadrics have been successfully recovered for the two decomposed 14 1 
(a) (b) (c) Figure 7 . 25 : Superquaclric representation results for a scene (I) from a single view. This scene contains two blocks . This mesh is a single -view scan from the IVP Ranger System . The mesh consists of 20, 15 6  vertices and 3 9, 15 7  triangles while the decomposition consists of three parts including the background. Since this scan is from a single view, the mesh leaves the objects as isolated and thus unconnected to each other. Each decomposed part is fitted to a superquaclric model . Superquaclrics are then rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on recovered su ­perquaclric parameters .  (a) Rendering of original mesh , (b) decomposed parts l abeled in dif­ferent colors ,  and ( c )  rendering of recovered superquaclrics . 
(a) (b) (c) (d) Figure 7 . 26 :  Superquadric representation results for a scene (II) from a single view. This scene contains a block and a sphere .  This mesh is a single -view sc an from the IVP Ranger System . The mesh consists of 27, 6 15 vertices and 5 3, 26 6  triangles while the decomposition consists of three parts including the background . Since this scan is from a single view, the mesh leaves the objects as isolated and thus unconnected to each other. Each decomposed part is fitted to a superquaclric model. Superqu aclrics are then rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on recovered superquadric parameters . Superqu adrics and original mesh for the scene are rendered in the same coordinate system to illustrate the fitting error. (a) Rendering of original mesh , (b) decomposed parts labeled in di fferent colors ,  (c) rendering of recovered superquaclrics , and (d) merged rendering of original scene and recovered superquaclrics in the same coordinate system 
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objects in the scene. In Fig. 7.2 6 (d), superquadrics and original mesh for the scene are rendered in the same coordinate system to illustrate the fitting error between the raw data and the re­covered superquadrics. This figure shows that recovered superquadrics correctly fit the original data with small fitting errors. In addition, the recovered superquadrics reflect the correct size, position, and orientation information for the original objects in the scene. The data compression ratio DC R between the superquadric representation and the mesh for this scene is evaluated as 8088. 1. Fig. 7 .2 7 shows superquadric representation results for a scene (ill). This scene contains a larger variety of shapes. The scene contains miscellaneous objects including five blocks, two spheres, three cylinders, three cones, a water neck, and a distributor cap simulating a bin picking application. Some objects in this scene are separate and some are linked to each other. Since this scan is from a single view, the mesh leaves many objects as occluded and/or isolated and thus unconnected to other objects. Fig. 7.2 7(b) shows that this scene has been successfully decom­posed into 3 0  single parts. Fig. 7.2 7(b) shows recovered superquadrics for each decomposed part in the scene. The data compression ratio DC R between the superquadric representation and the mesh for this scene is evaluated as 983.4 8. Fig. 7.2 8 shows superquadric representation results for a scene (IV). This scene contains real objects including a cup, a computer mouse, two power adapters, a water neck, a bolt, and three mechanical parts simulating a bin picking application. Fig. 7.2 8(b) shows that 18 single parts have been successfully decomposed. Fig. 7 .2 8(b) shows recovered superquadrics for each decomposed part in the scene. The data compression ratio DC R between the superquadric representation and the mesh for this scene is evaluated as 2 95 0. 3 9. Fig. 7 .2 9 shows superquadric representation results for a scene (V). This scene contains a water neck, a computer mouse, a cup, a crossing-shaped pipe fitting, a y-shaped pipe fitting, bolts, two power adapters, pipes, mechanical parts, etc. with significant occlusions. Fig. 7 .2 9(b) shows that 49 single parts have been successfully decomposed for this scene. We have noticed the over-segmentation on the handle of the water neck, and around the center of the crossing­shaped pipe fitting. These over-segmentations are caused by the resolution of the original mesh and have been reduced to the minima in the experiments. For each decomposed part, a superquadric model is recovered and shown in Fig. 7.2 9(c). We observe that recovered su­perquadrics have correctly represented the original scene with a huge data compression ratio 
DCR of 105 7.3 1. 
Superquadric Representation with FFDs Superquadrics with global deformations can only capture global characteristics of objects. Free­form deformations (FFDs) are necessary when local details of the objects need to be represented as well. We implement the superquadric representation algorithm with FFDs described in Sec­tion 3.4. Fig. 7 .3 0 shows superquadric representation results with FFDs for a football. The football contains local details on the surface as shown in Fig. 7.30(a). Neither a regular nor a globally deformed superquadric can represent these details accurately. We observe that the ini­tial superquadric model without FFDs shown in Fig. 7 .30(b) can only represent the global shape of the football, and fails to represent the details on the surface. Therefore, FFDs are explored to solve this problem. Fig. 7. 3 0(c) shows the generated control points surrounding the initial 14 3 
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.. . . -(a ) (b ) (c ) Figure 7 .27: Superquadric representation results for a scene (ill) from a sing le view. This scene contains miscellaneous objects simulating a bin picking application. This mesh is a sing le-view scan from the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 5 1, 121 vertices and 96, 4 01 triangles while the decomposition consists of 3 0  parts. Since this scan is from a single view, the mesh leaves the objects as isolated and thus unconnected to each other. Each decomposed part is fitted to a superquadric model. Superquadrics are then rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on recovered superquadric parameters. (a ) Rendering of origina l mesh , (b ) decomposed parts labeled in different colors , and (c ) rendering of recovered superquadrics. 
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- Ir\ . • I (b ) ' . .  (c ) Figure 7 .28: Superquadric representation results for a scene (IV) from a single view. This scene contains miscellaneous objects simulating a bin picking application. This mesh is a single-view scan from the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 90, 23 7  vertices and 17 5 , 298 triangles while the decomposition consists of 18 parts. Since this scan is from a single view, the mesh leaves the objects as isolated and thus unconnected to each other. Each decomposed part is fitted to a superquadric model. Superquadrics are then rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on recovered superquadric parameters. (a ) Rendering of original mesh , (b ) decomposed parts labeled in different colors , and ( c )  rendering of recovered superquadrics. 
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(a) (b) (c) Figure 7.29: Superquadric representation results for a scene (V) from a single view. This scene contains miscellaneous objects simulating a bin picking application. This mesh is a single-view 
scan from the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 89,561 vertices and 1 69,479 triangles 
while the decomposition consists of 49 parts. S ince this scan is from a single view, the mesh 
leaves the objects as isolated and thus unconnected to each other. Each decomposed part is 
fitted to a superquadric model. Superquadrics are then rendered in 3D using quad meshes based 
on recovered superquadric parameters. (a) Rendering of original mesh, (b) decomposed parts 
labeled in different colors, and ( c) rendering of recovered superquadrics. 
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Figure 7 .30: Superquadric representation results with FFDs for a football. This mesh is down­loaded from the online VRML gallery (VRML Model Gallery, OCNUS Company, 2002). The mesh consists of 1,269 vertices and 2,222 triangles. A set of 5 x 5 x 5 control points is gen­erated on the bounding box of the football. It takes seven iterations to converge to the final model from the initial superquadric. (a) Photograph of original object, (b) rendering of the ini­tial superquadric model without FFDs, (c) initial control points (red) and rendered superquadric points (blue), and (d) rendering of recovered superquadric model with FFDs. 
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(b ) 
(a) Figure 7 .3 1: Superquadric representation results with FFDs for one decomposed part. The decomposed part from the top of the distributor cap contains too many details on the surface to be represented by regular or globally deformed superquadrics. (a ) Rendering of original decomposed part and (b) rendering of recovered superquadric model with FFDs. 
superquadric. The initial superquadric model is transformed to a superquadric with FFDs after seven iterations. The superquadric with FFDs is rendered in 3D and is shown in Fig. 7.3 0(d). This figure illustrates that the superquadric with FFDs is able to represent local details on the surface of the football. Fig. 7 .3 1 shows superquadric representation results with FFDs for the two decomposed parts of the distributor cap including the small cylinder and the base. The decomposed part ( one of the small cylinders on the top of the distributor cap ) contain too many details on the surface to be represented by regular or globally deformed superquadrics. The small cylindrical object shown in Fig. 7.3 1(a ) is not a smooth cylinder and has many local details on its sur face. Fig. 7.3 1(b ) shows a recovered superquadric with FFDs for the small cylindrical object. We observe that the final superquadric model with FFDs represents the surface details of the object well . Fig. 7 .3 2 shows superquadric representation results for the distributor cap incorporating FFDs.  Combining the superquadrics with FFDs shown in Figs. 7.3 1(b ), Fig. 7.3 2(c )  shows fi ­nal superquadric representation results for the distributor cap including one superquadric with FFDs. Fig. 7.3 2(d) illustrates that correct superquadrics have been recovered for every decom­posed part of the distributor cap . 
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(a) (b) (c) Figure 7 .3 2 :  Superquaclric representation results with FFDs for a distributor cap. Two decom­posed parts including a cylinder on the top and the base of the distributor cap are represented by superquaclrics with FFDs since they contain too much details on their surfaces to be rep­resented by regular or globally deformed superquaclrics. The remaining decomposed parts are represented by regular or globally deformed superquaclrics. (a) Photograph of original object, (b) rendering of original mesh, and ( c) rendering of recovered superquaclrics with FFDs. 
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7.1.3 Comparison with the Recover-and-Select Algorithm 
Among the existing algorithms for superquadric representation of multi-part objects, the recover­
and-select algorithm (Leonardis et al., 1 9 97) is the state of the art algorithm using range im­
ages. This algorithm is able to recover superquadrics from multi-part objects without pre­
segmentation. In contrast, our proposed superquadric representation algorithm first applies part 
decomposition to triangle meshes. We compare our proposed superquadric representation algo­
rithm with the recover-and-select algorithm through experiments. 
Fig. 7 .3 3 shows superquadric representation results for a mug using the recover-and-select 
and our proposed algorithms. The single-view range image is acquired and triangulated in 
our laboratory from the IVP Ranger Scanner System (Integrated Vision Products, 2000). The 
recover-and-select algorithm uses the single-view range image while our algorithm uses a mesh 
triangulated from the same range image. Fig. 7.3 3(c) illustrates that only one superquadric is 
recovered for the body of the mug while the handle fails to be represented using the recover­
and-select algorithm. This is due to the fact that the recover-and-select algorithm is unable to 
handle global deformations in its implementation. Fig. 7.3 3(e) shows that both the body and 
the handle of the mug have been successfully decomposed. The recovered and rendered su­
perquadrics shown in Fig. 7 .3 3(f) demonstrate that our algorithm is able to successfully recover 
superquadrics for both parts of the mug, which also indicates that our algorithm is capable of 
handling globally deformed superquadrics. In addition, it takes approximately 6 minutes to re­
cover superquadrics from the mug for the recover-and-select algorithm while our algorithm only 
needs approximately 1 minute in total for both part decomposition and superquadric fitting. 
Fig. 7 .3 4 shows superquadric representation results for a crossing-shaped pipe fitting us­
ing the recover-and-select and our proposed algorithms. Fig. 7.3 4(c) illustrates that three su­
perquadrics are recovered for the pipe fitting using the recover-and-select algorithm. Fig. 7 .3 4( e) 
shows that four single parts have been decomposed using our part decomposition algorithm. 
Correspondingly, four superquadrics have been recovered for the pipe fitting using our algo­
rithm and are shown in Fig. 7 .3 4(f). 
The recovered superquadric parameters for the crossing-shaped pipe fitting using the two 
algorithms are tabulated in Table 7 .5. We assume that this pipe fitting is composed of four 
penetrating cylinders of the same size and shape. Table 7.5 provides ground truth values for 
such a single cylinder. Comparing the recovered superquadric parameters with the ground truth 
values, we observe that the superquadrics recovered using our method are more accurate than 
those using the recover-and-select algorithm. In particular, all the three superquadrics recovered 
from the recover-and-select algorithm have inaccurate parameters for a3 and c2, In contrast, all 
the superquadric parameters recovered from our algorithm are accurate except for a1 , which is 
reasonable since only single-view scans (partial surfaces) are used in the superquadric fitting. 
Table 7 .5 demonstrates that our superquadric representation algorithm recovers much more ac­
curate superquadrics than the recover-and-select algorithm. As to the computational time, it 
takes approximately 1 0  minutes for the recover-and-select algorithm to recover superquadrics 
from the crossing-shaped pipe fitting while our algorithm only needs approximately 4 2  seconds 
for part decomposition, and 3 0  seconds for superquadric fitting. In summary, our algorithm 
recovers more accurate superquadrics with a much lower computational cost. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
(d) (e) (f) Figure 7.3 3 :  Comparison of superquadric representation results for a mug. Superquadrics are recovered for the object using two algorithms including our superquadric representation strat­egy utilizing part decomposition and the recover-and-select algorithm. The range data is a single-view scan from the IVP Ranger System. The original range image is pseudo-colored to illustrate the range depth variations on the surfaces. Red corresponds to larger distances be­tween the sensor and the object surface while blue corresponds to smaller distances. For the recover-and-select algorithm, a single-view range image is used, and no pre-segmentation is involved. For our method, the mesh consists of 1 4, 2 1 1  vertices and 2 7, 5 4 7 triangles while the decomposition consists of two parts. Each of the decomposed parts is fitted to a superquadric model. (a) Photograph of original object, (b) pseudo-colored range image of original object, (c) recovered superquadrics using the recover-and-select algorithm and plotted by red wireframes, ( d) rendering of superquadrics recovered from the recover-and-select algorithm, ( e) rendering of original mesh, and (f) rendering of recovered superquadrics using our superquadric represen­tation algorithm. 
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(a ) (b ) (c ) 
(d ) (e ) (f) Figure 7 .3 4: Comparison of superquadric representation results for a crossing-shaped pipe fitting . Superquadrics are recovered for the object using two algorithms including our su ­perquadric representation strategy utilizing part decomposition and the recover-and-select al ­gorithm. The range da ta is a single -view scan from the IVP Ranger System. The original range image is pseudo-colored to illustrate the range depth variations on the surfaces . Red corre­sponds to larger distances between the sensor and the object surface while blue corresponds to smaller distances . For the recover-and-select algorithm, a single -view range image is used , and no pre-segmentation is involved. For our method, the mesh consists of 1 7 , 96 3  vertices and 3 5 , 23 8  triangles whi le the decomposition consists of four parts .  Each of the decomposed parts is fitted to a superquadric model. (a ) Photograph of original object ,  (b ) pseudo-colored range image of original object ,  (c ) recovered superquadrics using the recover-and-select algorithm and plotted by red wireframes , ( d) rendering of superquadrics recovered from the recover-and-select algorithm , (e) rendering of original mesh , and (f) rendering of recovered superquadrics using our superquadric representation algorithm. 
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Table 7 .5: Recovered superquadr ic parameters for a crossing-shaped p ipe fitting . Both r ecover­and-select and our proposed algor ithms are used . The crossing-shaped pipe fitt ing is assumed to cons ist of four single penetrat ing cyl inders of the same s ize and shape . The ground truth defines such a s ingle cyl inder. 
Algor ithm Object Ground truth 28.0 28.0 29.0 0. 1 1 .0 Recover - Part I 42.83 42. 16 65.68 0. 1 0.93 And- Part I I  28.0 25.58 50.88 0. 1 0.68 Select Part I I I  27.91 27.73 48.5 1 0. 1 0.68 Our Part I 16.53 26.62 29.0 0. 1 1 .05 Superquadr ic Part I I  1 1 . 1 1  26.38 29.41 0. 1 1 .2 Representat ion Part I I I  12. 17 27.23 29.22 0. 1 1 . 1  Algor ithm Part IV 13.65 25.42 28.01 0. 1 1 .2 
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Fig. 7 .3 5 shows superquadric representation results for scene IV containing various objects using the recover-and -select and our proposed algorithms. This scene includes a variety of me ­chanical parts simulating bin picking tasks . Fig. 7 . 3 5(c )  indicates that the recover-and -select algorithm f ails to recover superquadrics with global deformations . For instance , the handle of the mug and the mechanical part (a tapered object ) fail to be represented .  In addition , the recover-and-select algorithm cannot recover superquadrics for the objects f alling outside the su ­perquadric f amily. However, for these objects such as the small mechanical p arts in the scene , an approximate superquadric representation is more desired than the original mesh representa­tion . The recover-and-select algorithm only recovers 1 1  superquadrics while the original scene consists of 1 8  single -part objects. On the other hand ,  totally 1 8  superquadrics are obtained since each single-part object is successfully decomposed from the scene , and represented by a superquadric. Superquadrics with global deformations are also successfully recovered from our algorithm. In addition , objects falling outside the superquadric f amily �e represented by superquadrics which approximately represent the size and shape information of the objects . For the computer mouse in the scene , our algorithm recovers a more accurate superquadric than the recover-and-select algorithm since we are able to handle global deformations . Moreover, it t akes approximately 25 minutes for the recover-and-select algorithm to recover superquadrics from the scene while our algorithm only needs approximately 5 minutes for part decomposition and 1 minute for superquadric fitting. Fig . 7 .3 6 shows superquadric representation results for a scene (V). Again , we ob serve that the recover-and-select algorithm recovers a smaller number of and less accurate superquadrics than our algorithm . In particular ,  the recover-and-select algorithm fails to recover any su ­perquadric for the crossing-shaped pipe fitting while our algorithm recovers four superquadrics for it . Moreover, it takes approximately 3 5  minutes for the recover-and- select algorithm to re­cover superquadrics from the scene while our algorithm only needs approximately 4. 5 minutes for part decomposition and 2 minutes for superquadric fitting. 
7.1.4 Computational Time for Part Decomposition For the part decomposition algorithm , Table 7 . 1  provides a summary of computational time needed for a variety of objects and scenes used in the experiments . The part decomposition time is subject to several factors such as the number of vertices , the number of triangles , and the number of single parts of the object .  We use a mug as an example to further investigate the effect of the mesh reso lut ion on the running t ime of the part decompos it ion algorithm. The number of triangles for the mug is reduced from 3 5 ,000 to 3 0,000, 25,000, 20,000, 1 5,000, 1 0,000, and 5,000 using the mesh reduction function in the RapidForm software (INUS Technology, Inc , 200 1 ). The part decomposition algorithm is next applied to the mug in these various mesh resolutions . The computation plat form is an SGI Octane workstation with a single 1 95 MHz RlOOOO processor and 1 28M memory. The running time results are illustrated in Fig . 7 . 3 7. An approximately linear relationship exists between the number of triangles and the running time of the part decomposition algorithm. One thing that needs to be mentioned is that the parameter used in the part decomposition algorithm as the threshold to identify boundaries varies with mesh resolutions . This is due to the fact that curvature estimation is subject to mesh resolutions. As to the computational time 1 5 3 
126 mm (a) (b) (c) 
_ .... 
• I (d) (e) (f) Figure 7 .3 5 :  Comparison of superquadric representation results for a scene (IV). The scene con­tains miscellaneous objects simulating a bin picking application. Superquadrics are recovered for the scene using two algorithms including our superquadric representation strategy utiliz­ing part decomposition and the recover-and-select algorithm. The range data is a single-view scan from the IVP Ranger System. The original range image is pseudo-colored to illustrate the range depth variations on the surfaces. Red corresponds to larger distances between the sensor and the object surface while blue corresponds to smaller distances. For the recover-and-select algorithm, a single-view range image is used, and no pre-segmentation is involved. For our method, the mesh consists of 90, 2 3 7  vertices and 1 7 5 , 2 98 triangles while the decomposition consists of 18 parts. Since this scan is from a single view, both the range image and the mesh leave many objects as occluded and/or isolated and thus unconnected to other objects. Each of the decomposed parts is fitted to a superquadric model. (a) Photograph of original scene, (b) pseudo-colored range image of original scene, ( c) recovered superquadrics using the recover­and-select algorithm and plotted by red wireframes, (d) rendering of superquadrics recovered from the recover-and-select algorithm, (e) rendering of original mesh, and (f) rendering of re­covered superquadrics using our superquadric representation algorithm. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
(d) (e) (f) Figure 7 .3 6 :  Cbmparison of superquadric representation results for a scene (V). The scene con­tains miscellaneous objects simulating a bin picking application. Superquadrics are recovered for the scene using two algorithms including our superquadric representation strategy utiliz­ing part decomposition and the recover-and-select algorithm. The range data is a single-view scan from the IVP Ranger System. The original range image is pseudo-colored to illustrate the range depth variations on the surfaces. Red corresponds to larger distances between the sensor and the object surface while blue corresponds to smaller distances. For the recover-and-select algorithm, a single-view range image is used, and no pre-segmentation is involved. For our method, the mesh consists of 89, 5 6 1  vertices and 1 6 9, 4 79 triangles while the decomposition consists of 49 parts. Since this scan is from a single view, both the range image and the mesh leave many objects as occluded and/or isolated and thus unconnected to other objects. Each of the decomposed parts is fitted to a superquadric model. (a) Photograph of original scene, (b) pseudo-colored range image of original scene, (c) recovered superquadrics using the recover­and-select algorithm and plotted by red wireframes, ( d) rendering of superquadrics recovered from the recover-and-select algorithm, (e) rendering of original mesh, and (f) rendering of re­covered superquadrics using our superquadric representation algorithm. 
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Figure 7.37: Running time analysis for part decomposition of a mug. A variety of mesh resolu­
tions are used. 
for superquadric fitting, it takes approximately ten seconds to recover a superquadric from an 
object consisting of 10, 000 vertices. Therefore, the computational time for superquadric fitting 
is generally negligible compared to the part decomposition time. Consequently, the overall 
computational time for our superquadric representation algorithm heavily depends on the part 
decomposition time. 
7.1.S Remarks 
We have tested our part decomposition and superquadric representation algorithms on a large 
variety of objects and scenes in the experiments. Based on the experimental results we have 
shown, the following conclusions can be derived for the part decomposition algorithm. 
• The proposed part decomposition algorithm demonstrates stable performance on a large 
variety of objects and scenes with low computational costs and easy implementation. 
• The algorithm uses triangle meshes as input data. This is because curvature estimation 
involved in this algorithm needs neighborhood information contained in the meshes. An 
extra triangulation or surface reconstruction step is needed when only point clouds are 
provided. 
• The performance of the algorithm is subject to mesh resolution. The resolution of a 
polygonal mesh determines the amount of surface detail the mesh contains, and is closely 
related to the number of vertices, edges and faces in the mesh. A coarse resolution mesh 
contains a small number of vertices while a fine resolution mesh contains a large number 
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of vertices. The input mesh with a higher resolution enables more accurate boundaries to be identified ,  and better decomposition results to be obtained with higher computation costs. • The performance of the algorithm is subject to the smoothness of the input mesh . To obtain better part decomposition results , the meshes of most objects in the experiments are smoothed before they are decomposed. However, although a mesh needs to be overall smooth , the boundaries between linked parts need to be kept instead of being smoothed out so that they can be correctly identified. Therefore, a curvature-based mesh smoothing or a Laplacian smoothing with a bigger weight value is recommended. • The proposed part decomposition algorithm is able to decompose correct parts in the pres­ence of inaccurate boundaries . This is because the part-growing and the post -processing steps involved in the algorithm can handle inaccurate boundaries. For the proposed superquadric representation algorithm utilizing part decomposition , the following conclusions can be derived .  • The representation ability of the proposed superquadric representation algorithm is signif­icantly improved by utilizing part decomposition . With our superquadric representation algorithm , complicated ,  multi -part objects and multi -object scenes can be successfully represented by superquadrics in a two-step manner. The original difficult superquadric representation task is significantly simplified into a data fitting problem. • Since superquadric fitting is a step subsequent to part decomposition , the superquadric representation results are inevitably affected by the performance of part decomposition . A multi -part object or a multi -object scene needs to be first decomposed into single parts. Each single part can be next fitted to a superquadric model. • Our algorithm demonstrates overall better performances than the recover -and-select al­gorithm (Leonardis et al ., 1 997). First ,  our algorithm can handle global deformations while the recover-and-select algorithm can only handle regular superquadrics. Second , our algorithm can provide coarse superquadrics for objects outside the superquadric fam­ily while the recover-and-select algorithm fails to recover superquadrics for such objects. Finally, our algorithm is approximately five times faster than the recover-and -select algo ­rithm. One of the most attractive advantages of superquadric representation over triangle meshes is its compactness , i .e., 1 1  or 1 5  parameters for a superquadric can represent thousands of triangle meshes .  We have demonstrat ed this characteristic through the experiments with the definition of the data compression ratio DC R. Fig . 7 . 38 shows a comparison of mesh reduction and superquadric representation for a distributor cap. The original mesh shown in Fig . 7 . 38(a ) is reconstructed from multi -view range scans from the the IVP Ranger System (Integrated Vision Products , 2000), and consists of 58, 97 5 vertices and 1 1 7 , 03 6  triangles. We iteratively reduce the number of triangles using the mesh decimation function (high quality ) in the RapidForm 
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(a) (b) (c) 
(d) (e) (f) Figure 7 . 3 8: Mesh reduction and superquadric representation for a distributor cap. This mesh is a reconstruction from multiple range images using the IVP Ranger System. The original mesh consists of 5 8,97 5 vertices and 1 1 7, 0 3 6  triangles. The original mesh is reduced iteratively to four levels by the mesh decimation function (high quality) in the RapidForm software. The original mesh is also decomposed and represented by 1 3  superquadrics from our algorithm. (a) Rendering of original mesh, (b) rendering of reduced mesh consisting of 2 9, 6 81 vertices and 5 8, 5 1 2  triangles, (c) rendering of reduced mesh consisting of 1 5 , 0 2 1  vertices and 2 9, 2 5 4  triangles, (d) rendering of reduced mesh consisting of 1, 7 6 7  vertices and 2 ,92 5 triangles, (e) rendering of reduced mesh consisting of 971 vertices and 1, 4 5 5  triangles, and (f) rendering of recovered superquadrics. 
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software (INUS Technology, Inc, 2001) to four levels as the first one reduced mesh consists 
of 29,68 1 vertices and 58,5 12 triangles; the second one consists of 15,021 vertices and 29,254 
triangles; the third one consists of 1 ,767 vertices and 2,925 triangles; the last one consists of 
97 1 vertices and 1 ,455 triangles. Fig. 7 .38(b) and Fig. 7 .38(c) show that little visual difference 
can be observed between the first and the second reduced meshes and the original mesh since 
these two reduced meshes still contain huge numbers of vertices and triangles. 
However, Fig. 7.38(d) and Fig. 7.38(e) show that rendered surfaces become rough when the 
numbers of triangles are reduced to 2,925 and 1 ,455 respectively. This phenomena is a com­
mon drawback of mesh reduction, i.e., mesh reduction is always associated by the loss of surface 
smoothness, especially when the reduction ratio is high (the number of triangles is reduced 40 
times for the mesh shown in Fig. 7 .38(d) and 80 times for the mesh shown in Fig. 7.38(e)). 
How to represent a 3D surface model with the least number of vertices and triangles while 
maintaining the acceptable surface smoothness is an ongoing research area. Superquadric rep­
resentation addresses this problem in a way different from common mesh reduction approaches. 
As a volumetric primitive, superquadrics can represent objects compactly, i.e., 1 1  parameters 
for a superquadric can represent thousands of triangle meshes. In addition, the explicit defini­
tion of superquadrics enables surfaces to be rendered smoothly in 3D. Therefore, superquadric 
representation is a natural solution to the difficulties in mesh reduction. Fig. 7.38(f) shows 1 3  
recovered and rendered superquadrics for the distributor cap. Superquadrics represent the dis­
tributor cap smoothly with only a total of 143 floating numbers while the reduced mesh shown 
in Fig. 7 .38(e) need 7,278 floating numbers. Superquadric representation achieves a DCR of 
50.9 for the reduced mesh shown in Fig. 7.38(e) while rendering significantly smoother sur­
faces. Such characteristics enable superquadrics to significantly benefit many tasks such as 
scene visualization, object recognition, data transmission, etc. 
Fig. 7 .39 shows a comparison of mesh reduction and superquadric representation for a water 
neck. The original mesh shown in Fig. 7.39(a) is reconstructed from multi-view range scans 
from the the IVP Ranger System (Integrated Vision Products, 2000), and consists of 58,784 
vertices and 1 17,564 triangles. We reduce the number of triangles using the mesh decimation 
function (high quality) in the RapidForm software (INUS Technology, Inc, 2001) to contain 755 
vertices and 1 ,522 triangles as shown in Fig. 7.39(b). We observe that the rendered surfaces for 
the reduced mesh are rough compared to the smooth surfaces rendered for the original mesh 
shown in Fig. 7.39(a). 
On the other hand, we have recovered and rendered nine superquadrics for the water neck 
using our part decomposition and superquadric representation algorithms. The rendered su­
perquadric surfaces shown in Fig. 7.39(c) are as smooth as the original mesh shown in Fig. 7.39(a). 
However, the superquadric representation for the water neck contains only nine superquadrics, 
i.e., a total of 99 floating numbers while the original mesh contains 58,784 vertices and 1 17,564 
triangles, i.e, 529,044 floating numbers. Superquadric representation achieves a DC R of 5343.88 
over the original triangle mesh representation while still maintaining the same surface smooth­
ness. For the reduced mesh shown in Fig. 7.39(b), it contains 755 vertices and 1 ,522 triangles, 
i.e., a total of 6,861 floating numbers. Superquadric representation achieves a DCR of69.3 over 
this reduced mesh while rendering significantly smoother surfaces. In summary, superquadric 
representation demonstrates advantages over common mesh reduction approaches in terms of 
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(a) (b) (c) Figure 7 .3 9: Mesh reduction and superquadric representation for a water neck. This mesh is a reconstruction from multiple range images using the IVP Ranger System . The original mesh consists of 5 8, 7 8 4 vertices and 1 1 7 ,5 6 4  triangles. The original mesh is reduced by the mesh decimation function (high quality ) in the RapidForm software to contain 755 vertices and 1 ,5 22 triangles. The original mesh is also decomposed and represented by nine superquadrics from our algorithm. (a ) Rendering of original mesh , (b ) rendering ofreduced mesh consist ing of 755 vertices and 1 ,5 22 triangles , and ( c) rendering of recovered superquadrics. 
surface smoothness and storage costs. Therefore, our superquadric representation approach can be used as an effective mesh reduction method in applications such as data visualization and transmission. 
7.2 View Registration of 3D Surfaces Based on Superquadrics In a computer vision task involving multi -view scans , the multi ... view data are usually acquired and calibrated from independent coordinate systems . View registrat ion aims to align multi-view scans acquired from different coordinate systems into a common coordinate system. This step is indispensable before the multi -view data sets can be further used. Therefore, view registra­tion of 3D surfaces has been a crucial step for computer vision tasks involving multiple views such as view integration , surface reconstruction , etc. Most existing view registration methods need much overlapping to first establish feature correspondences between different views. The rigid transformation between the two views can next be calculated from the correspondences. View registration has been a time-consuming task due to the extensive correspondence search involved. Our proposed view registration algorithm, however , does not need correspondences between two views , and is therefore , less time-consuming. Therefore , our algorithm does not need much overlapping between the two views. Our view registration algorithm registers two views based on recovered superquadrics from each view. The two views can be correctly registered as long as a superquadric can be recovered for an object which is visible from both views . The proposed view registration algorithm is presented in Chapter 5. 1 6 0  
(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 7 .40: View registration results for a cone. Range images are acquired from three different 
views using the IVP Ranger System. Superquadrics are first recovered for each view. The three 
views are then registered in a pairwise manner based on recovered superquadric parameters. 
(a) Rendering of original mesh from view 1, (b) rendering of original mesh from view 2, (c) 
rendering of original mesh from view 3, and (d) rendering of registered mesh. 
This section provides experimental results for view registration results for 3D surfaces us­
ing our view registration algorithm. Superquadrics are first recovered for each view. The rigid 
transformation between the two views can next be evaluated based on the superquadric param­
eters. A variety of objects and scenes are used in the experiments. We begin with a single-part 
object of a cone. Next, an office scene containing three objects including a barrel and two boxes 
which can be represented by superquadrics is explored. Finally, a scene containing miscella­
neous mechanical parts with occlusions is investigated simulating a bin picking application. To 
demonstrate that our view registration algorithm is independent to the superquadric representa­
tion methods, we have used the recover-and-select algorithm to recover superquadrics from the 
scene. 
7.2.1 Single-Part Objects 
We first demonstrate our view registration algorithm on a single-part object such as a cone 
(tapered cylinder). Fig. 7.40 shows view registration results for a cone from three different 
views. The single-view range images are acquired from the IVP Ranger System. Recovered su­
perquadric parameters from the three views are tabulated in Table 7 .6. We observe that accurate 
superquadrics have been recovered for the object except for a3 due to single-view scans (par­
tial data) utilized. Based on these superquadric parameters, the three views are registered in a 
pairwise manner using our algorithm. The registered and merged data shown in Fig. 7 .40(d) in­
dicates that the three views are registered correctly despite inaccurate superquadrics recovered. 
The view registration results demonstrate that our algorithm can register tapered superquadrics, 
which is a crucial advantage over the original algorithm presented in (Jaklif et al. , 2000). 
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Table 7 .6 : Recovered superquadr ic parameters for a cone from three v iews. 
I Viewpoint I a1 View 1 1 9.23 1 7.4 2 29.5 0 0.1 0.97 0.3 9  0.3 9  View 2 1 7.64 1 9.8 5 23.20 0.1 0.99 0.3 8  0.4 0  View 3 1 8.5 9 1 9.23 26.7 0.1 0.97 0.3 8  0.3 9  Ground truth 20 20 20 0.1 1.0 0.4 0.4 
7 .2.2 Scenes Containing Multiple Objects Our v iew registrat ion algor ithm can not only register s ingle -part objects but scenes contain ing mult iple objects. The only assumption is that there is at least one object in the scene that can be represented by a superquadr ic ,  and the object is v is ible from all v iews to be registered. F ig. 7 .4 1 shows an office scene scanned from two v iews. The range images are acquired from the RIEGL scanner. From the photographs of the scene scanned from two v iews as shown in F igs. 7.4l(a ) and 7.4l(d), it can be easily observed that superquadr ics can be recovered for three objects in the scene including two boxes and a barrel on the floor from both v iews. The or iginal 3D po int clouds for the three objects scanned from v iew 1, and corresponding superquadr ics are shown in F ig. 7.4 2. Table 7.7 shows ground truths and recovered superquadr ic parameters from both v iews for the three objects in the scene. For the tall box ,  the fitt ing error between the recovered superquadr ic parameters and the or ig inal point cloud is 1 0.8 5 for v iew 1 and 1 6.8 for v iew 2. Table 7. 7 indicates that more accurate superquadr ics are recovered for the tall box from v iew 1. For the barrel , it is observed that accurate superquadr ic parameters are obta ined from both v iews. For the short box, we observe that the data acquired from v iew 2 y ields a fitt ing error of 1 1.3 2 and 8.64 from v iew 2. Table 7.7 indicates that more accurate superquadr ics are recovered for the short box from v iew 1. F ig. 7 .4 0 have demonstrated that correct v iew reg istration results can be obta ined for the cone desp ite inaccurate superquadr ics. For the more complex scene as shown in F ig. 7 .4 1 ,  will the low accuracy of superquadric parameters recovered from v iew 2 corrupt the v iew registrat ion or even make it fail ? We wil l  see the answer to this quest ion after the v iew registration experiment. The recovered superquadr ics for the three objects are rendered and put back into the or ig inal scene to demonstrate the fitt ing between the superquadr ics and the scene. Fig. 7 .4 3 shows 3D point clouds and recovered superquadrics for the three objects from v iew 1. We observe that the three recovered superquadr ics fit the or ig inal scene correctly. Superquadr ics are next recovered for the scene scanned from v iew 2. F ig. 7 .44 shows 3D point clouds and recovered superquadr ics for the three objects from v iew 2. We observe that the three recovered superquadr ics fit the or ig inal scene well. 
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(d) (e) (f) 
Figure 7 .41 :  An office scene scanned from two views. The range images are acquired by the RIEGL scanner. Superquadrics are recovered for the two boxes and the barrel on the floor, and used in view registration. (a) Photograph of original scene, (b) pseudo-colored range image of the scene, (c) rendering of original mesh from view 1 ,  (d) photograph of original scene, (e) pseudo-colored range image of the scene, and (f) rendering of original mesh from view 2. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
(d) (e) (t) 
Figure 7.42: Superquadric representation results for three objects in an office scene. The objects 
including two boxes and a barrel on the floor of the scene are represented by superquadrics. The 
point cloud for the tall box consists of 3,410 vertices. The barrel consists of 988 vertices. The 
short box consists of 7, 165 vertices. (a) Rendering of 3D point cloud for the tall box, (b) 
rendering of recovered superquadric for the tall box, ( c) rendering of 3D point cloud for the 
barrel, (d) rendering of recovered superquadric for the barrel, (e) rendering of 3D point cloud 
for the short box, and (t) rendering of recovered superquadric for the short box. 
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Table 7. 7: Recovered superquadric parameters for an office scene from two views. The ob­jects including the tall box, the barrel, and the short box in an office scene are represented by superquadrics. 
Tall box Barrel Short box GT View 1 View 2 GT View 1 View 2 GT View 1 View 2 
a1 4 2.6 4 2.8 6  4 7.2 2 3 5.5 3 7.4 6 3 7.8 6 4 2.5 4 4.0 3 4 2.8 
a2 5 2.0 5 2.89  4 2.5 0 3 0.0 3 0. 16 3 0.48 6 1.4 5 9.6 7 5 4.7 4 
a3 96.5 94.0 5 92.7 6 3 5.5 3 4.5 4 3 4.8 2 5 9.5 5 7.8 2 6 0.8 0 
E1 0. 1 0.1 0. 1 0. 1 0. 14 0. 1 0. 1 0. 1 0. 1 
E2 0. 1 0.1 0.1 1.0 0. 1 0.8 7 0. 1 0. 1 0. 1 
</> 2 .99 3.8 7 1.97 6.5 0 5.8 1 5.19 
(} - 0.2 9 - 0.2 8 - 0. 13 0.08 - 1.5 6 - 1.5 7 
1P - 0.0 3 4.7 2 - 1.6 3 - 0.12 1.5 8  1.5 8  
Px - 3 6 1. 7 9 - 3 0 2.6 2 - 2 78.2 1 - 2 6 5.48 - 192.4 9  - 2 5 6.8 4 
Py - 5 8.3 9 - 7 3. 18 - 4 7.8 1  1.48 9.4 0 100.2 4 
Pz -94.3 7 -99.94 - 13 2.4 9 - 13 6.92 - 13 3. 14 1  - 13 5.5 4 
kx 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.75 0.65 0.7 4 0.0 0.0 0.0 
ky 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.8 7 0.8 5 0.7 6 0.0 0.0 0.0 
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(a) (b) (c) Figure 7. 4 3: Superquadric representat ion results for an office scene from view 1. The recovered superquadrics for the two boxes and the barrel on the floor are rendered and plugged back into the original scene to demonstrate the fitt ing between the superquadrics and the original point clouds . (a ) 3D point clouds of the three objects , (b ) rendering of recovered superquadrics , and ( c) recovered superquadrics plugged back into the original scene . 
, .  
(a) (b) (c) Figure 7 . 4 4: Superquadric representat ion results for an office scene from view 2. The recovered superquadrics for the two boxes and the barrel on the floor are rendered and plugged back into the original scene to demonstrate the fitting between the superquadrics and the original point clouds . (a ) 3D point clouds of the three objects , (b ) rendering of recovered superquadrics , and ( c) recovered superquadrics plugged back into the original scene . 
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(a) (b) Figure 7.4 5 :  View registration results for a tapered barrel. Two view registration algorithms are used. The 3D point cloud in red is obtained from view 1 and the points in green are from view 2 .  (a) Alignment of the two views using our view registration algorithm and (b) the existing algorithm which cannot handle globally deformed superquadrics. 
So far, we have recovered superquadrics for the three objects from both views. To demon­strate the necessity of the extension of our view registration algorithm in terms of handling tapered superquadrics, the two-view data of the barrel are registered using both our and the orig­inal algorithms. Fig. 7 . 4 5 shows view registration results using the two algorithms. This figure illustrates that our algorithm can register tapered superquadrics while the original registration algorithm fails. Using the three recovered superquadrics, the rigid transformation between the two views is evaluated as 
















Based on the view registration result, Fig. 7. 4 6  shows alignment of the short box, the three objects, and the whole scene scanned from the two views. This figure indicates that by reg­istering objects contained in the scene, the whole scene can be correctly registered from our proposed view registration method. In addition, Fig. 7.4 6 (c) demonstrates that our view regis­tration algorithm yields correct registration results despite inaccurate superquadrics. The accu­racy of the view registration results can be further refined by the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm. In summary, we conclude that our proposed view registration algorithm is able to provide correct registration results in the presence of inaccurate superquadric parameters. In 
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(a ) (b ) (c ) Figure 7.4 6 :  View registration results for an office scene. The data are acquired from two views. ( a )  The registration of the short paper box as an example , (b ) the registration of the three objects which can be represented by superquadrics contained in the scene including a tall paper box , a short paper box , and a small tapered barrel , and ( c )  the registration of the scene. 
other words , the proposed view registration algorithm is robust to noise which causes inaccu ­rate superquadrics being recovered. A set of experiments for view registration is next performed on a more complex scene consisting of a large variety of shapes and significant occlusions. The objects include blocks ,  cylinders , ellipsoids , a crank, a distributor cap , a water neck, etc. The single -view range im­age is scanned from the IVP Ranger System. Three different views of the scene are scanned. The recover-and -select algorithm (Leonardis et al ., 1 997) is used to automatically recover su ­perquadrics from each single -view range image. Fig. 7 .4 7 shows superquadric representation re ­sults for the scene (YI) scanned from view 1. The 3D calibrated range data shown in Fig. 7 .4 7 (b ) is rendered in red to distinguish from scans acquired from other different views. Recovered su ­perquadrics are depicted in Fig. 7.4 7(d) as red wireframes. It can be observed that correct superquadrics have been recovered for the blocks ,  the ellipsoids , the cone , and the handle of the water neck. The remaining objects in the scene fail to be represented due to either irregular shapes or serious occlusions. Fig. 7.4 8 shows superquadric representation results for the scene (VI) scanned from view 2. The 3D calibrated range data shown in Fig. 7.4 7(b )  is rendered in green to distinguish from scans acquired from other different views. Recovered superquadrics are depicted in Fig. 7 .4 8( d) as red wireframes. It can be observed that similar superquadric representation results have been obtained from this view (view 2) as from view 1. In particular, correct superquadrics are recovered for the blocks ,  the ellipsoids , the cone , and the handle of the water neck. The remaining objects in the scene fail to be represented due to either irregular shapes or serious occlusions. Fig. 7.4 9 shows superquadric representation results for the scene (VI) scanned from view 3. The 3D calibrated range data shown in Fig. 7.4 7(b )  is rendered in blue to distinguish from scans acquired from other di fferent views. Recovered superquadrics are depicted in Fig . 7 .4 9(d) 
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(b) 
(c) (d) 
Figure 7.47 : Superquadric representation results for a scene (VI) from view 1 .  The scene 
consists of miscellaneous objects simulating a bin picking task. The range image is acquired 
from the IVP Ranger System. The original range image is pseudo-colored to illustrate the 
range depth variations on the sutfaces. Red corresponds to larger distances between the sensor 
and the object sutface while blue corresponds to smaller distances. The recover-and-select 
algorithm is used to recover superquadrics from the scene. (a) Photograph of original scene, (b) 
rendering of original mes�, (c) pseudo-colored range image of original scene, and (d) recovered 
superquadrics depicted as red wireframes. 
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(a )  (b ) 
12 mm 




Figure 7.49: Superquadric representation results for a scene (VI) from view 3. The scene consists of miscellaneous objects simulating a bin picking task. The range image is acquired from the IVP Ranger System. The original range image is pseudo-colored to illustrate the range depth variations on the surfaces. Red corresponds to larger distances between the sensor and the object surface while blue corresponds to smaller distances. The recover-and-select algorithm is used to recover superquadrics from the scene. (a) Photograph of original scene, (b) rendering of original mesh, ( c) pseudo-colored range image of original scene, and ( d) recovered superquadrics depicted as red wireframes. 
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Table 7 .8: Recovered superquadr ic parameters for a scene (VI) from two v iews. Both v iew 1 and v iew 2 are used. 
I Object I View I a1 I a3 I Et I E2 I kz I � I Error I View 1 26.1 8 5 6.98 1 4.96 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 0.8 4 Block 1 View 2 1 3.4 0 29.4 1 5 5.3 9 0.1 0.1 1  0.0 0.0 0.78 View 1 5 5.90 26.3 4 1 6.5 7 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0 1.02 Block 2 v iew 2 3 9.6 9 5 7.6 9 1 4.1 5 0.1 1  0.1 0.0 0.0 0.8 5 View 1 1 3.25 1 2.09 23.4 5 0.1 1  0.95 0.0 0.0 0.8 9 Handle View 2 1 3.4 5 1 2.60 22.95 0.1 0  0.92 0.0 0.0 0.91 View 1 9.1 4  25.6 3 23.4 6 0.1 1.02 0.38 0.4 1  1.1 5 Cone View 2 22.96 9.58 27.3 4 0.1 1.0 0.4 2  0.4 1  1.09 
as red wireframes. We observe that much less superquadrics have been recovered from v iew 3 than from previous v iews. Superquadr ics are only recovered for the b locks due to s ignificant occlus ions. After superquadr ics are recovered for each s ing le -v iew range image ,  the v iew registrat ion algor ithm is used to pairwisely register the three v iews. Superquadrics w ith the least fitt ing errors are selected for the v iew reg istration. To register v iew 1 and v iew 2, superquadrics recovered for the two b iggest blocks , the cone at the bottom of the scene , and the handle of the water neck are used to evaluate the r ig id transformat ion between these two v iews. Tab le. 7 .8 shows recovered parameters for the four superquadrics from v iew 1 and v iew 2. Compared with ground truth values , these recovered superquadrics are accurate and have small fitting errors. The pose information about these superquadr ics are not l isted, but they are used for v iew reg istrat ion. The transformat ion matrix between v iew 1 and v iew 2 is calculated as 
[ 0.99 0767 - 0.132262 0. 0297938 3 0.4517 l T _ 0.126852 0.9819 09 0.14 0583 7.4 08 02 12 
- - 0. 04784867 - 0.1355 05 0.98962 25.914 . 0 0 0 1 To register v iew 1 and v iew 3, superquadrics recovered for the two blocks to the right of the gear and the block on top of the crank are used. �able. 7 .9 shows recovered parameters for the three superquadr ics from v iew 3. Compared with ground truth values , these recovered superquadrics are accurate and have small fitting errors. The transformat ion matrix between v iew 1 and v iew 3 is calculated as 
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Table 7 .9: Recovered superquadric parameters for a scene (VI) from view 3. 
I Object I a1 Block 1 4 5.81 Block 2 2 7.3 2 Block 3 6 . 5 4  
[ 0.96217 0.272353 Ti3 = 0. 0 07�9948 
a3 I e1 j e2 j Error I 2 4.2 0 5 2.4 8 5 1.4 7 5 4 . 5 0  18.5 1 4 4.4 0 
- 0.271681 0.961 1 08 - 0. 0496 035 0 
0.1 0.1 0.99 0.1 2  0.1 0.87 0.1 0.1 4  1.0 
- 0. 02 04292 78.2 011 l 0.045771 54. 7197 0.9987 43 1 0. 7555 . 
0 1 The three views are next registered into a common coordinate system based on the obtained pairwise view registration results. Fig. 7 .5 0 shows view registration results for the scene from the three views. The registered and merged 3D mesh for the scene from the three views is shown in Fig. 7 .50( d). It can be observed that the three views are correctly registered with small misalignments using our view registration algorithm. It is concluded that our view registration algorithm is able to successfully register complex scenes despite inaccurate superquadrics. The misalignments contained in the view registration results as shown in Fig. 7 .5 0( d) can be reduced, and the view registration results can be further refined by the ICP algorithm (Zhang, 1994). 
7.2.3 Remarks Based on the experimental results demonstrated in this section, the following conclusions on the proposed view registration algorithm based on superquadric representation are summarized. • The proposed view registration algorithm is an extended version of an existing range image registration algorithm proposed in (Jaklif et al., 2 000). • We have extended the view registration algorithm from 2.5D range image to 3D point clouds. The advantage of this extension is that registered and integrated 3D point clouds can significantly improve superquadric representation in terms of both confidence and ac­curacy of recovered parameters. In contrast, 2 . 5D registered and integrated range images have no such benefit. • We have extended the view registration algorithm to handle tapered superquadrics by deriving a set of new equations to evaluate moments for tapered superquadrics. The original algorithm (Jaklif et al., 2 000) can only handle undeformed superquadrics. The motivation of this extension is that tapered objects are common in the real world, and need to be represented by tapered superquadrics. We demonstrate the necessity of this 1 73 
(a) (b) 
(c) (d) Figure 7.5 0: View registration results for a scene (VI) from three views. (a ) Rendering of original mesh from view 1 ,  (b) rendering of original mesh from view 2, ( c )  rendering of original mesh from view 3, and (d) view registration results for the scene from three views. 
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extension through experiments by showing that the existing algorithm fails to register t apered superquadrics but our extended algorithm succeeds. • We have extended the view registration algorithm to register complex scenes containing multiple objects and backgrounds. The only assumption is that there is at least one object in the scene that can be represented by a superquadric ,  and the object is visible from all views to be registered. • The proposed view registration algorithm is insensitive to inaccurate superquadrics re­covered from noisy data. The registration result provided by the algorithm is accurate enough to serve as an initial estimate for the Iterative Closest Point (ICP) algorithm to achieve higher registration accuracy. Through the proposed view registration algorithm, superquadrics demonstrate versatilities and wider applications to computer vision tasks. 
7 .3 Multi-View Superquadric Representation of Scenes We propose a multi-view superquadric representation algorithm to address two problems in the research literature of superquadric representation. By incorporating both part decomposition and multi-view range data, the proposed algorithm is able to not only represent multi-part ob­jects or multi-object scenes but also achieve high confidence and high accuracy of recovered superquadrics. The abilities of representing complex objects and scenes while achieving high confidence of recovered superquadrics are major advantages of the proposed multi-view su ­perquadric representation algori thm. Recalling the di agram of this algorithm shown in Fig . 3.7, the multi-view superquadric representation algorithm consists of (i ) part decomposition and ini ­tial superquadric model recovery from single-view range data, (ii )  pairwise view registration based on recovered superquadric models , (iii ) view integration of multi-view scans , (iv )  part decomposition of integrated data, and ( v )  final superquadric fitting for each decomposed part. We have shown experimental results for part decomposition and view registration in previ ­ous sections. In this section , we complete the multi-view superquadric representat ion pipeline by presenting experimental resul ts for each step within the pipeline. A wide variety of objects and scenes are used in the experiments. Range images for the objects and scenes are acquired using the IVP Ranger System. Single-part objects and scenes containing multiple objects .are explored separately. We begin with a single-part object of a cone scanned from three views. Next , a set of scenes consisting of multiple objects with various geometries and occlusions are investigated to simulate waste area clean-up and bin picking applications. For the scenes , we have used four or five views to demonstrate our multi-view superquadric representation algo ­rithm. The data sets we have explored in the experiments can be classified into the following categories. • Single-part objects. A cone is used in the experiments as a simple example of a single-part object. In addition , the cone needs to be represented by a tapered superquadric , which shows the contribution of our view registration algorithm on tapered superquadr ics . • Four scenes consisting of objects with various geometries . To start from simple , the first two scenes contain two separate objects. The third scene contains 1 4  objects including 17 5 
Table 7 . 10: Recovered superquadric parameters for a cone. Three single views and integrated data are used. 
Data 
View 1 19.23 17.42 29.50 0. 1 0.97 0.39 0.39 
View 2 17.64 19.85 23.20 0. 1 0.99 0.38 0.40 
View 3 18.59 19.23 26.7 0. 1 0.97 0.38 0.39 
Integrated data 19.55 18.42 19.85 0. 1 0.98 0.39 0.40 
Ground truth 20 20 20 0. 1 1 .0 0.4 0.4 
blocks, cones, spheres, cylinders, a water neck, and a distributor cap with occlusions. The fifth scene is the most complicated regarding the occlusions and the variety of the objects it contains. The fifth scene contains more than 30 objects including a crossing-shaped pipe fitting, a water neck, a computer mouse, a cup, a crossing-shaped pipe fitting, small bolts, power adapters, PVC pipes, mechanical parts, etc. with significant occlusions. This scene aims to simulate waste area clean-up and bin picking applications. 
7.3.1 Single-Part Objects 
Fig. 7 .40 shows view registration and integration results for a cone from three different views. The single-view range images are acquired from the IVP Ranger System. Figs. 7 .40(a), 7 .40(b) and 7.40(c) show 3D calibrated range data (triangle meshes) of the cone scanned from three views. Using our view registration algorithm, the three views are registered after superquadrics are recovered from each view. Fig. 7 .40(d) shows the registered and integrated data of the three views. We demonstrate the correctness of the view registration results. The smaller bottom surfaces scanned from the three views are correctly registered, and the integrated data contains more surfaces of the cone than single view scans. We calculate the fitting error percentage Perr for each parameter by IGT - RVI Perr = GT X 100%, (7.2) where GT denotes ground truth value of a parameter and RV denotes corresponding recovered value. To demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed multi-view superquadric representation algo­rithm quantitatively, we show ground truths for the cone, and recovered superquadric parameters from three single views and the integrated data in Table 7. 10. We observe that parameters a1 ,  a2 and aa recovered from the three views are significantly different from each other. Therefore, it is difficult to determine parameters recovered from which view are more convincing and accu­rate when ground truths are unavailable. This demonstrates that superquadrics recovered from 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) Figure 7 .5 1 :  Superquadric representation results for a scene (I ) from view 1. The scene con­tains two separate blocks . This mesh is a single -view scan from the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 20, 1 5 6  vertices and 3 9, 1 5 7  triangles while the decomposition consists of three parts including the background . Each decomposed part is fitted to a superquadric model . Su ­perquadrics are rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on recovered superquadric parameters . (a ) Photograph of the original scene , (b) rendering of original mesh , (c ) decomposed parts la ­beled in different colors , and (d) rendering of recovered superquadrics. 
single -view data have low confidence . In contrast , superquadrics recovered from integrated data have higher confidence and accuracy due to more input data utilized . For instance , compared with the ground truth of parameter a3, the integrated data recovers a significantly more accurate parameter than any of the three single views. The fitting error percentage Perr for a3 is evalu ­ated as 0.75% from the integrated data , 47.5% from view 1 ,  16% from view 2, and 33.5% from view 3. There is no signi ficant difference between single -view and multi -view recovery results for the remaining parameters . We conclude that the proposed multi -view superquadric repre­sentation algorithm recovers more accurate superquadrics than single -view recovery strategies. 
7 .3.2 Scenes Containing Multiple Objects This section presents experimental results on multi -object scenes for our multi -view superquadric representation algorithm. The four scenes used in this section correspond to scene (I ), scene (I I ), scene (ID), and scene (V) in the experiments of part decomposition presented in Section 7 .1. For scene (Ill ), five views are used for multi -view superquad.ric representation . Four views are used for the other three scenes . Single -view range images are acquired from the IVP Ranger System. To begin with simpler examples , scene (I ) and scene (I I )  only contain two separate objects. The other scenes contain more objects with more occlusions simulating bin picking applications . Figs. 7 .5 1 t hrough 7 .5 4 show part decomposition and superquadric representation results for a scene (I ) from four views. This scene contains two separate blocks as a simple example . For each of the four views , three single parts including the two blocks and the background are decomposed from the scene as shown in Figs. 7.5 1 (c) through 7.5 4(c). For the decomposed parts in the scene , we recover superquadrics for the two blocks for each single -view scan. 
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(c} (d} Figure 7.5 3: Superquadric representation results for a scene (I) from view 3. The scene con­tains two separate blocks. This mesh is a single -view scan from the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 1 9, 6 8 7 vertices and 3 7, 91 1 triangles while the decomposition consists of three parts including the background . Each decomposed part is fit ted to a superquadric model. Su­perquadrics are rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on recovered superquadric parameters . ( a) Photograph of the original scene , (b) rendering of original mesh , ( c) decomposed parts la­beled in di fferent colors , and (d) rendering of recovered superquadrics. 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) Figure 7 . 5 4 : Superquadric representation results for a scene (I) from view 4. The scene con­tains two separate blocks. This mesh is a single-view scan from the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 1 3 , 099 vertices and 2 4, 5 5 8  triangles while the decomposition consists of three parts including the background. Each decomposed part is fitted to a superquadric model. Su­perquadrics are rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on recovered superquadric parameters. (a) Photograph of the original scene, (b) rendering of original mesh, (c) decomposed parts la­beled in different colors, and (d) rendering of recovered superquadrics. 
The recovered superquadric parameters for the two blocks scanned from the four views, and the corresponding ground truths are tabulated in Table 7.1 1. From the recovered and ren­dered superquadrics shown in Figs. 7.5 1(d) through 7. 5 4(d), we observe visual differences of the recovered superquadrics among the four views. Table 7 .1 1 verifies this difference quantita­tively. For instance, for the bigger block in the scene, significantly different superquadrics are recovered for the four single views. This demonstrates the weakness caused by single-view su­perquadric representation. In such cases, superquadrics recovered from single views are subject to viewpoints from which the scan is acquired. Without ground truths as priori knowledge about the scene, the confidence of superquadrics recovered from single views remain unknown. In ad­dition, Table 7 .1 1 shows that none of the four views recovers accurate superquadrics compared with the ground truths. In summary, the experiments demonstrate that superquadrics recovered from single views have low confidence and accuracy. To solve this problem, we apply our multi-view superquadric representation strategy to this scene. Fig. 7 .5 5 shows registered and integrated data of the scene from the four views, the part decomposition results, and the superquadric representation of the integrated data. This figure demonstrates that the four views are correctly registered using our view registration algorithm. The registered data is integrated using the RapidFonn software (INUS Technology, Inc, 2 00 1). The integrated data contains more data and/or surfaces than any single-view scan. As shown in Table 7 .1 1, the superquadric parameters recovered from the integrated data are more accurate than those from any of the four single views when compared with the ground truths. In addition, superquadrics recovered from the integrated data have higher confidence due to more complete input data utilized. Consequently, we conclude that our multi-view superquadric representation algorithm is able to recover superquadrics with higher confidence and accuracy than single-view superquadric representation approaches. 
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Table 7 .1 1: Recovered superquadric parameters for a scene (I). Two blocks in the scene are represented by superquadrics. Four single views as well as integrated data are used. 
I Object I Data 
Ground truth 14.0 28.0 S8.S 0.1 0.1 View 1 14.98 3 3 .4 8 6 1.04 0.1 0.1 7 Bigger View 2 14.99 2 8.1 6 5 9.1 3 0.1 0.1 
Block View 3 1 7. 4 1  3 1.79 6 1.1 4 0.1 0.19 View 4 1 0.8 5 2 7.7 1 58.28 0.1 0.1 
Integrated data 14.8S 28.86 S8.79 0.1 0.1 
Ground truth 14.0 34.S 34.S 0.1 0.1 View 1 1 5.2 4 3 1.39 3 3.6 2 0.1 2 0.1 Smaller View 2 1 5.59  2 9.09 3 0. 04  0.1 4  0.1 
Block View 3 1 7. 2 6 3 0. 1  3 0.6 8 0.1 0. 1 6  View 4 1 5.7 4 3 0.6 8 3 0.9 0.1 4  0.1 4 
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(b) (c) Figure 7 . 5 5 :  Multi-view superquadric representation results for a scene (I). The original scene is scanned from four different views. Superquadrics are first recovered from each single view. The four-view data are registered based on the recovered superquadric parameters. The registered multi-view data are integrated using the RapidForm software. The integrated mesh consists of 43 ,007 vertices and 8 3 ,855 triangles while the decomposition consists of three parts including the background. The integrated data are decomposed into single parts. Each decomposed part is fitted to a superquadric model. Superquadrics are rendered in 3 D  using quad meshes based on recovered superquadric parameters. (a) Rendering of registered and integrated mesh of the original scene scanned from four views, (b) decomposed parts labeled in different colors, and (c) rendering of recovered superquadrics. 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 7.56: Superquadric representation results for a scene (II) from view 1 .  The scene con­tains two separate objects including a block and a sphere. This mesh is a single-view scan from the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 27,615 vertices and 53,266 triangles while the de­composition consists of three parts including the background. Each decomposed part is fitted to a superquadric model. Superquadrics are rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on recovered superquadric parameters. (a) Photograph of the original scene, (b) rendering of original mesh, ( c) decomposed parts labeled in different colors, and ( d) rendering of recovered superquadrics. 
Figs. 7 .56 through 7 .59 show part decomposition and superquadric representation results for a scene (II) from four views. This scene contains two separate objects including a block and a sphere. For each of the four views, three single parts including the block, the sphere, and the background are decomposed from the scene as shown in Figs. 7 .56( c) through 7 .59( c ). For the decomposed parts in the scene, we recover superquadrics for the block and the sphere for each single-view scan. The recovered superquadric parameters for the two objects from the four views and the cor­responding ground truths are tabulated in Table 7 . 12. From the recovered superquadrics shown in Figs. 7.56(d) through 7.59(d), we observe visual differences of the recovered superquadrics among the four views. Table 7 . 12 verifies this difference quantitatively. For instance, for the sphere in the scene, significantly different superquadrics are recovered for the four single views. This demonstrates the weakness caused by single-view superquadric representation. In such cases, superquadrics recovered from single views are subject to viewpoints from which the scan is acquired. Superquadrics recovered from single views tend to be inaccurate due to par­tial data used. Without ground truths as priori knowledge about the scene, the confidence of superquadrics recovered from single views remain unknown. In addition, Table 7 . 12 shows that none of the four views recovers accurate superquadrics compared with the ground truths. In summary, the experiments demonstrate that superquadrics recovered from single-view su­perquadric representation strategies have low confidence and accuracy. To solve this problem, we apply our multi-view superquadric representation strategy to this scene. Fig. 7 .60 shows registered and integrated data of the scene from the four views, the part decomposition results, and the superquadric representation of the integrated data. This figure demonstrates that the four views are correctly registered using our view registration algorithm. The registered multi-view data is integrated using the RapidForm software. The integrated data 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 7.57: Superquadric representation results for a scene (II) from view 2. The scene con­
tains two separate objects including a block and a sphere. This mesh is a single-view scan from 
the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 26,3 15 vertices and 50,804 triangles while the de­
composition consists of three parts including the background. Each decomposed part is fitted to 
a superquadric model. Superquadrics are rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on recovered 
superquadric parameters. (a) Photograph of the original scene, (b) rendering of original mesh, 
(c) decomposed parts labeled in different colors, and (d) rendering of recovered superquadrics . 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) 
Figure 7.58: Superquadric representation results for a scene (II) from view 3. The scene con­
tains two separate objects including a block and a sphere. This mesh is a single-view scan from 
the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 27,781  vertices and 53,654 triangles while the de­
composition consists of three parts including the background. Each decomposed part is fitted to 
a superquadric model. Superquadrics are rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on recovered 
superquadric parameters. (a) Photograph of the original scene, (b) rendering of original mesh, 
(c) decomposed parts labeled in different colors, and (d) rendering of recovered superquadrics. 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) Figure 7 . 5 9: Superquadric representation results for a scene (II) from view 4. The scene con­tains two separate objects including a block and a sphere. This mesh is a single-view scan from the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 2 3 ,9 3 6 vertices and 4 6, 3 74 triangles while the de­composition consists of three parts including the background. Each decomposed part is fitted to a superquadric model. Superquadrics are rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on recovered superquadric parameters. (a) Photograph of the original scene, (b) rendering of original mesh, (c) decomposed parts labeled in different colors, and (d) rendering of recovered superquadrics. 
Table 7.1 2 : Recovered superquadric parameters for a scene (II). The scene contains a block and a sphere. Four single views as well as integrated data are used. 
I Object I Data 
Ground truth 14.0 28.0 58.5 0.1 0.1 View 1 1 1.7 1 2 7.8 5 5 7. 5 9 0.1 0.1 7  View 2 1 1.1 2 2 7. 3 1 5 5. 5 3 0.1 0.1 Block View 3 14.4 1 2 7. 5  5 7.9 0.1 0.1 View 4 1 0.85 2 7.7 1 5 8. 2 8 0.1 0.1 
Integrated data 15.69 29.35 57.45 0.1 0.12 
Ground truth 29.5 29.5 29.5 1.0 1.0 View 1 9.83 2 0. 2 5 2 0.4 8 l . l l  1.1 3  View 2 8.98 19. 6 3 19.7 8 1.1 2  1.19 Sphere View 3 9.4 5 2 0.1 2 2 0. 2 8 1.14 1.19 View 4 9.19 19.4 2 2 0.1 7 1. 1 7  1.1 2  
Integrated data 20.89 26.94 25.49 1.08 1.08 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) Figure 7 .6 0: Multi-view superquadric representation results for a scene (II). The original scene is scanned from four different views. Superquadrics are recovered from each single view. The four-view data are registered based on the recovered superquadric parameters . The registered multi-view data are integrated using the RapidForm software. The integrated mesh consists of 3 0, 1 18 vertices and 5 8, 7 5 8  triangles while the decomposition consists of three parts including the background. The integrated data are then decomposed into single parts. Each decomposed part is fitted to a superquadric model . Superquadrics and original mesh for the scene are ren­dered in the same coordinate system to illustrate the fitting error. (a) Rendering of registered and integrated mesh of the original scene scanned from four views, (b) decomposed parts labeled in different colors, (c) rendering of recovered superquadrics, and (d) merged rendering of original mesh and recovered superquadrics in the same coordinate system. 
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(a) (b) (c) (d) Figure 7. 6 1 : Superquadric representation results for a scene (III) from view 1. The scene con­tains miscellaneous objects simulating a bin picking application . This mesh is a s ingle -view scan from view 1 using the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 5 1 , 1 21 vertices and 96 , 4 01 triangles while the decomposition consists of 3 0  parts . Since this scan is from a single view, the mesh leaves the objects as isolated and thus unconnected to each other. Each de­composed part is fitted to a superquadric model. Superquadrics are rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on recovered superquadric parameters . (a ) Photograph of the or iginal scene , (b) rendering of original mesh , (c ) decomposed parts labeled in different colors , and (d) rendering of recovered superquadrics. 
contains much more data than any single -view scan , especially for the sphere. In Fig . 7 .60(d), superquadrics and original mesh for the scene are rendered in the same coordinate system to illustrate the fitting error between the raw data and the recovered superquadr ics . This figure shows tha t recovered superquadrics correctly fit the original data with small fitting errors in the sense of visualization. As shown in Table 7 . 1 2, for both the block and the sphere , the superquadric parameters recovered from the integrated da ta are more accurate than from any of the four views . In addition , superquadrics recovered from the integrated data have higher confidence due to more complete data utilized . Consequently, we conclude that our multi-view superquadric representation algorithm is able to recover superquadrics with higher confidence and accuracy than single -view superquadric representation approaches . Figs . 7 . 6 1  through 7 .6 5 show part decomposition and superquadric representation results for a scene (III) from five views. This scene contains miscellaneous objects simulating a bin picking application . From the recovered superquadrics shown in Figs . 7 . 6 1 (d)  through 7. 6 5 (d), we observe tha t different superquadr ics are recovered for the objects in the scene from the five views . This demonstrates the weakness caused by single -view superquadric representation , i.e ., superquadrics recovered from single views are subject to viewpoints from which the scan is acquired . Therefore ,  superquadrics recovered from single v iews tend to be inaccurate due to partial data used. Without ground tr uths as priori knowledge about the scene , the confidence of superquadrics recovered from single views remain unknown . The experiments demonstrate tha t superquadrics recovered from single -view superquadric representat ion strateg ies have low confidence and accuracy . To address this problem , we apply our multi -view superquadric rep ­resentat ion strategy to th is scene. 
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(a) (b) (c) Figure 7 .6 2 :  Superquadric representation results for a scene (ill) from view 2 .  The scene con­tains miscellaneous objects simulating a bin picking application. This mesh is a single-view scan from view 2 using the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 6 0, 2 87 vertices and 114, 7 6 8 triangles while the decomJ)Psition consists of 2 5  parts. Since this scan is from a single view, the mesh leaves the objects as isolated and thus unconnected to each other. Each de­composed part is fitted to a superquadric model. Superquadrics are rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on recovered superquadric parameters. (a) Photograph of the original scene, (b) rendering of original mesh, and ( c) decomposed parts labeled in different colors. 
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(a) (b) (c) Figure 7.6 3 :  Superquadric representation results for a scene (ill) from view 3. The scene con­tains miscellaneous objects simulating a bin picking application. This mesh is a single-view scan from view 3 using the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 6 1, 86 7  vertices and 118, 0 16 triangles while the decomposition consists of 2 6  parts. Since this scan is from a single view, the mesh leaves the objects as isolated and thus unconnected to each other. Each de­composed part is fitted to a superquadric model. Superquadrics are rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on recovered superquadric parameters . (a) Photograph of the original scene, (b) rendering of original mesh, and ( c) decomposed parts labeled in different colors. 
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(a) (b) (c) Figure 7 .64: Superquadric representation results for a scene (III) from view 4. The scene con­tains miscellaneous objects simulating a bin picking application. This mesh is a single -view scan from view 4 using the IVP Ranger System . The mesh consists of 5 5, 7 5 3  vertices and 105, 7 17 triangles while the decomposition consists of 27 parts . Since this scan is from a single view, the mesh leaves the objects as isolated and thus unconnected to each o ther . Each de ­composed part is fitted to a superquadric model . Superquadrics are rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on recovered superquadric parameters. (a ) Photograph of the original scene , (b) rendering of original mesh , and ( c )  decomposed parts labeled in different colors . 
(a) (c) Figure 7.6 5 :  Superquadric representa tion results for a scene (III) from view 5. T he scene con­tains miscellaneous objects simulating a bin picking application. This mesh is a single -view scan from view 5 using the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 6 2, 091 vertices and 117, 93 4 triangles while the decomposition consists of 24 parts .  Since this scan is from a single view, the mesh leaves the objects as isola ted and thus unconnected to each o ther. Each de ­composed part is fitted to a superquadric model. Superquadrics are rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on recovered superquadric parameters. (a ) Photograph of the original scene , (b ) rendering of original mesh , and ( c )  decomposed parts labeled in different colors . 
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Fig. 7 .66 shows registered and integrated data of the scene from the five views, the part 
decomposition results, and the superquadric representation of the integrated data. This figure 
shows that the five views are correctly registered using our view registration algorithm. The 
registered data is integrated using the RapidForm software. For each object, the integrated 
data contains more information than any of the five single-view scans, especially for the water 
neck and the cones. Consequently, as shown in Fig. 7.66(c), superquadrics recovered from the 
integrated data are much better than those from each of the five views in terms of accuracy 
and confidence. Similar to the scenes shown previously, this set of experiments demonstrates 
that our multi-view superquadric representation algorithm is able to recover superquadrics with 
higher confidence and accuracy than single-view superquadric representation approaches. 
Figs. 7.67 through 7.70 show part decomposition and superquadric representation results 
for a scene (V) from four views. This scene contains miscellaneous objects with significant 
occlusions simulating a bin picking application. From the recovered superquadrics shown in 
Figs. 7.67(d) through 7.70(d), we observe that different superquadrics are recovered for the 
objects in this scene from the four single views. This demonstrates the weakness caused by 
single-view superquadric representation, i.e., superquadrics recovered from single views are 
subject to viewpoints from which the scan is acquired. Therefore, superquadrics recovered 
from single views tend to be inaccurate due to partial data used. Without ground truths as priori 
knowledge about the scene, the confidence of superquadrics recovered from single views remain 
unknown. This set of experiments demonstrates that superquadrics recovered from single-view 
superquadric representation strategies have low confidence and accuracy. To solve this problem, 
we apply our multi-view superquadric representation strategy to the scene. 
Fig. 7. 71 shows registered and integrated data of the scene from the four views, the part 
decomposition results, and the superquadric representation of the integrated data. This figure 
illustrates that the four views are correctly registered using our view registration method. The 
registered data is integrated using the RapidForm software. For each object in the scene, the 
integrated data contains more information than a single-view scan, especially for the water 
neck and the mug. Consequently, as shown in Fig. 7.7l(c), superquadrics recovered from the 
integrated data are much better than those from any of the five views in terms of accuracy 
and confidence. Similar to the scenes shown previously, this set of experiments demonstrates 
that our multi-view superquadric representation algorithm is able to recover superquadrics with 
higher confidence and accuracy than single-view superquadric representation approaches. 
7 .3.3 Comparison with the Recover-and-Select Algorithm 
To demonstrate advantages of our multi-view superquadric representation algorithm to other 
single-view superquadric representation approaches, we compare our and the recover-and-select 
algorithms on a scene (V). Fig. 7. 72 shows superquadric representation results for the scene 
using the recover-and-select and our multi-view superquadric representation algorithms. For 
the recover-and-select algorithm, we use the single-view range image acquired from view 1 as 
an example. For our method, the mesh is integrated from four views, and consists of 131,044 
vertices and 228,726 triangles while the decomposition consists of 56 parts. Each of the decom­
posed parts is fitted to a superquadric model. A s  shown in Fig. 7. 72( c ), the recover-and-select 
algorithm fails to recover superquadrics for the crossing-shaped pipe fitting, the handle of the 
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(a) (b) (c) Figure 7.6 6 :  Multi -view superquadric representation results for a scene (ill). The original scene is scanned from five different views. Superquadrics are recovered from each single view. The five -view data are registered based on the recovered superquadric parameters. T he registered multi -view data  are integrated using the RapidForm software . The integrated mesh consists of 102, 6 4 7 vertices and 18 9,00 7  triangles while the decomposition results consist of 29 parts. The integrated data  are then decomposed into single parts. Each decomposed part is fitted to a superquadric model . Superquadrics are rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on recovered superquadric parameters. (a) Rendering of registered and integrated mesh of the original scene scanned from five views , (b ) decomposed parts labeled in different colors ,  and ( c )  rendering of recovered superquadrics . 
(a) (b) (c) (d) Figure 7 .6 7 :  Superquadric representation results for a scene (V) from view 1. The scene con­tains miscellaneous objects simulating a bin picking application. This mesh is a single -view scan from view 1 using the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 8 9, 5 6 1 vertices and 16 9, 4 7 9  tri angles while the decomposition consists of 4 9  parts. Since this scan is from a single view, the mesh leaves the objects as isolated and thus unconnected to each other. Each de­composed part is fitted to a superquadric model . Superquadrics are rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on recovered superquadric parameters. (a) Photograph of the orig inal scene , (b ) rendering of original mesh , ( c )  decomposed parts labeled in different colors ,  and ( d )  rendering of recovered superquadrics . 
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(d) Figure 7.6 8: Superquadric representation results for a scene (V) from view 2. The scene con­tains miscellaneous objects simulating a bin picking application. This mesh is a single-view scan from view 2 using the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 95 , 8 5 5 vertices and 182 , 7 79 triangles while the decomposition consists of 5 4  parts. Since this scan is from a single view, the mesh leaves the objects as isolated and thus unconnected to each other. Each de­composed part is fitted to a superquadric model. Superquadrics are rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on recovered superquadric parameters. (a) Photograph of the original scene, (b) rendering of original mesh, ( c) decomposed parts labeled in different colors, and ( d) rendering of recovered superquadrics. 
-(a) (b) (c) (d) Figure 7 .6 9: Superquadric representation results for a scene (V) from view 3. The scene con­tains miscellaneous objects simulating a bin picking application. This mesh is a single-view scan from view 3 using the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 1 0 1, 5 0 2 vertices and 194, 5 5 8 triangles while the decomposition consists of 3 5  parts. Since this scan is from a single view, the mesh leaves the objects as isolated and thus unconnected to each other. Each de­composed part is fitted to a superquadric model. Superquadrics are rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on recovered superquadric parameters. (a) Photograph of the original scene, (b) rendering of original mesh, (c) decomposed parts labeled in different colors, and (d) rendering of recovered superquadrics. 
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(a ) (b ) Figure 7.7 0: Superquadric representation resu lts for a scene (V) from view 4. The scene con­tains misce llaneous objects simu lati ng a bin picking app lication. This mesh is a sing le -view scan from view 4 using the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 97,23 5 vertices and 1 8 5, 464 triang les whi le the decomposition consists of 3 6  parts. Since this scan is from a sing le view, the mesh leaves the objects as iso lated and thus unconnected to each other. Each de ­composed part is fitted to a superquadric model. Superquadrics are rendered in  3D using quad meshes based on recovered superquadric parameters . (a) Photograph of the origina l scene ,  (b ) rendering of origina l  mesh , (c ) decomposed parts labe led in  different co lors ,  and (d) renderi ng of recovered superquadrics. 
(a ) (b ) (c) Figure 7. 7 1 : Mu lti -view superquadric representation resu lts for a scene (V). The origina l  scene is scanned from four different views. Superquadrics are recovered from each sing le view. The four-view data are registered based on the recovered superquadric parameters. The registered mu lti -view data are integrated using the RapidForm software .  The integrated mesh consists of 13 1 ,04 4  vertices and 22 8,72 6 triangles whi le the decomposition consists of 5 6  parts. The integrated data are then decomposed into single parts. Each decomposed part is fitted to a superquadric mode l. Superquadrics are rendered in  3D using quad meshes based on  recovered superquadric parameters. (a ) Rendering of registered and integrated mesh of the origina l scene scanned from four views , (b ) decomposed parts labe led in different co lors , and ( c )  render ing of recovered superquadrics. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
(d) (e) (t) Figure 7.7 2 :  Comparison of superquadric representation results for a scene (V). The scene con­tains miscellaneous objects simulating a bin picking application. Superquadrics are recovered for the scene using two algorithms including our superquadric representation strategy utilizing part decomposition and the recover-and-select algorithm. The original range image is pseudo­colored to illustrate the range depth variations on the surfaces. Red corresponds to larger dis­tances between the sensor and the object surface while blue corresponds to smaller distances. For the recover-and-select algorithm, the single-view range image is acquired from view 1, and no pre-segmentation is involved. For our method, the mesh is integrated from four views, and consists of 1 3 1,044 vertices and 2 2 8, 7 2 6 triangles while the decomposition consists of 5 6  parts. Each of the decomposed parts is fitted to a superquadric model. Superquadrics are rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on recovered superquadric parameters. (a) Photograph of original scene, (b) pseudo-colored range image of original scene, ( c) recovered superquadrics using the recover-and-select algorithm and plotted by red wireframes, (d) rendering of superquadrics re­covered from the recover-and-select algorithm, (e) rendering of original mesh, and (t) rendering of recovered superquadrics using our superquadric representation algorithm. 
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Table 7.1 3: Comparison of recovered superquadric parameters for a scene (V). The recover­and-select and our multi-view superquadric representation algorithms are used. Superquadric parameters are recovered and compared for the handle and the ball of the water neck. RAS :  the recover-and-select algorithm. MVSR :  our multi-view superquadric representation algorithm. 
I Object I Algorithm I a1 Ground truth 3 9.7 3 9.4 6 7.6 0.1 1.0 Handle RAS 3 3.8 2  4 9.24 104.8 4 0.1 0.8 4 
MVSR 22.06 38.85 5 6.94 0.1 1.02 Ground truth 5 0.0 4 7.6 5 6.0 1.0 1.0 Ball RAS 64.0 91.5 1 05.6 6 0.7 2  0.58 
MVSR 5 0.18 45.3 7 3 7.6 2 1.02 1.05 
mug , and the small bolts in the scene. In addition , some recovered superquadrics using the recover-and-select algorithm are inaccurate. For instance , superquadrics recovered for the ball of the water neck, the long pipe, and the mechanical part are inaccurate compared with ground truths. Fig. 7. 7 2(f) demonstrates that our multi -view superquadric representation algorithm is able to recover more accurate superquadrics for these objects. In particular, superquadrics for the water neck, the crossing-shaped pipe fitting , the mug , the power adapters , etc. are success­fully recovered using our algorithm. The recovered superquadric parameters for the handle and the ball of the water neck using the two algorithms are illustrated in Table 7 . 1 3. We observe that our algorithm recovers much more accurate parameters for these objects than the recover­and-select algorithm when compared with ground truths. 
7 .3.4 Remarks Based on the experimental results demonstrated in this section , the following conclusions on the proposed multi-view superquadric representation algorithm are derived. • The proposed multi -view superquadric representation algorithm significantly improves the confidence and accuracy of recovered superquadrics by incorporating multi -view data. The number of views needed depends on the complexity of the scene , and generally ranges from two to ten. Experimental results demonstrate that the proposed multi -view superquadric representation algorithm is able to improve the accuracy of recovered su ­perquadric parameters up to 75 times over the single -view recovery results. • The algorithm is able to represent multi-part objects and multi-object scenes with oc­clusions by first decomposing them into single parts. We use calibrated 3D range data 1 94 
(triangle meshes ) instead of uncal ibrated range images as input , wh ich enables recovered superquadr ics to represent the true geometry of the objects . In add it ion , the algor ithm is able to recover both regular and globally deformed superquadr ics. • The performance comparison between our multi-view superquadr ic representat ion and the recover- and-select algor ithms demonstrates that our algor ithm can recover more com­plete and more accurate superquadr ics. Compared with the recover-and-select algor ithm, our algor ithm is more flex ible and efficient . 




In this dissertation, we have proposed new strategies to address superquadric representation and related problems in computer vision. In particular, we propose a multi-view superquadric representation algorithm that is able to represent multi-part objects and multi-object scenes with superquadrics of high confidence and accuracy. Within this framework, a new 3D part decomposition algorithm based on curvature analysis is presented. In addition, we present an improved and extended view registration algorithm based on superquadrics. We summarize the proposed contributions in Section 8. 1 and the advantages of superquadric representation in Section 8.2. In Section 8.3, we present a short discussion of future directions to this work. Finally, Section 8 .4 concludes this dissertation. 
8.1 Summary of Contributions 
This dissertation presents three major contributions in superquadric representation, part decom­position, and view registration. The proposed algorithms extend the state of the art in these three fields. In particular, we have proposed a multi-view superquadric representation al­gorithm of which the advantage is representing multi-part objects or multi-object scenes with superquadrics in high fidelity and accuracy. Within the multi-view superquadric representation framework, we have presented a 3D part decomposition algorithm based on transversality reg­ularity to automatically decompose multi-part objects into their constituent single parts. Finally, we have extended a view registration algorithm based on superquadrics to register multi-view 3D range data in a pairwise manner. Due to occlusions inherent in single-view range images, a single-view scan can only ac­quire partial information from a scene. Therefore, superquadrics recovered from single-view images have low confidence. To address this problem, our proposed multi-view superquadric representation algorithm utilizes multi-view 3D range data sets. In order to represent com­plex objects and scenes, we present a 3D part decomposition algorithm as a pre-segmentation step. We also present an improved and extended 3D view registration algorithm that utilizes recovered superquadrics. Superquadrics are then recovered from registered and integrated data and therefore have higher confidence. The three contributions proposed in this dissertation are summarized as follows. 
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Multi-view superquadric representation. The most significant contribution is the devel­
opment of a multi-view superquadric representation algorithm. The multi-view superquadric 
representation algorithm addresses two unsolved problems in the literature. The first problem is 
superquadric representation of multi-part objects or multi-object scenes. The second one is the 
low confidence and accuracy of superquadrics recovered from single-view range images. Cor­
respondingly, our proposed multi-view superquadric representation algorithm has two main ad­
vantages compared to existing superquadric representation methods in the literature. First, our 
algorithm is able to efficiently represent multi-part and multi-object scenes with superquadrics. 
The incorporation of a part decomposition step turns the difficult superquadric representation 
of multi-part objects or multi-object scenes into a straightforward data fitting problem. Sec­
ond, our proposed superquadric representation algorithm is able to achieve high confidence 
and accuracy of recovered superquadrics by utilizing multi-view range data. The diagram of 
the proposed multi-view superquadric representation algorithm is illustrated in Fig. 8 . 1 .  This 
algorithm is presented in Chapter 3. 
3D part decomposition. The second major contribution is the development of a 3 D  part 
decomposition algorithm within the proposed multi-view superquadric representation frame­
work as shown in Fig. 1 . 8 .  The proposed part decomposition algorithm is based on the princi­
pal of transversality regularity (Hoffman and Richards, 1 9 8 4). Different from surface or region 
segmentation, the proposed part decomposition algorithm segments multi-part objects into their 
constitute parts that are recognizable to human perception systems. This algorithm takes sur­
faces represented by triangular meshes as input. Compared to the part decomposition algorithm 
(Wu and Levine, 1 9 97) using simulated electrical charge distributions, the proposed algorithm 
can be easily implemented and has reliable performances. The most significant advantage of the 
proposed part decomposition algorithm is that it directly facilitates the superquadric represen­
tation of multi-part objects or multi-object scenes. The proposed part decomposition algorithm 
is presented in Chapter 4. 
View registration based on superquadrics. The final contribution is a 3 D  view regis­
tration algorithm based on superquadrics. This algorithm extends the range image registration 
algorithm (Jaklic et al., 2000) in three aspects. First, we have derived the first- and second-order 
inertial moments for tapered superquadrics, which enable tapered superquadrics to be registered 
with the extended algorithm. Second, the original 2 D  range image registration algorithm is ex­
tended in our algorithm to register 3 D  surfaces. Finally, the extended and improved view reg­
istration algorithm can register scenes consisting of complex background and objects under the 
assumption that at least one object in the scene can be represented by a superquadric and that 
the object is visible (scannable) from views to be registered. Compared with correspondence­
based view registration methods, our algorithm requires less overlap between views and is less 
time-consuming. As view registration is indispensable to computer vision tasks involving multi­
view data, the proposed view registration algorithm is crucial to our multi-view superquadric 
representation algorithm. The proposed view registration algorithm is presented in Chapter 5 . 
1 9 8 
Range data view #1  
Part decomposition 
Superquadric fittin 








Range data . .. . . . view #N 
Part decomposition 
Superquadric fittin 
Figure 8.1: Diagram of the proposed multi-view superquadric representation algorithm. Tri­angle 3D meshes for the range images are used as input. Part decomposition is utilized for multi-part objects or multi-object scene. The number of views depends on the complexity of the objects or scenes and the tasks involved. View integration is performed by RapidFonn software. 
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(a) (b) (c) Figure 8.2: Superquadric representation results for a water neck. This mesh is a reconstruc­tion from multiple range images using the IVP Ranger System. The mesh consists of 58, 78 4 vertices and 117, 564 triangles. Each decomposed part is fitted to a superquadric model. Each superquadric is rendered in 3D using quad meshes based on recovered superquadric parame­ters. (a) Rendering of original mesh , (b ) wireframes of triangle meshes , and (c ) rendering of recovered superquadrics. 
8.2 Advantages of Superquadrics Superquadrics are not capable of representing complicated details of objects accurately due to the models ' parametric characteristics. However , the advantage of superquadrics is that they can provide quantitative and compact information about objects including size , position , and orien­tation in the world coordinate system. The quantitative information provided by the represented superquadrics could significantly benefit object recognition , object manipulation , etc. More ­over, superquadric representation provides a much higher data compression ratio than polygonal meshes. The data compression ratio DC R is defined in Chapter 7 as 
DCR = 
3 x N(V) + 3  x N(T) _ m x N(SQ) (8.1) For a multi -part object such as a water neck shown in Fig. 8.2, the reconstructed mesh consists of 58, 78 4 vertices and 117, 564 triangles. For superquadric representation , nine su ­perquadrics are recovered with a tota l of only 99 parameters representing the water neck. As shown in Fig. 8.2( c ), superquadric representation achieves a high visualization quality with only a small number of parameters ( 99 vs. over 100,00 0 numbers ). The data compression ratio 
DC R is evaluated as 5 3 4 3.88. Such a huge data reduction and the significantly lower storage cost of superquadric representation enables tasks such as visualization , transmission , manipu ­lation , CAD modeling , etc. to be performed in real time ,  which is a huge advantage over mesh representation. Furthermore ,  we explore the advantages of superquadric representation over mesh reduc­tion. Fig. 8.3 shows a comparison of mesh reduction and superquadric representation for a 
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(a) (b) (c) 
(d) (e) (f) 
Figure 8.3: Mesh reduction and superquadric representation for a distributor cap. This mesh is a reconstruction from multiple range images using the IVP Ranger System. The original mesh consists of 58,975 vertices and 1 17,036 triangles. The original mesh is reduced iteratively to four levels by the mesh decimation function (high quality) in the RapidForm software. The original mesh is also decomposed and represented by 13 superquadrics from our algorithm. (a) Rendering of original mesh, (b) rendering of reduced mesh consisting of 29,68 1 vertices and 58,5 12  triangles, (c) rendering of reduced mesh consisting of 15,02 1 vertices and 29,254 triangles, (d) rendering of reduced mesh consisting of 1 ,767 vertices and 2,925 triangles, (e) rendering of reduced mesh consisting of 97 1 vertices and 1 ,455 triangles, and (f) rendering of recovered superquadrics. 
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distributor c ap. The original mesh shown in Fig. 8.3(a) is reconstructed from multi -view range scans from the the IVP Ranger System (Integrated Vision Products , 2000), and consists of 58, 97 5 vertices and 1 1 7 , 03 6  triangles. We iteratively reduce the number of triangles using the mesh decimation function (high quality ) in the RapidForm software (INUS Technology, Inc , 200 1)  to four levels as the first reduced mesh consists of 29, 6 8 1  vertices and 58, 5 1 2 triangles ; the second one consists of 1 5, 021 vertices and 29, 25 4  triangles ; the third one consists of 1 , 7 6 7 vertices and 2, 925 triangles ; the last one consists of 97 1 vertices and 1 , 4 5 5 triangles. Fig. 8.3(b ) and Fig. 8.3( c )  show that little visual difference can be observed between the first and the sec­ond reduced meshes and the original mesh since these two reduced meshes still contain huge numbers of vertices and tri angles. However, Fig. 8.3(d ) and Fig. 8.3(e ) show that rendered surf aces become rough when the numbers of triangles are reduced to 2, 925 and 1 , 4 5 5 respectively. This phenomenon is a com­mon drawback of mesh reduction , i .e ., mesh reduction reduces the visual surf ace smoothness , especially when the mesh reduction ratio is high (the number of triangles is reduced 4 0  times for the mesh shown Fig. 8.3( d) and 8 0  times for the mesh shown Fig. 8.3( e)  ). How to represent a 3D surf ace model with the least number of vertices and triangles while maintaining the accept ­able surf ace smoothness is an ongoing research area. Superquadric representation addresses this problem in a way different from common mesh reduction approaches. As a volumetric primitive , superquadrics can represent objects compactly, i.e., 1 1  parameters for a superquadric can represent thousands of triangle meshes. In addition , the explicit definition of superquadrics enables them to be rendered smoothly in 3D. Therefore, superquadric representation is a natu ­ral solution to the difficulties in mesh reduction. Fig. 8. 3(f) shows 1 3  recovered and rendered superquadrics for the distributor cap. Superquadrics represent the distributor cap smoothly with only a total of 1 4 3 floating numbers. Superquadric representation achieves a DC R of 5 0.9 for the reduced mesh shown in Fig. 8.3( e)  and demonstrates a much smoother surface representa­tion as shown in Fig. 8.3(f). Such characteristics enable superquadrics to significantly benefit many tasks such as scene visualization , object recognition , data  transmission , etc. 
8.3 Future Research Several extensions to this work are possible. Since this research concentrates on object rep­resentation , it is straightforward to extend this research to object recognition , in particular ,  3D part-based object recognition. Object recognition is crucial in robot navigation tasks. How color information can be utilized to facilitate object recognition is also a meaningful topic. Due to the parametric feature of superquadrics , shapes that can be represented by su ­perquadrics are still limited even with global and free-form deformations. In contrast , su ­perquadrics with local deformations are able to represent arbitrary shapes with high compu­tation and storage costs. The recovery of superquadrics with local deformations needs to be explored. Another possible extension is the improvement of the proposed part decomposition algo­rithm. A more accurate estimation of Gaussian curvature would improve the performance of the part decomposition algorithm. In addition , a faster neighborhood searching algorithm for 
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triangle meshes would signi ficantly improve the segmentation speed . Part decomposition based on other theories such as the minima rule could also be a possible extension to this work. 
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Appendix A 
Characterization of the IVP Ranger 
Scanner System 
In this chapter, we describe the experimental characterization and analyze the accuracy of the range camera used in our experiments . In Section A.I, related work on range sensor characteri­zation is discussed . The range sensor used in our work is introduced in Section A. 2 .  In Section A. 3 ,  the MAPP 2 5 0 0 range camera is characterized in terms of temperature, light, surface re­flectance and color of objects, and the angle of incidence in the experiments . The accuracy of the captured data is also investigated by calibrating the range images into 3D data in Section A. 4 .  Finally, Section A. 5 summarizes the characteristics and accuracy of the smart range sensor based on experiments . 
A.1 Related Work Range image sensing techniques have been developed for over thirty years and are becoming more and more popular due to the decreasing cost and 3D sensing advantages. A range image is an image in which each pixel represents a measurement of the distance from the camera to the object. Typical applications of range imaging include industrial inspection and robot navigation (Jain and Jain, 1990; Adams and Robert, 1996 ). Range sensors are unique in that the image data points explicitly represent scene surface geometry in a sampled form (Faugeras, 1993 ; Kanade, 1987). Most range sensors can be classified into two major types, active and passive cameras . A passive range camera utilizes no special ( dedicated) light source, and may use, for instance, information from camera and/or object motion to obtain range data . An active camera utilizes a well defined light source to gather range information . Active range sensors can generally be classified into six categories (Besl, 1989): ( 1) radar, ( 2 ) triangulation, ( 3 ) moire, ( 4) holographic interferometry, ( 5 ) lens focusing, and ( 6 ) diffraction . The first two types of active range cameras are predominately used. According to the signal type emitted by the laser, imaging radars can be classified into time-of-flight sensors which use pulse detection techniques, amplitude modulation sensors in which the laser beam is amplitude-modulated, or frequency modulation sensors which use heterodyne detection techniques . Time-of-flight methods are usually good for large distances, i.e. meters to kilometers . Triangulation based range cameras use a dedicated 2 2 5 
light source placed in a well-known position emitting light in a well-known direction. The 
position in space where the light was reflected from is found by measuring where the light 
impacts the sensor. Triangulation based cameras work better when measuring shorter distances 
( < 5 - 10 m). More comprehensive knowledge about laser rangefinders can be found in (Fu 
et al., 1987; Freeman, 1988; Jarvis, 1983b; Jarvis, 1983a; Nitzan, 1989). 
Since each type of sensor is more suitable for a specific task, there are several issues to 
be investigated in order to optimize the performance of the sensor. The major consideration 
is under what circumstances can the sensor obtain the most accurate and reliable data (Hebert 
and Krotkov, 1991 ;  D. Nitzan and Duda, 1977; Hashemi et al., 1994). Characterization is a 
process to quantitatively evaluate all the factors that affect the performance or the quality of 
the measured sensor data (Collier, 1998). The comprehensive knowledge obtained during the 
characterization process including factors that influence the measured data, the optimal sensor 
system configuration, the accuracy of the sensor, and other issues can be used to analyze the 
sensor performance, and can furthermore, maximize this performance. Therefore, we believe 
that the characterization of a sensor directly affects its performance optimization and is an im­
portant and indispensable step required before the sensor can be appropriately used. Despite 
the broad expanse of range imaging systems available today, there is only a modest amount of 
research being conducted on sensor characterizations compared with research on sensor cali­
bration (Sansoni et al., 2000; Wilczkoniak et al., 2001 ;  Kim and Kweon, 2000; Kim and Hong, 
2000; Castro et al., 1998; Hardt et al., 1998; Beraldin et al. , 1993). Manufacturer specifications 
are often accepted as a working description of a sensor system. However, they are not always 
complete, accurate or appropriate for specific tasks. 
K weon, at al. (K weon et al., 1991) published one of the first characterizations of the Percep­
tron AM laser range scanner. They ascertained many of the sensor characteristics by observing 
images both spatially and temporally. A statistical analysis determines the precision of pixel 
positions and range measurements. The analysis associated with range measurements includes 
the effects of ambient light, surface material, incidence angle, and temperature. Richard Pito 
(Pito, 1995) applied a dynamic calibration technique to the Perceptron AM laser range finder. In 
this characterization procedure, micro-scale spatial range noise caused by local environments, 
macro-scale spatial range noise attributed by complex interactions between subsystems, mixed 
pixel spatial range noise, and temporal range noise were analyzed. Accuracy and repeatabil­
ity of range measurements were obtained. Moreover, the effects of the scene; the surface re­
flectance and the distance were investigated. Conclusions on using the sensor appropriately, 
and the necessary warm-up time were derived. Richard Collier (Collier, 1998) characterized a 
point laser range finder. In his thesis, the influences of temperature, mixed pixels, reflectance, 
and angle of incidence were analyzed. An error correction model and a confidence metric were 
also developed. 
Although characterizations of several kinds of range sensors have been conducted, no re­
search on characterizations of smart range cameras has been found. Characterization of each 
range scanner is unique and per-system based due to the scanner's specific characteristics and 
the principles under which the sensor works. This work therefore presents the first attempt to 
characterize the smart range sensor MAPP2500, which is a sheet-of-light triangulation-based 
sensor. This sensor was selected due to its high speed (4000 profiles/s) and accuracy {µm) 
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(Johannesson, 1994 ). In the experiments conducted, the accuracy of the range data is analyzed utilizing calibrated 3D data. The errors present in the measured range data are investigated under circumstances with varying temperatures, lights, surface reflectance and color of objects, and incidence angles in the experiments since these factors usually affect the performance of a laser scanner (Pito, 1995 ). By characterizing a specific sensor, this work also makes contri­butions to showing how the performance of a range sensor can be evaluated and optimized by experimental characterizations. 
A.2 The IVP Range Sensor In this section the sensor system configuration and scanning principles of the smart range sensor MAPP 2 5 00  are briefly described. A smart sensor is a sensor which combines image acquisi­tion and signal processing/data reduction on the same chip (Astrom, 1993), (Moini, 1997). The main signal processing task in sheet-of-light imaging is a data extraction process where ID range information is extracted from 2 D  sensor data. MAPP 2 5 0 0 stands for Matrix Array Pic­ture Processor with 2 -Dimensional sensor and 5 12 processing elements (Johannesson, 1994), (Astrand et al., 1995 ). MAPP-serial smart range sensors have been available commercially since 199 1. With a smart sensor the scanning speed is improved significantly by the special on-chip processing capabilities. 
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Figure A. I :  Range imaging system configuration: PC, line laser source, range camera, and con­
veyor belt. (a) Simplified diagram of the setup and (b) photograph of the system configuration 
used in the experiments. 
sensor system should be minimized. A horizontal conveyor belt is used to move the object at a 
user-selected speed. A photograph of the system configuration is shown in Fig. A. I (b ). 
A.2.2 Algorithms for Obtaining Range Data 
The RANGER software package contains 4 basic algorithms, a vertical maximum, a vertical 
thresholding, a horizontal maximum, and a horizontal thresholding algorithm to capture range 
images. With respect to the angle between the camera orientation and the baseline, the algo­
rithms are classified into horizontal and vertical. Corresponding plots of profiles scanned in 
horizontal and vertical orientations are shown in Fig. A. 2. According to how the laser impact 
position is detected, the algorithms can also be classified into maximum and thresholding. The 
maximum-finding algorithm locates the impact position of the sheet-of-light by finding the po­
sition of the maximum intensity. The thresholding algorithm computes the centroid position of 
the thresholded data. A graphical representation of methods used for determining the impact 
position are shown in Fig. A. 3 .  
For the maximum method, the real impact position is estimated as 
(a + b) 
s = 2 ' (
A. I ) 
where a and b are offset positions of the two maximum intensities shown in Fig. A. 3 .  
For the thresholding method, the peak mid-position is approximated by 





where m and n are also shown in Fig. A.3. 
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Figure A.4:  Triangulation-based setup to calculate range values. 
Equations. (A. 1) and (A.2 ) result in a laser impact position halfway between two pixel centers, which also indicates that both thresholding and maximum algorithms are able to achieve sub-pixel accuracy but the thresholding algorithms are less sensitive to noise. However, since the thresholding algorithm is designed to obtain only range images, the maximum algorithm must be chosen if both range and intensity images are needed. After the camera orientation and the algorithm are selected, range values are calculated based on the triangulation rule. A triangulation-based procedure to derive range values is illustrated in Fig. A.4. The range value r is calculated by 
r = 
B(bo tan a - s) cos a  = Bbo tan a  - s ,  
-1!IL - (bo tan a - s) sin a bo + s tan a 
COB O 
(A.3) where s represents the light impact position calculated by Equations. (A. 1) and (A. 2 ). The other parameters are as illustrated in Fig. A.4. 
A.3 Experimental Characterization Although characterization of each range scanner is unique due to its specific characteristics and the principles under which the sensor works, part of the characterization scheme can be shared between various laser scanners. Similar to the characterization framework presented in (Pito, 199 5 ), in this section the smart range camera is characterized with respect to the following five issues; ( 1) how the captured range data fluctuates with temperature, ( 2 ) how environmental light affects the data, ( 3 ) how the surface characteristics of the object itself including its surface reflectance and color, influence the data, and ( 4) whether the angle of incidence affects the range measurements. 
A.3.1 Initialization The orientation of the camera and the laser is determined according to the horizontal application selected. The laser is placed vertical to the ground, the angle between the optical axis of the 230 
(a) (b) 
Figure A.5: Range and intensity images of upper surfaces of objects. Images are taken under 
medium indoor light condition. (a) Range image and (b) intensity image. 
camera and the baseline is 45°. The conveyor belt is placed on the ground horizontally. The 
RANGER system is set up as shown in Fig. A.l (b). The horizontal threshold algorithm is 
used during the characterization process due to its robustness to noise and fast scans. The major 
parameters of the algorithm are chosen heuristically depending on the size of the object scanned, 
the accuracy required by users, and the speed of the conveyor belt. The objects used include a 
red wood block, a black wood block, and a metal block of the same size at 1 0 x 6 x 3 cm. All 
the objects used have matte surfaces, and there is no large intensity variations on those surfaces. 
The range and intensity images of the red wood block used are shown in Fig. A. 5 . 
Only the upper flat surface of the blocks is scanned during the characterization process. 
Range images captured under various conditions are analyzed by calculating and comparing the 
mean values, the standard deviations, and the maximum values of the pixel intensities in the 
images. There are no physical units for these statistical index due to the rescaled intensities 
values used. 
The mean value µ of the samples is calculated by 
E!1 Xi 
µ = N ' (A.4) 
where N is the number of non-zero pixels in the captured range image, Xi denotes non-zero 
range values of pixel i. The standard deviation a of the samples is calculated by 
a =  E!1 (Xi - µ)
2 
N 
The maximum value of each captured range image is 
Max = Maximum(xi) , i = 1 , 2, . . .  N. 
2 3 1  
(A.5) 
(A.6) 
Because only the upper flat surfaces are scanned in our experiments, for each scanning 
circumstance the mean value should be very close to the maximum value, and u should be O in 
the ideal case. This is one of the criteria used to evaluate the accuracy of the measured range 
images. 
A.3.2 Effects of Temperature 
The fluctuation of range measurements caused by temperature is common to all laser range 
sensors and a warm-up time is therefore necessary for all laser scanners. However, since the 
measurement fluctuation and warm-up time vary with sensors a characterization procedure is 
needed to evaluate the accurate warm-up time for our sensor to obtain stable and reliable mea­
surements. Temperature generally has two sources. The first is environmental temperature. 
Manufacturers usually provide a span of such environmental temperatures that their laser and 
sensor should be operated in to avoid significant inaccuracies in range measurements. Because 
this sensor is designed to be used mainly in an indoor environment, it is assumed that fluctua­
tions due to environmental temperature are limited and are therefore ignored. The second source 
of temperature fluctuation is device electronics. When the system initializes from a "cold" state, 
time is required for the temperature in the device electronics to stabilize. To estimate the nec­
essary warm-up time, 10  images are captured every 30 minutes during a 2-hour period, starting 
immediately after the laser and the system are powered. The goal is to estimate the warm-up 
time required by the system, and to investigate how the range data is affected by the temperature 
of the device electronics. To achieve this goal, the mean values, the standard deviations, and the 
maximum values are calculated for each image and their plots are shown in Fig. A .6. 
Based on the plots in Fig. A .6 {a) and {b), the two image sets taken during the second hour 
have closer mean values {the curves are less steep) between each other and smaller standard 
deviations { 13.5 vs. 18) than images taken during the first hour. Moreover, the images captured 
during the second hour have closer mean and maximum values { 106, 1 10) than those taken 
during the first hour { 107, 1 1 5). Therefore, images taken in the second hour are more stable and 
reliable. The conclusion can then be ascertained that there should be at least 60 minutes for the 
system to warm up and obtain reliable range measurements. Based on this finding, all the other 
range images used in our experiments were taken after warming up the sensor for 60 mins. 
A.3.3 Effects of Environmental Light 
The fact that range scanners are sensitive to environmental light is well known. To answer 
questions such as how sensitive a specific sensor is to various light conditions and how the noise 
caused by environmental light can be reduced, an experimental characterization is required. 
This characterization investigates how the range images are affected by environmental light. 
Since this camera is designed mainly for indoor applications, 10 images are taken under each 
of the three indoor light conditions; 3 lumen {very dark), 500 lumen {medium), and 3000 lumen 
{very bright). The mean value, the standard deviation, and the maximum value of each image 
taken under different light conditions are calculated and their plots are shown in Fig. A .  7. The 
graphs in Fig. A .7 show that the images taken under very dark and medium light conditions have 
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Figure A.6: Influence of temperature: mean values, standard deviations, and maximum values 
of 4 sets of range images taken every 30 minutes during a 2-hour time period. (a) Mean values, 
(b) standard deviations, and ( c) maximum values. 
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Figure A. 7: Influence of light: comparison of mean values, standard deviations, and maximum values of 3 sets of range images taken under very dark, normal, and very bright light conditions. (a) Mean values, (b) standard deviations, and (c) maximum values. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure A.8: Range and intensity images under very bright light condition (3000 lumen). (a) 
Range image and (b) intensity image. 
(110-115). In addition, the mean values are closer to the maximum values (108 vs. 110) for 
images taken under very dark and medium conditions . However, the features of images taken 
in very bright conditions are very different. For these images, the mean values range from 80 
to 150, the standard deviations are as high as 80, and the maximum values (around 115) are far 
from the corresponding mean values. A n  example of range and intensity images taken in very 
bright conditions is shown in Fig. A.8. Compared with images in Fig. A.5 and combining the 
statistical results obtained, the conclusion is drawn that this range sensor is sensitive to light, 
and tends to have incorrect range and intensity measurements when the environmental light 
is very strong (> 500 lumen). Moreover, the best light condition for a specific sensor varies 
with the power of the laser used. In our case, the power output of the laser is 5 mW, and the 
wavelength is 685 nm. Therefore, it is recommended that the environmental light should be as 
low as possible to acquire accurate data. 
A.3.4 Effects of Surface Reflectance and Color of Objects 
Since active range sensors acquire range data by emitting a laser beam to surfaces of an object 
the range measurements are inevitably affected by the reflectance and other surface charac­
teristics of the object. However, the effects may vary with different active range sensors. To 
investigate how the surface characteristics of the objects affect the range images captured by 
our sensor, the influences of surface reflectance and color are characterized respectively by ex­
perimentation. 
First, to investigate the influence of surface reflectance, 5 images are captured for each a 
metal and a wooden block of the same size. The mean value, the standard deviation, and the 
maximum value of each image taken for the metal and wooden blocks are calculated and shown 
in Fig. A.9. The graphs in Fig. A.9 (a) and (b) illustrate that images of metal and wooden blocks 
have slightly different mean values (wood: around 125, metal: around 119). The standard 
deviations of wood (around 30) are smaller than those of metal (around 33), which means that 
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Figure A.9: Influence of surface reflectance of objects: comparison of mean values, standard 
deviations, and maximum values between 3 sets of range images taken for metal and wooden 
blocks. (a} Mean values, (b) standard deviations, and (c) maximum values. 
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images of wood are more stable. The maximum values captured from these two blocks are significantly different (metal 24 5, wood 1 3 5 ). The significant difference could come from the noise caused by the non-lambertian surface reflectance of the metal. Also, for the wooden block, the mean values are closer to the maximum values while there are large differences for the metal block. The conclusion can be made that this range sensor is not very sensitive to the surface reflectance of objects, but heavier noise is apparent for non-lambertian surfaces with high reflectance such as metal surfaces. Next, to investigate the influence of the surface color on the captured range image, a red block, a black block of the same size, and two blocks joined together are used to take 5 images of each. The mean value, the standard deviation, and the maximum value of each image are calculated and shown in Fig. A.1 0. The graphs in Fig. A.1 0 demonstrate that images of red blocks have significantly different features including the mean values ( 1 08 vs. 5 2 ), the standard deviation values ( 1 3 vs. 4 5 ), and the maximum values ( 1 1 5  vs. 1 2 5 )  from those of black blocks. The differences are obvious even though the blocks used have the same dimensions. This is because the laser beam reflectance features of black surfaces are different from those of other colors. Furthermore, for the red block, the mean values are very close to the maximum values ( 1 08 vs. 1 1 5 ) while there are large differences for the black block ( 5 2  vs. 1 2 5 ). Therefore, the conclusion can be drawn that range measurements of completely black objects should be corrected before use. The correction could be adjusting the environmental light or covering the object surface with other lighter colors. 
A.3.S EtTects of Incidence Angle The incidence angle is another substantial contributor to the error present in laser range data because rangefinders rely on the detection of reflected signals. If the signals are intersecting with a target at an angle, a portion of the signal will not be reflected back in the direction of the detector. However, in many cases the incidence angle cannot be 0, and whether the measured data are acceptable within a range of incidence angles needs to be investigated. The angle of incidence is defined as the angle between the laser direction and the normal of the measured surface. An example of incidence angle is shown in Fig. A.1 1. Since the laser is fixed as being vertical to the ground for all scanning applications, the incidence angle varies only with the normal of the measured surface. The angle ranges from o0 for a flat horizontal surface, to 9 0° for a vertical surface. The measurement error increases with increasing incidence angle . In the experiments conducted, range measurements are obtained for a flat surface with incidence angles at o0 and 3 0°, respectively. The range images, the corresponding calibrated 3D data, and the zoomed wire frames of the 3D data are shown in Fig. A.1 2 . Despite the accuracy analysis in Section A.4, the wire frames of the incidence angle at o0, shown in Fig. A.1 2 ( c) are smoother and flatter, while those of the incidence angle at 3 0°, shown in Fig. A.1 2 (0 have more ridges. This demonstrates that the incidence angle does have effect on the range measurements and that the range measurements of smaller incidence angles are more accurate than those of larger incidence angles. Whether the measured data with the incidence angle at 3 0° are acceptable depends on later accuracy analysis of 3D calibrated data. 
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Figure A. 10: Influence of color: comparison of mean values, standard deviations, and maximum 
values between 3 sets of range images of red and black wooden blocks. (a) Mean values, (b) 
standard deviations, and ( c) maximum values. 
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Figure A. 1 1 : Incidence angle example. The incidence angle is O for laser position 1 and 'a' for 
laser position 2. 
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(a) (b) (c) 
(d) (e) (f) Figure A. 1 2 : Captured range and corresponding calibrated 3 D  data. (a) Range image of block a, the incidence angle of the upper flat surface is o0, (b) calibrated 3 D  data of block a, ( c) zoomed wire frames of calibrated 3 D  data: very smooth, (d) range image of block b, the incidence angle of the upper flat surface is 30°, (e) calibrated 3 D  data of block b, and (f) zoomed wire frames of calibrated 3 D  data: many ridges. 
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Figure A. 13: Calibration target. The target consists of two perpendicular planes with dark dots 
distributed uniformly. 
A.4 Accuracy Analysis 
Generally, the maximum accuracy claimed in product manuals is very difficult to achieve in 
real applications. To analyze the accuracy, the 2D range images need to be calibrated to obtain 
real 3D ( x, y, z) coordinates for each image pixel since 3D data provides the real geometry 
and physical features of the object. In this section, calibration is first conducted and then the 
accuracy of the calibrated 3D data is analyzed. Simultaneously, the accuracy investigation of 
calibrated data can also check the correctness of the calibration procedure. 
Calibration of cameras varies with different principles under which the camera operates 
(Sansoni et al., 2000). For our camera, the calibration target was built as suggested in the user's 
manual (Integrated Vision Products, 2000), and is shown in Fig. A. 13. 
The calibration target consists of two 200 x 150 mm perpendicular planes with dark dots 
distributed uniformly on the target. The center of gravity of these dots will be used to calculate 
the calibration parameters including three matrices, W[4] , P[3] [3] , and T[3] . W is the scaling 
of the sensor coordinate system. P represents the transform corresponding to the lens com­
bined projection, sensor scaling and rotation and T is the translation matrix. Further details of 
the calibration parameters and algorithm can be found in (Integrated Vision Products, 2000). 
The calibration model used in the RANGER system is based on well-known geometric camera 
modeling techniques (Faugeras, 1993). Detailed calibration steps are described in (Integrated 
Vision Products, 2000). Several important factors that are not addressed by the manuals in the 
calibration procedure are described in the following. 
• The focus and aperture of the camera should be adjusted depending on the distance be­
tween the baseline and the object to make sure the intensity image is visibly adequate. 
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and 
• The illumination of the calibration target should be adjusted appropriately by either ad­justing the camera lens or adding additional light. The surface of the target should not have high reflectance, i.e., it must be dull and matte. • The world coordinate system used in the calibration process should be selected as the X-axis consistent with the direction of the profile, the Y-axis consistent with the scanning direction, and the Z-axis determined by the right-hand rule. • The Y-scaling parameter depends on the moving speed of the conveyor belt, and can be estimated by evaluating the ratio between the range values and the 3D coordinates of the measured object. The Y-scaling parameter is used together with the other calibration parameters to convert 2D range images into 3D calibrated range data. The calibration parameters during our accuracy evaluation process are obtained as 
[ 0.0 0 0 0 8561298 l W =  0. 0 0 0485681543 - 0. 792188565246 -514.894369 03 0 07 0  
[ 88.329116344283 ] T = 498.4 78733669282 , 593.623597718181 
[ - 0. 00 06625 04 P = 0.0 0 0 0 0759 0 0. 0 0 0 06133 0. 0 0 0 011954 - 0. 000485 012 0. 0 0 0447274 0.1819 07633 ] 0.78955 035 0 , 0.628674025 
Y scaling = 0.53, beltspeed = 7 0mm/ s. Fig. A.1 4 shows a captured 2D range image and corresponding calibrated 3D data of the upper surface of a block. The calibrated data in Fig. A. 1 4(b) shows that the camera is calibrated correctly. To investigate the accuracy of the calibration parameters and the captured data in the 
X - Y directions, the upper surfaces of two wooden blocks with sizes of 125 x 84 x 36 mm (block a) and 74 x 37 x 18 mm (block b) were measured with the incidence angle at 0 in our experiments. Another wood block with a size of 1 16 x 59 x 29 mm (block c) was measured with the incidence angle at 3 0° to check the accuracy in the Z direction and the effect of the incidence angle. The captured range images and corresponding calibrated 3D data transformed by the calibration parameters are similar to the images shown in Fig. A. 1 2. Based on the calibrated 3D data, the sizes of the block can be estimated as follows. For each of the tested blocks, first, four comer points on the same plane are detected heuristically from the corresponding VRML file of calibrated 3D data. The distances between these points can be calculated from the VRML file because the calibrated 3D data consists of Euclidean coordinates of all the data points. These distances, actually, represent the exact sizes of the block because the Euclidean coordinates in the calibrated data have a physical unit, mm in this case, during 2 4 1 
(a) (b) 
Figure A. 14: Captured range and corresponding calibrated 3D data. (a) Range image of the 
upper flat sutface, the surface is parallel to the ground and (b) calibrated 3D data of the surface. 
the calibration process. In this way, the size of the block a is estimated as 125.4295 x 84.3160 
mm. The size of the block b is estimated as 7 4.8173 x 36 .9495 mm. The size of the block c 
in the z axis is estimated as 29.212 mm. Compared with the ground truth values of the sizes of 
the three blocks, the accuracy of this camera and the calibration is approximately 0.5 mm and 
the measurement error is approximately 0.7%. In addition, the accuracy of the captured data is 
insensitive to an incidence angle less than 30° . 
A.5 Summary 
Based on the characterization results, this section summarizes how the petformance of the smart 
range sensor can be optimized including how the sensor should be used appropriately and how 
the accuracy of the measured data can be improved in various circumstances. The principles 
used in setting up the ranging system and selecting the parameters in the horizontal threshold 
algorithm are summarized as follows. 
• The major parameters of the algorithm are chosen heuristically depending on the size of 
the object measured, the accuracy required, and the speed of the conveyor belt. Therefore, 
a training process is needed to choose the parameters. 
• The camera needs to be calibrated when the system setup or the speed of the conveyor 
belt is changed. However, to capture more accurate images, a new camera calibration is 
recommended for each new acquisition. 
• The size of measured objects should be comparable to the distance between the baseline 
and the objects to obtain correct range measurements. In addition, the length of the 
baseline should also be comparable to the distance between the baseline and the object. 
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Table A.1 :  Factors affecting range measurements and corresponding corrections. 
Factor I Sensitivity I Suggested Correction Temperature low warm up 6 0  mins Light high achieve the least lumen of the light Reflectance low use a bandpass filter Color high avoid black sur faces Incidence Angle low none 
The sensitivity of factors affecting range m�surements are summarized in Table A.1. This table also indicates that noise present in the captured range data is mainly caused by environ ­mental light and the surface color of scanned objects . Therefore, in order to obtain more accu ­rate data and optimize the performance of the sensor, these factors should be reduced as much as possible . The accuracy of the camera is approximately 0.5 mm, and the error present in the 3D data is approximately 0. 7%. Based on the characterization results and accuracy evaluation , this range sensor is believed suitable for indoor, small object-related tasks such as object model­ing , representation , and recognition . Although the camera investigated in this work is designed mainly for indoor use it is possible to take outdoor images with an optical filter added to the lens. The filter should be chosen according to the bandwidth of the laser used. Characterization of this sensor in various outdoor environments is an ongoing task. In this chapter, a general concept on how the performance of a laser range sensor can be evaluated and maximized by experimentally characterizing a smart range camera is presented . By characterizing a sensor comprehensively, the optimal configuration including setup and ap ­propriate applications can be derived . In addition , the factors that affect the accuracy of the cap­tured data and their quantitative measurements can also be obtained during the characterization process . Therefore , the performance of a sensor can be maximized correspondingly based on its characterization results , e .g. the best configuration should be obtained and negative factors should be avoided or reduced . In summary, we demonstrate that experimental characterization of a sensor is indispensable for evaluating , and ultimately, optimizing the sensor performance , and how this can be achieved . 
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